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Abstract 

An efficient two-dimensional multiple zone harmonic balance solver for 

calculating unsteady nonlinear flows is presented. The solver adapts Roe’s flux difference 

splitting algorithm such that it can be used to discretize the harmonic balance equations. 

It is demonstrated that the numerical solutions produced by this solver are in good 

agreement with known results for a variety of unsteady flows, including cascade flows. 

The solver incorporates a multiple zone technique in which the number of harmonics is 

allowed to vary in different zones of a flow domain. In the present study, the multiple 

zone technique is optimized for unsteady nonlinear transonic flows. It is shown that the 

multiple zone technique reduces computational time by 50-60% in comparison to single 

zone solutions. It is additionally shown that these computational savings come with no 

change in the accuracy of the solution.  

An analysis of the temporal and spatial behavior of the waves associated with 

harmonic balance discretization schemes is also presented. In the temporal analysis, the 

numerical stability limits of several discretization schemes are worked out in detail, and a 

numerical instability associated with the first-order upwind discretization is removed. 

The numerical stability limits are verified through experimentation. In the spatial 

analysis, spatial wave amplification factors are derived for the same set of discretization 

schemes. A novel upwind approximation of the harmonic source term is introduced, and 

it is demonstrated that, for one-dimensional flows, this approximation eliminates the 

spatial wave dissipation associated with previously used cell-centered discretizations of 

the source term. However, it is found that the difference between the dissipation 
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associated with each approximation of the source term is less pronounced in two-

dimensions.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Motivation 

 The aerodynamic analysis of unsteady flows in turbomachinery can be performed 

in both the time domain and the frequency domain. In the time domain [see references 4, 

6, 19, 20], the equations of fluid dynamics (e.g. the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations) 

are discretized and subsequently solved using computational fluid dynamic (CFD) 

techniques. The solution is marched forward in the time simulating the unsteady flow 

field. The approach may be used to model dynamically linear flows, but is especially well 

suited to solving dynamically nonlinear flows. However, time-domain schemes tend to 

require very small time steps to ensure both time accuracy and numerical stability, which 

in turn leads to large computational times. 

 For frequency domain methods [see references 7, 10, 26-29, 39], computational 

times are significantly reduced. The first frequency domain solvers used the time-

linearized approach. In this approach, the mean flow is computed first using the steady 

form of the governing equations. Subsequently, it is assumed that any unsteadiness is 

small and harmonic in nature. This allows the governing flow equations to be linearized 

about the mean flow. In the linearization process, the temporal derivative 
ssf is replaced 

by tu. The removal of the explicit time dependence enables the linearized equations to be 

solved inexpensively. Despite producing computationally efficient solutions, the time-

linearized approach is limited to small disturbances, and is unable to capture nonlinear 

effects.  

 Hall et al [1] and others [29, 30] expanded upon the time-linearized approach and 

developed the harmonic balance technique. Conceptually, this approach works by first 
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representing the flow variables as a Fourier series in time with spatially varying 

coefficients. A set of coupled partial differential equations is then constructed to solve for 

the unknown coefficients. These equations contain a harmonic source term that replaces 

the temporal derivative, and thus can be solved efficiently using pseudo-time marching 

together with various CFD acceleration techniques. The harmonic balance technique has 

the computational efficiency of the time-linearized approach, but, unlike the time-

linearized approach, can capture nonlinear effects, as no restriction is made on the size of 

unsteady disturbances. This makes the harmonic balance technique powerful, as it can 

produce solutions for nonlinear flow through turbomachinery in one to two orders of 

magnitude less computational time than time-domain solvers [1].  

 In the harmonic balance solver used by Hall [1], the governing equations were 

discretized using a two-step Lax-Wendroff scheme, and a combination of second- and 

fourth-order artificial dissipation was used to capture shocks. However, in recent years, 

flux difference splitting algorithms have become more prevalent, especially Roe’s 

scheme [6, 13, 38]. Roe’s scheme is a cell-centered finite volume scheme that solves an 

approximate Riemann problem to calculate the fluxes at a given cell face in the flow 

domain. The scheme is popular because it produces sharp discontinuities (such as shocks) 

without the use of artificial dissipation. In this thesis, Roe’s discretization scheme is 

adapted so that it can be applied to the harmonic balance equations. 

 As previously discussed, the harmonic balance form of the equations of fluid 

dynamics introduces a harmonic source term in place of the temporal derivative. To solve 

a discretized version of these equations using conventional CFD techniques, a pseudo-

time term is introduced. Thus, the discretized harmonic balance equations resemble the 
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discretized flow equations associated with time-domain solvers, with an additional source 

term included. However, the reintroduced temporal term need not be treated time 

accurately. While the stability limits of discretization schemes in the time-domain are 

well understood, the stability limits change with the inclusion of the source term. Hall [1] 

recognized that a numerical instability exists in the long wavelength errors associated 

with his discretization of the harmonic balance equations. However, he also notes that the 

boundary conditions often stabilize this instability, and does not perform a formal 

stability analysis. In this thesis, a variety of discretizations of the harmonic balance 

equations are analyzed to fully understand this numerical instability, and a 

preconditioning technique is introduced that removes the instability. The stabilizing 

effect of the boundaries is also examined. The numerical stability limits of several 

harmonic balance discretization schemes are derived theoretically, and subsequently 

verified experimentally. 

 In addition to changing the stability limits of discretizations of the governing 

equations, the harmonic source term also affects the spatial behavior of the waves 

associated with the discretized equations. The inclusion of a source term in 

discretizations of the equations of fluid dynamics can lead to inaccurate solutions if the 

source term is not discretized properly. This is well-understood for the shallow water 

equations [34-36], which contain a source term that must be discretized in a manner that 

is in balance with the discretization of the flux terms (i.e., if the flux terms are discretized 

in an upwind manner, the source term must similarly be discretized in an upwind manner) 

for accurate numerical solutions to be obtained. In this thesis, the proper discretization of 

the harmonic source term is derived for a variety of discretizations of the flux terms.  
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 As previously stated, the harmonic balance technique is computationally efficient 

in comparison to time-accurate schemes. In most previous applications of the harmonic 

balance technique, a single number of harmonics was applied universally to the entire 

flow field. Maple [16-18, 42] was able to demonstrate that one can obtain additional 

computational savings by varying the number of harmonics throughout the flow domain 

based on the local flow features, with more harmonics retained in dynamically nonlinear 

flow regions, and fewer harmonics retained in dynamically linear flow regions. Maple 

examined a series of quasi-one-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flows, and found 

that varying the number of harmonics at each point the flow domain resulted in up to an 

86% savings in computational time, in comparison to solutions that did not vary the 

number of harmonics. These computational savings came at no cost in terms of the 

solution accuracy. 

Maple’s results are encouraging, and it should be possible to apply his ideas to 

numerical solutions of flow in turbomachinery to reduce computational times. In this 

thesis, Maple’s technique is expanded upon to meet this end. Maple only studied quasi-

one-dimensional flows, and, therefore, this thesis examines the application of his 

technique to multiple spatial dimensions. Additionally, Maple focused on purely subsonic 

and supersonic flows. In turbomachinery, the flows are primarily transonic. Thus, studies 

are performed in this thesis to develop Maple’s technique for flows of interest in 

turbomachinery. Finally, Maple varied the number of harmonics at each point of the flow 

field. In the computational solutions of flow in turbomachinery, the flow domain is often 

separated into a series of blocks or zones, and it makes more sense to vary the number of 
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harmonics based on these zones. Thus, this thesis investigates the application of Maple’s 

technique on a zone-by-zone basis.  

1.1 Overview 

 In the following chapters of this thesis, we present research into the areas 

described above. In Chapter 2, the pseudo-temporal and spatial behavior of the waves 

associated the discretized harmonic balance equations are examined. The harmonic 

balance form of the Euler equations is derived, and, subsequently, is linearized, 

diagonalized and discretized with a variety of schemes in both space and time. The 

temporal behavior of these schemes is investigated through the use of von Neumann 

stability analyses. The spatial behavior is examined by determining the spatial 

amplification factor associated with each of the schemes. In both the temporal and spatial 

analyses, numerical experiments are performed to verify the theoretical calculations.  

Chapter 3 introduces HB-Multizone, a FORTRAN code that solves the two-

dimensional Euler equations using the harmonic balance technique. The salient features 

of the code are outlined in detail, and, subsequently, the code is validated by comparing 

the numerical solutions it produces with the analytical solution for unsteady flow in a 

vibrating box. This comparison is also used to experimentally determine the spatial 

accuracy of the code. 

In Chapter 4, HB-Multizone is further validated using known results for steady 

and unsteady flows through a cascade of compressor blades. The Tenth Standard 

Configuration [29, 39-41] is used in this validation study. 

Chapter 5 introduces the multiple zone technique used in HB-Multizone. This 

technique allows the number of harmonics to vary in different zones of a flow domain, 
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and expands on the ideas presented by Maple [16-18, 42]. The multiple zone technique is 

validated, and is subsequently refined for the transonic flows of interest in 

turbomachinery.  

Chapter 6 reviews the conclusions from the research presented in Chapters 2-5. 

Recommendations are then made for future work in the subjects covered in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2: Derivation and Analysis of the Harmonic 
Balance Equations 
  
 In this chapter, the harmonic balance form of the two-dimensional Euler equations 

is derived. These equations are then discretized in space using either an upwind scheme 

or a flux difference splitting algorithm, and in pseudo-time using either a first or a fourth-

order Runge-Kutta scheme. The stability limits of the equations are examined for various 

combinations of the aforementioned spatial and temporal discretizations, and a previously 

identified numerical instability is eliminated. In the final section of this chapter, the 

source term that is present in the harmonic balance equations is studied. A novel upwind 

technique for evaluating the source term is introduced. The technique is examined using 

both one- and two-dimensional model equations. This method reduces the spatial 

dissipation that is associated with evaluating the harmonic balance source term in a cell-

centered manner, but the method adversely affects the stability of harmonic balance 

schemes. The analysis performed in this chapter is incorporated into the code HB-

Multizone, which is the subject of Chapter 3.  

2.1 Governing Equations 

 In many turbomachinery applications, one can reasonably assume that the flow is 

inviscid and non-heat conducting with constant specific heats. Therefore, the Euler 

equations may be used to model the flow. For two-dimensional flows using a Cartesian 

coordinate system, the Euler equations can be expressed in differential vector form as 

H:Hv w H<x:yHp w H=x:yHr � 0                                                                            x2.1y 
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where the vector of conservation variables, U, and the flux vectors F and G are given by 

  : � z '','-'�{                                                                                                         x2.2y                

<x:y � z ',',, w *',-',3 {                                                                                        x2.3y  

 

=x:y � } '-',-'-- w *'-3 ~                                                                                        x2.4y 

 
The four equations above represent the conservation of mass, momentum in the x- and y-

directions, and energy, respectively. In equations (2.2)-(2.4), ρ is the density, u and v are 

the velocities in the x- and y-directions, respectively, e is the total internal energy, p is the 

static pressure, and h is the total enthalpy.  Expressions for the static pressure and total 

enthalpy of an ideal gas with constant specific heats are given by 

* � x] % 1y �'� % 12' �x',y� w x'-y���                                                   x2.5y 

3 � x'� w *y'                                                                                                     x2.6y 

where ] is the ratio of specific heats.  

2.2 Harmonic Balance Form of the Euler Equations 

 A large number of the unsteady flows of interest in turbomachinery are periodic 

in time. With this assumption in mind, a harmonic balance analysis can be performed on 

the Euler equations, transforming them from the time domain into the frequency domain 

as demonstrated by Hall et al [1]. By assuming temporal periodicity, i.e., 
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:xp, r, vy � :xp, r, v w (2y                                                                           x2.7y 

where (2 is the temporal period, the conservation variables can be expressed as a Fourier 

series in time with spatially varying coefficients. For instance, the density can be 

represented as   

'xp, r, vy � � 45xp, ry��25f                                                                      5 x2.8y 

 
where the summation is over all integer values of n. In equation (2.8), ω is the 

fundamental frequency of the unsteadiness, j is the imaginary number, and 45 is the 

Fourier coefficient associated with the nth harmonic of the density. There are similar 

Fourier coefficients for the other conservation variables as well as one for the inverse of 

the density, which is introduced for convenience. 75 is the Fourier coefficient associated 

with the momentum in the x-direction, 85 is the Fourier coefficient associated with the 

momentum in the y-direction, 95 is the Fourier coefficient associated with the energy, 

and Γ5 is the Fourier coefficient associated with the inverse of the density. In practical 

applications, the series in equation (2.8) is truncated after N values so that –N ≤ n ≤ +N. 

N represents the total number of retained harmonics of the fundamental frequency and the 

case of N = 0 is steady flow. In total, (2N+1) terms are contained in the series. 

 The Fourier series expansions for the conservation variables can be substituted 

into equation (2.1) and grouped by frequency to arrive at an intermediate form of the 

Euler equations that solves for the unknown Fourier coefficients. This set of equations is 

given by 

>?�:;� w H<;�:;�Hp w H=;�:;�Hr � 0                                                                       x2.9y 

where, for example,   
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:; �

���
�
���

�.7.8.9.��D7�D� ���
�
���                                                                                                    x2.10y 

 

>? � tu�:; � tu
���
�
���

0 · 4.0 · 7.0 · 8.0 · 9.1 · 4�D1 · 7�D� ���
�
���                                                                        x2.11y                                                              

<; �
���
��
���
� 7.x] % 1y9. % ] % 32 � Γm757.�m�5 % ] % 12 � Γm858.�m�5� Γm758.�m�5

] � Γm759.�m�5 % ] % 12 � ΓmΓ57�x7�7.�m�5����y w 8�8.�m�5����7�D� ���
��
���
�

x2.12y 

 
In the form of the Euler equations given in equation (2.9), a spectral operator, >,;  

approximates the temporal derivative H/Hv. This form of the Euler equations is quite 

complex with flux calculations scaling like �� as demonstrated in equation (2.12). The 

summation terms in equation (2.12) represent triple summations over the harmonics. For 

instance, the third entry in equation (2.12) is the conservation of momentum in the y-

direction. This flux term is formed from the Fourier series representations of the x and y-

momentum and the inverse of the density. Since these series scale with the number of 

harmonics, �, this flux calculation scales like ��. 

To make equation (2.9) more computationally efficient, one can make use of the 

fact that the Fourier coefficients of the conservation variables can also be determined 
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using a set of (2N+1) snapshots of the conservation variables spaced out equally over one 

temporal period. These (2N+1) snapshots, or time levels, can be related to the Fourier 

coefficients by the discrete Fourier transform operator, i.e., 

:; � @:E                                                                                                          x2.13y 

where :E is the vector of conservation variables at each of the (2N+1) time levels,  :; is 

the vector of associated Fourier coefficients, and @ is the discrete Fourier transform 

operator. For the remainder of this chapter, a “ E ” will be used to denote a vector of time 

levels and a “    M ” will be used to denote a vector of Fourier coefficients. By inserting 

equation (2.13) into equation (2.9) and premultiplying by the inverse discrete Fourier 

transform operator, @�A, one arrives at the harmonic balance form of the Euler equations 

tu@�DB@:E w �@�A@<EHp w H@�A@=EHr � >E w H<EHp w H=EHr � 0         x2.14y 

where 

B �
���
���
�� 0 0 0 0 0 00 � % 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 � 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 � 0 00 0 0 0 0 %x� % 1y 00 0 0 0 0 0 %����

���
�
                     x2.15y 

 is a (2N+1) x (2N+1) diagonal matrix with the nth row corresponding to the nth time 

level. An important aspect of equation (2.14) is that while the new spectral operator 

couples the set of equations, the flux vectors themselves are completely uncoupled and 

therefore the flux calculations scale linearly with the number of harmonics. This greatly 

reduces computational costs. Additionally, although the pseudo-spectral operator couples 
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the equations, it is more accurate than finite difference operators in approximating the 

temporal derivative [1].   

2.3 Stability Analysis of the Harmonic Balance Form of the 
Euler Equations 
 
2.3.1 Linearization and Diagonalization of the Euler Equations 
 
 To solve equation (2.14) using CFD techniques, a pseudo-time term is introduced. 

The new set of equations, given by 

H:EH  w H<EHp w H=EHr w tuC:E � 0                                                               x2.16y 

 
is marched to steady-state in pseudo-time, τ. If the solution, :E, reaches a steady state, 

then 
s:Es¡ � 0, and equation (2.14) is recovered. In equation (2.16), the matrix C is 

introduced for convenience to replace @�DB@. With the pseudo-time term included, 

equation (2.16) looks similar to equation (2.1) with the exception of the spectral operator. 

The stability limits associated with discretizations of equation (2.1) are well known. 

However, the inclusion of the spectral operator fundamentally changes the stability limits 

of discretizations of equation (2.16). To demonstrate this fact, a von Neumann stability 

analysis will be performed on the one-dimensional version of equation (2.16). The 

analysis will subsequently be extended to two dimensions. 

 To apply the von Neumann stability analysis, the equations must first be 

linearized, diagonalized and discretized. The one-dimensional version of equation (2.16) 

is given by 

H:EH  w H<EHp w tuC:E � 0                                                                            x2.17y 
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Next, we linearize the unsteady flow about the mean flow, i.e., 

:E � :¢E w F:E                                                                                              x2.18y 

where  

:¢E �
���
�� :¢£:¢£�D�:¢�x£�Dy:¢�£ ���

��                                                                                          x2.19y 

contains the vector of mean conservation variables at each of the (2N+1) time levels and 

F:E �
���
�� F:£F:£�D�F:�x£�DyF:�£ ���

��                                                                                     x2.20y 

contains the vector of perturbations to the mean conservation variables at each of the time 

levels. The vector of perturbations to the mean conservation variables is given by 

F: � } ¤'¤x',y¤x'-y¤x'�y~ �
���
�� ¤',¤' w '¤,-¤' w '¤-¤¥] % 1 w 12 x,� w -�y¤' w ',¤, w '-¤-���

��       x2.21y 

The mean flow can be disregarded in this stability analysis because it has zero frequency. 

Thus, the spectral operator is of no importance and the harmonic balance equations 

reduce to the conventional form of the Euler equations.  

We can express equation (2.17) in terms of the linearized perturbation variables as 

follows 

HF:EH  w GE HF:EHp w tuCF:E � 0                                                              x2.22y 

In equation (2.22),  
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GE �
���
��G 0 0 0 00 G 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 G 00 0 0 0 G���

��                                                                            x2.23y 

where G is the Jacobian matrix H</H: , given by 

G �
���
���

0 1 0 0%,� w xγ % 1y2 x,� w -�y 2, % xγ % 1y, %xγ % 1y- γ % 1%,- - , 0%γ�, w xγ % 1yx,� w ,-�y eγ % γ % 12 x3,� w -�y ,-xγ % 1y ,γ ���
��� x2.24y 

GE is a (2N+1) x (2N+1) block diagonal matrix with the 4x4 Jacobian matrix G � H</H: 

for each entry along the diagonal. GE is constructed such that it multiples each time level 

of F: contained in F:E by G. The Jacobian matrix, G, can be expressed as JKJ�A  where 

K is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of G given by 

K � ¨, 0 0 00 , 0 00 0 , w g 00 0 0 , % g©                                                                      x2.25y  

In equation (2.25), g is the speed of sound. The eigenvalues given in equation (2.25) 

indicate the rate of propagation of the four waves associated with the Euler equations. 

The fourth eigenvalue corresponds to an upstream pressure wave that travels with speed 

, % g. For subsonic flow, the eigenvalue is negative and the wave propagates upstream. 

On the other hand, for supersonic flow the eigenvalue is positive and the pressure wave 

moves downstream. The first three eigenvalues are always positive and correspond to an 

entropy wave, a vorticity wave and a downstream pressure wave, respectively [7, 12, 15]. 

J is the matrix of right eigenvectors of G, given by 
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J � 1g�
��
���
��
� %1 0 12 12%, 0 , w g2 , % g2%- c -2 -2% 12 x,� w -�y -g 3 w g,2 3 % g,2 ��

���
��
�
                                    x2.26y 

and J�A is the left eigenvectors of G that can be found by inverting equation (2.26).  

A set of characteristic variables can be defined as 

L � J�AF: � ��
�¤¥ % g�¤''g¤-¤¥ w 'g¤,¤¥ % 'g¤,��

� � z«D«�«�«¬
{                                                   x2.27y 

It can be shown [7, 12, 15] that each one of the characteristic variables in equation (2.27) 

corresponds to one of the four waves (entropy, vorticity, downstream pressure and 

upstream pressure, respectively) associated with the Euler Equations. The application of 

equation (2.27) to each time level yields 

LE � J�A EF:E                                                                                               x2.28y 

where 

J�A E  �
���
��J�A 0 0 0 00 J�A 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 J�A 00 0 0 0 J�A ���

��                                                  x2.29y 

J�A E is a (2N+1) x (2N+1) block diagonal matrix similar to GE in that it multiplies each 

time level of the perturbation variables in F:E by J�A.  Equation (2.22) can now be 

expressed as 

HJELEH  w JEKEJ�A E HJELEHp w tuCJELE � 0                                         x2.30y 
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where 

JE  �
���
��J 0 0 0 00 J 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 J 00 0 0 0 J���

��                                                                            x2.31y 

and 

KE  �
���
��K 0 0 0 00 K 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 K 00 0 0 0 K���

��                                                                           x2.32y 

JE and KE are both (2N+1) x (2N+1) block diagonal matrices similar to GE and J�A E. The 

premultiplication of equation (2.30) by J�A E diagonalizes the equations as follows 

HJ�A EJLEH  w J�A EJEKEJ�A E HJELEHp w tuJ�A ECJELE  �             
HLEH  w KE HLEHp w tuCLE � 0                                                                     x2.33y 

It should be noted that the order of the matrix operation J�A EC does not matter as each 

entry in the block diagonal matrix J�A E is a matrix whereas each entry in C is a scalar. In 

other words, J�A EC � CJ�A E and therefore J�A ECJE � CJ�A EJE � C. See Section 

3.1.5 for more details on the multiplication of block diagonal matrices and fully 

populated matrices with scalar entries.  

 With the equations linearized and uncoupled within each time level, the next step 

is to uncouple the time levels so that a von Neumann stability analysis can be performed. 

An identity similar to the identity in equation (2.13) can be developed to transform the 

time levels of the characteristic variables into their associated Fourier coefficients. Using 

the inverse of that identity, 
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LE � @�ALM                                                                                                      x2.34y  

equation (2.33) is converted into 
 H@�ALMH  w KE H@�ALMHp w tu@�DB@@�ALM � 0                                         x2.35y 

The premultiplication of equation (2.35) by the Fourier transform operator yields  

 H@@�ALMH  w @KE H@�ALMHp w tu@@�DB@@�ALM �                             
HLMH  w KE HLMHp w tuBLM � 0                                                                          x2.36y 

(Through a similar argument to the one made for the matrix operation J�A ECJE, it can be 

shown that @KE�A is equivalent to KE.)  
The governing harmonic balance equations are now completely uncoupled and 

diagonalized. The system given in equation (2.36) is a set of independent equations with 

identical form. Thus, one can now study a single scalar equation from the system in 

equation (2.36) to understand the behavior of the large, coupled system described by 

equation (2.17). The scalar equation can be discretized and subsequently the numerical 

stability limits of the discretization can be determined. These stability limits can then be 

applied to similar discretizations of the original, coupled system of equations.   

2.3.2 Von Neumann Stability Analysis 
 
 With the equations now diagonalized, the underlying wave nature of the 

linearized, one-dimensional Euler equations is revealed. A von Neumann stability 

analysis can be performed on a discretization of a single scalar equation from the system 

described in equation (2.36). For instance, at the “bth” frequency in equation (2.36), the 

solution for each Fourier coefficient of the characteristic variables has the form   
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H«MH  w , H«MHp w tub«M � 0                                                                             x2.37y 

In equation (2.37), «M  represents a given entry from the vector LM  and , represents the 

corresponding eigenvalue from the matrix K. To motivate discussion, equation (2.37) will 

be discretized with an explicit, first-order upwind scheme. The upwind scheme is given 

by 

«M®5�D % «M®5Δ  w , «M®5 % «M®�D5Δp w tub«M®5 � 0                                             x2.38y 

where the subscripts indicate the ith spatial location and the superscripts indicate the nth 

pseudo-time step.  Equation (2.38) can be reorganized to explicitly isolate the solution at 

the (n+1)-th pseudo-time step in terms of information at the nth time step as follows 

«M®5�D � «M®5 % ,ΔτΔp x«M®5 % «M®�D5 y % tubΔτ«M®5 � 
«M®5 % Nx«M®5 % «M®�D5 y % t�«M®5                                                      x2.39y 

where N � ±²³²V  is the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number, and � � ubΔτ is a 

dimensionless parameter that will be referred to as the grid reduced frequency.  

A von Neumann analysis can now be performed on equation (2.39). This analysis 

assumes that the exact solution of equation (2.39) as well as any error in the numerical 

solution can be represented as a Fourier series in space [2,3]. Thus, the variables in 

equation (2.39) can be expressed 

«M®´D5 � «M®5�x®´Dy��µ∆V                                                                                 x2.40y 

where bV is a spatial wave number. An amplification factor, � � «M®5�D/«M®5, can 

subsequently be defined. The amplification factor measures the growth or decay of the 

solution over time. For a scheme to be stable, the numerical error must not grow with 
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time, i.e., the amplification factor must be less than or equal to one. Substituting equation 

(2.40) into equation (2.39) yields 

«M®5�D���µ ²V® � «M®5���µ ²V® % N�«M®5���µ ²V® % «M®5���µ ²V x®�Dy� 
 %t�«M®5���µ ²V®                                                                 x2.41y 
 
Dividing through by «M®5���µ ²V®, equation (2.41) becomes 

� � 1 % ·N�1 % ����µ ²V� w t�¸                                                               x2.42y 

Note the amplification factor is always greater than unity for the explicit first-order 

upwind scheme applied to the harmonic balance form of the Euler equations (assuming a 

nonzero grid reduced frequency). In the limit of infinitesimally small wave numbers (i.e., 

infinitely long wavelengths), the amplification factor is equal to 1 % t�, which is greater 

than unity in magnitude for nonzero reduced frequencies. Thus, errors with long 

wavelengths will tend to grow over time, and therefore the scheme is unconditionally 

unstable.  

2.3.3 Time Level Preconditioning 
 
 Although the scheme presented in Section 2.3.2 is unconditionally unstable, a 

preconditioning technique has been developed that assures conditional stability for the 

scheme [25]. The stabilization technique starts with equation (2.37). Through the variable 

transformation, 

«M � OP���2�¡                                                                                                   x2.43y 

equation (2.37) can be converted into 

Hx���2�¡OPyH  w , Hx���2�¡OPyHp w tubx���2�¡OPy � 
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 ���2�¡ HOPH  % tub���2�¡OP w ,���2�¡ HOPHp w tub���2�¡OP �       
  ���2�¡ HOPH  w ,���2�¡ HOPHp �  0                                                                   x2.44y 

Dividing through by ���2�¡, equation (2.44) can be rewritten as 

HOPH  w , HOPHp �  0                                                                                               x2.45y 

This is the usual one-dimensional advection equation, which is stable for N ¹ 1 for a 

first-order upwind discretization scheme in both space and time. For the present analysis, 

we will only apply the first-order upwind discretization to the temporal derivative. Thus, 

equation (2.45) becomes 

OP®5�D % OP®5Δ  w , HOP®5Hp �  0                                                                               x2.46y 

Now, the variables are transformed back to the original set of variables using the inverse 

of equation (2.43), yielding 

��2�x¡�²¡y«M®5�D % ��2�¡«M®5Δ  w ��2�¡, H«M®5Hp �  0                                   x2.47y 

Dividing equation (2.47) by ��2�¡, one obtains 

��2�²¡«M®5�D % «M®5Δ  w , H«M®5Hp �  0                                                              x2.48y 

which can be approximated by 

x1 w tubΔτy«M®5�D % «M®5Δ  w , H«M®5Hp �  0                                                   x2.49y 

using a Taylor series expansion of the exponential term.  

The next step in the stabilization process is to add and subtract tub«M®5 from 

equation (2.49). This procedure yields 
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x1 w tubΔτy«M®5�D % «M®5Δ  % tub«M®5 w , H«M®5Hp w tub«M®5 � 

 x1 w t�y�«M®5�D % «M®5�Δ  w , H«M®5Hp w tub«M®5 � 0                                    x2.50y 

or 

«M®5�D % «M®5Δ  w 1x1 w t�y º, H«M®5Hp w tub«M®5» � 0                                    x2.51y 

After the application of a first-order upwind discretization to the spatial derivative 

in equation (2.51), one can perform a von Neumann stability analysis and arrive at an 

expression for the amplification factor, which is given by 

� � 1 % 11 w t� ·N�1 % ����µ ²V� w t�¸                                                 x2.52y 

The amplification factor for the longest wavelength errors is now given by 

� � 1 % t�1 w t�                                                                                             x2.53y 

One can reorganize equation (2.53) as follows 

� �  1 % t�1 w t� 1 % t�1 % t� � 1 w ��1 w �� % t� w ��1 w �� � 1 % t�1 w ��                 x2.54y 

which has a magnitude of 

¼�¼ � ½1 % t�1 w ��½ � 1 w ��x1 w ��y� � 11 w ��                                             x2.55y 

which is less than or equal to one for all reduced frequencies. Thus, the long wavelength 

errors are stabilized by the preconditioning technique introduced in this section.  

With the longest wavelength errors stabilized by the preconditioning term, the 

first-order upwind scheme is now conditionally stable. This fact is illustrated in Figure 1, 

which shows the stability region for the preconditioned upwind scheme. In this figure, the 
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boundary where the amplification factor is equal to one is plotted as a function of the 

CFL number and a modified grid reduced frequency, given by 

�E � �N � �uΔp7                                                                                           x2.56y 

where �E is the modified grid reduced frequency. The modified grid reduced frequency 

is equal to the previously defined grid reduced frequency divided by the CFL number. 

The modified reduced frequency is convenient because it depends only on the grid 

spacing, the number of harmonics, the frequency of the unsteadiness and the wave speed. 

In explicit Euler solvers, these properties are known before each iteration of the solver. 

Therefore, the modified reduced frequency allows one to uniquely determine the 

maximum allowable CFL number and subsequently the maximum stable time increment. 

The region to the left of the curve in Figure 1 represents the stable combinations of the 

CFL number and the modified reduced frequency.  

In addition to showing the theoretical stability boundary, Figure 1 also shows an 

experimentally determined stability boundary. Although the CFL number can 

theoretically exceed one for non-zero reduced frequencies, Figure 1 reveals that it can 

never exceed one in practice using the harmonic balance technique. This is due to the fact 

that the zeroth harmonic has a maximum stable CFL number equal to one, and all 

harmonic balance solutions contain the zeroth harmonic. The experimental points in 

Figure 1 were determined using HB-Multizone, a FORTRAN code that will be described 

in greater detail in Chapter 3. The data in Figure 1 was produced by specifying a 

modified grid reduced frequency and then increasing the CFL number until the solution 

diverged. Each case was run on a two-dimensional, 100x1 grid (see Figure 10 for a 
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Figure 1: Stability Region for Preconditioned First-Order Upwind Scheme 

similar grid). By having only one cell in the y-direction, the flow is essentially one-

dimensional. The flow variables were initialized to a solution of the Euler equations plus 

a small random disturbance. The random disturbance contains errors of all wavelengths 

and the solution will diverge if any of the wavelengths are unstable. Periodic boundary 

conditions (see Section 3.1.6.4) were used to ensure that there was no boundary 

interaction that altered the experimental stability limits. 

The time level preconditioning term in equation (2.51) was shown to stabilize the 

linearized and diagonalized form of the discretized Euler equations. The time level 

preconditioning term must now be worked back through the original harmonic balance 

equations to verify that the solution of the full harmonic balance equations remains 

unchanged, and also to derive the preconditioning matrix used in application when 
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solving the harmonic balance equations numerically. With the preconditioning term 

included, equation (2.37) becomes 

H«MH  w 11 w t� ¾, H«MHp w tub«M¿ � 0                                                            x2.57y 

which can be generalized for the entire set of scalar equations into 

HLMH  w Q; ¾KE HLMHp w tuBLM ¿ � 0                                                                  x2.58y 

where 

 Q; �
���
��Q 0 0 0 00 Q 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 Q 00 0 0 0 Q���

��                                                                       x2.59y 

is a (2N+1) x (2N+1) block diagonal matrix. Each term in Q;  is given by  

Q �
��
���
���
� 11 w t�D 0 0 0

0 11 w t�� 0 0
0 0 11 w t�� 0
0 0 0 11 w t�¬��

���
���
�
                                   x2.60y 

where Q a 4x4 diagonal matrix with 1/x1 w t��y for each entry. The reduced 

frequencies, ��, are formed using the appropriate eigenvalue from equation (2.25). The 

matrix in equation (2.60) multiplies each of the Fourier coefficients of the characteristic 

variables by the preconditioning term. 

 We will now assume that the preconditioned full harmonic balance equations are 

given by 
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H:EH  w QE ¾H<EHp w tuC:E¿ � 0                                                                  x2.61y 

where QE � @�AQ; @ is a modified (2N+1) x (2N+1) preconditioning matrix, which is no 

longer diagonal. Equation (2.61) can be driven to steady-state, yielding  

QE ¾H<EHp w tuC:E¿ � 0                                                                               x2.62y 

which can only be true if the part inside the brackets is equal to 0. In other words, the 

preconditioning matrix, QE, does not change the solution of the harmonic balance 

equations in any meaningful way.  

We must now show equation (2.61) can be linearized and diagonalized into 

equation (2.58) to demonstrate that QE is the correct preconditioning matrix for the full 

harmonic balance equations. We can linearize the unsteady flow in equation (2.61) about 

the mean flow using equation (2.18). This allows us to express equation (2.61) in a 

linearized form as 

HF:EH  w QE ¾ÀE HF:EHp w tuCF:E¿   � 0                                                  x2.62y 

Premultiplying by J�A E and using the transformation defined in equation (2.28), we can 

rewrite equation (2.62) in terms of the characteristic variables as follows 

HF:EH  w QE ¾ÀE HF:EHp w tuCF:E¿   � 

J�A E HF:EH  w J�A EQE ¾JEKEJ�A E HF:EHp w tuCF:E¿ � 

HLEH  w QE ¾KE HLEHp w tuCLE¿ � 0                                                           x2.63y 
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We can now premultiply by the discrete Fourier transform operator, @, and use the 

definition of the Fourier coefficients of the characteristic variables from equation (2.34) 

to express equation (2.63) as 

@ HLEH  w @QE ¾KE HLEHp w tuCLE¿ � 

@ H@�ALMH  w @@�AQ; @ ºKE H@�ALMHp w tu@�AB@@�ALM » � 

HLMH  w Q; ¾KE HLMHp w tuBLM ¿ � 0                                                                  x2.64y 

Equation (2.64) is equivalent to equation (2.58), and thus we have shown that QE is the 

correct matrix to use when solving the harmonic balance form of the Euler equations 

numerically.  

2.3.4 Higher Order Stability Analysis 
 
  The analysis from Section 2.3.2 can now be extended to higher dimensions as 

well as to higher order discretization schemes in both space and time. For instance, the 

two-dimensional analogue of the one-dimensional advection equation (equation (2.38)), 

is given by 

«M®,m5�D % «M®,m 5Δ  w , «M®,m5 % «M®�D,m5Δp w - «M®,m5 % «M®,m�D5Δr w tub«M®,m5 � 0  x2.65y 

where the subscripts first indicate the ith spatial location in x followed by the mth spatial 

location in y. For this analysis, it is assumed that the mesh consists solely of quadrilateral 

cells that have sides aligned with the Cartesian axes. The solution at the (n+1)-th time 

step can subsequently be isolated as follows 
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«M®,m5�D � «M®,m5 % ,ΔτΔp �«M®,m5 % «M®�D,m5 � % 

                -ΔτΔr �«M®,m5 % «M®,m�D5 � % tubΔτ«M®,m5 � 

         «M®,m5 % NV�«M®,m5 % «M®�D,m5 � % NW�«M®,m5 % «M®,m�D5 � % t�«M®,m5 x2.66y 

where NV and NW are the CFL numbers in the x- and y- directions, respectively. 

Performing a von Neumann analysis in two dimensions, the characteristic variable in 

equation (2.66) is replaced with 

«M®´D,m´D5 � «M®,m5 �x®´Dy��µ∆V�xm´Dy��Á∆W                                                  x2.67y 

Substituting equation (2.67) into equation (2.66), and after some manipulation, one 

obtains an expression for the amplification factor given by 

� � 1 % ·NV�1 % ����µ ²V� w NW�1 % ����Á ²W� w t�¸                       x2.68y 

The amplification factor is again greater than unity for the longest wavelength errors, 

assuming a nonzero reduced frequency. Therefore, the same preconditioning term from 

Section 2.3.3 can be used to provide conditional stability to the scheme. The stability 

region for the preconditioned, two-dimensional, first-order upwind scheme is equivalent 

to the stability region for the one-dimensional version of the same scheme shown in 

Figure 1, with the only difference being that the CFL number in one dimension is 

replaced by the sum of the CFL numbers in two dimensions (assuming uniform 

quadrilateral cells that align with the Cartesian axes in two-dimensions).  

  The stability analysis proves to be more interesting once higher order spatial and 

temporal discretization schemes are used. For example, the classical fourth-order Runge-

Kutta (RK4) scheme can be used to discretize the pseudo-time derivative in equation 

(2.37) in place of the first-order upwind approximation. Assuming that the spatial 
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derivative is still approximated by a first-order upwind scheme, the RK4 scheme is given 

by 

«M®x.y � «M®5 

«M®xDy � «M®x.y % 12 ÂNÃ«M®x.y % «M®�Dx.y Ä w t�«M®x.yÅ �  «M®x.y % 12 ÆDx«M®x.yy 

«M®x�y � «®x.y % 12 ÂNÃ«M®xDy % «M®�DxDy Ä w t�«M®xDyÅ �  «M®x.y % 12 ÆDx«M®xDyy 

«M®x�y � «M®x.y % ÂNÃ«M®x�y % «M®�Dx�y Ä w t�«M®x�yÅ �  «M®x.y % ÆDx«M®x�yy      
«M®x¬y �  «M®x.y % 16 ÂÆDÃ«M®x.yÄ w 2ÆDÃ«M®xDyÄ w 2ÆDÃ«M®x�yÄ w ÆDx«M®x�yyÅ 
«M®5�D � «M®x¬y                                                                                                   x2.69y                                                    

 
This scheme has a stability region given in Figure 2. The region to the left of the 

curve is again the region of stable combinations of the CFL number and the modified grid 

reduced frequency. The RK4 scheme is conditionally stable without the time level 

preconditioning, unlike the first-order temporal discretization. Figure 3 shows a zoomed 

in view of Figure 2 for modified reduced frequencies less than two. In realistic 

applications, the modified grid reduced frequency is usually no higher than 0.5 so as to 

maintain good accuracy. As Figure 3 demonstrates, the CFL limit is nearly identical for 

all modified reduced frequencies below 0.5, which implies good convergence rates for all 

practical cases. The stability boundary in Figure 3 was verified by numerical experiment 

using HB-Multizone. The experimental points were determined by using the process 

described in Section 2.3.3. As Figure 3 demonstrates, the experimental results are in good 

agreement with the theoretical predictions from the von Neumann stability analysis.  
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The stability boundary in Figure 3 was curve fit with a fourth-order polynomial 

that gives the CFL number a function of the modified grid reduced frequency as follows 

 N � 1.374 w 0.30507�E % 1.1004�E� 

w0.6544�E� % 0.12523�E¬                                                x2.70y 

As a practical matter, we usually set the CFL to 95% of the maximum allowable CFL 

number determined by equation (2.70) to avoid any errors associated with the polynomial 

approximation, and the effect of nonlinearities, non-uniform meshes and the other 

unmodeled effects. For a reduced frequency of zero, the CFL limit is 1.39, which is well-

established [5]. In two dimensions, the same plots can be generated by replacing the one-

dimensional CFL number by the sum of the CFL numbers in the x- and y- directions 

respectively, again assuming that the mesh only contains uniform quadrilateral elements 

that align with the Cartesian axes. 

 
Figure 2: Stability Region for First-Order RK4 Scheme 
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Figure 3: Curve-fit of Stability Boundary for First-Order RK4 Scheme 

 An RK4 scheme with a second-order accurate spatial discretization was also 

examined. The spatial discretization scheme used in HB-Multizone is based on the flux 

difference splitting algorithm that was originally proposed by Weiss and Smith [6]. The 

algorithm is cell-centered and the change in the flow variables in each cell is determined 

by calculating the flux through each cell’s boundary faces. To achieve second-order 

accuracy, gradients of the flow variables are determined in each cell. The gradients allow 

the flow solution at the cell centers to be extrapolated out to the cell faces in a Taylor 

series expansion. The extrapolated flow solutions provide second-order flux calculations 

through each cell face.  

Assuming one-dimensional flow on a uniformly spaced grid, it can be shown that 

the linearized, diagonalized, second-order upwind operator, Æ�x«M®x5yy,  is given by 

Æ�Ã«M®x5yÄ � ¾N Ç14 «M®�Dx5y w 34 «M®x5y % 54 «M®�Dx5y w 14 «M®��x5yÈ w t�«M®x5y¿    x2.71y 
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where the Æ�Ã«M®x5yÄ operator is the second-order accurate operator from Weiss and 

Smith’s algorithm. The stability boundary for this scheme is given in Figure 4 (large 

range of modified grid reduced frequencies) and Figure 5 (modified reduced frequencies 

less than 1.7). Figure 5 demonstrates that the CFL limit drops more rapidly with 

increasing modified reduced frequency using the second-order RK4 scheme as opposed 

to the first-order RK4 scheme. This implies slower convergence rates for nonzero 

reduced frequencies when using the second-order RK4 algorithm. The stability boundary 

in Figure 5 was verified by numerical experiment using HB-Multizone. The experimental 

points were determined in the manner previously outlined in Section 2.3.3. There is again 

good agreement between the experimental and theoretical results. 

 

Figure 4: Stability Region for Second-Order RK4 Scheme 
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Figure 5: Curve-fit of Stability Boundary for Second-Order RK4 Scheme 

The stability boundary in Figure 5 was curve-fit with a third-order polynomial 

that gives an expression for the CFL number in terms of the modified grid reduced 

frequency, that is 

N � 1.3788 % 0.61929�E w 0.23217�E� % 0.04072�E�                x2.72y 

For a reduced frequency of zero, the maximum stable CFL number is 1.38. Finally, as 

was true for the previous analyses, the two-dimensional version of the second-order RK4 

scheme will produce the same stability boundaries shown in Figures 4 and 5, provided 

one replaces the one-dimensional CFL number by the sum of the CFL numbers in the x- 

and y-directions, respectively (assuming that the two-dimensional grid is restricted to 

uniform quadrilateral elements that align with the Cartesian axes).  
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2.4 Analysis of the Harmonic Balance Source Term 

2.4.1 Spatial Wave Analysis 
 
 In the harmonic balance form of the Euler equations, a source term, tuC:E, 
replaces the temporal derivative, 

s:sf , that is present in the conventional form of the 

equations. As was demonstrated in the previous sections of this chapter, the source term 

affects the numerical stability of discretizations of the harmonic balance equations. The 

analysis performed on these discretizations focused on the growth rate of waves as they 

convect in pseudo-time. In addition to traveling in pseudo-time, the waves associated 

with the harmonic balance equations also propagate in space. In this section, the effect of 

the source term on the growth rate of waves in space is examined.  

 To study the spatial growth rate of the waves associated with the harmonic 

balance equations, we will consider the one-dimensional harmonic balance equations 

given by equation (2.17). These equations can be linearized and diagonalized into the set 

of scalar equations as shown in equation (2.36). We can then select a single equation 

from the set, and discretize it with a first-order upwind scheme in both space and time. 

This process yields equation (2.39). To examine the growth rate of waves in space, we 

will assume that a given wave grows (or decays) exponentially in space. Thus, we can 

make the following substitution 

«M®´D5´D � «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ®´D                                                                                             x2.73y 

and define a new amplification factor,  

�Ë[Ì�Í � Ê®Ê®�D                                                                                                  x2.74y 
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Equation (2.73) is constructed such that there is no time dependence, i.e., «M®´D5�D � «M®´D5 . 

We are not interested in the temporal behavior of the waves and, therefore, the equations 

will be assumed to have reached a steady-state in pseudo-time. Ideally, we would like 

�Ë[Ì�Í to be equal to exactly one, as this means that a wave is convected in space without 

a change in amplitude. Any change in the amplitude is non-physical in nature and is 

undesirable. Inserting equation (2.73) into equation (2.39), we get 

«M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ® � «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ® % N�«M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ® % «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ®�D� % t�«M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ®                                    x2.75y 

Dividing through by «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ®�D and reorganizing, we arrive at  
�Ë[Ì�Í � 1Ã1 w �ÎÏ Ä �  1x1 w t�Ey                                                              x2.76y 

Equation (2.76) reveals that the waves associated with the harmonic balance equations 

decay in space for nonzero modified grid reduced frequencies. The magnitude of the 

amplification factor is given by  

Ð�Ë[Ì�ÍÐ � ½ 1x1 w t�Ey½ �  ÑÒ 1�1 w �E��Ó                                         x2.77y 

Thus, the solution at cell ‘Ô’ has a decrease in amplitude of ÕÇ D�D�ÎEÖ�È in comparison to 

the solution at cell ‘Ô % 1’.  

 The waves associated with the harmonic balance equations decay in space due to 

the approximation of the source term. The source term is approximated in a cell-centered 

manner as only the solution at cell ‘Ô’ is used. However, the fluxes are evaluated in an 

upwind manner that involves the solution at cell ‘Ô’ and cell ‘Ô % 1’. To provide the 

correct balance between the flux term and the source term, the source term must also be 
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evaluated in an upwind manner [33-36]. Instead of using just the solution at cell ‘Ô’ in 

forming the source term, we will use an upwinded average of the solutions at cells ‘Ô’ and 

‘ Ô % 1’. With the new source term, equation (2.75) becomes 

«M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ® � «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ® % N�«M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ® % «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ®�D� % 12 t�x«M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ® w «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ®�Dy          x2.78y 

which can be reorganized into an expression for the amplification factor given by 

�Ë[Ì�Í � Ã1 % D� t�EÄÃ1 w D� t�EÄ                                                                                   x2.79y 

The amplification factor in equation (2.79) has a magnitude given by 

Ð�Ë[Ì�ÍÐ � ×Ã1 % D� t�EÄÃ1 w D� t�EÄ× Ø 1                                                                x2.80y 

and, thus, the amplitude of the waves associated with the harmonic balance equations do 

not change as they convect in space.  

The magnitude of the amplification factor is plotted as a function of the modified 

grid reduced frequency in Figure 6. This figure shows the amplification factor using both 

the cell-centered approximation of the source term, formed using equation (2.77), as well 

as the upwind approximation of the source term, formed using equation (2.80). The figure 

demonstrates that the cell-centered approximation leads to very large dissipation at high 

modified reduced frequencies. For instance, at a modified reduced frequency of 0.5, 

spatial waves dissipate by approximately 10% from one cell to the next. For a modified 

reduced frequency of 1.0, the dissipation rate is 30%. In contrast, the upwinded source 

term eliminates spatial dissipation altogether.  
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Figure 6: Amplification Factor vs. Modified Reduced Frequency for First-Order 
Upwind Scheme 

 The difference between the cell-centered source term and the upwinded source 

term is further demonstrated in Figures 7 and 8. These figures show the solution of the 

one-dimensional advection equation in harmonic balance form, given by 

H:EHv w 1.0 H:EHp w tuC:E � 0                                                                     x2.81y 

Equation (2.81) is essentially equation (2.33) with the eigenvalues scaled to unity. The 

solutions to equation (2.81) were generated on a 100 cell uniform grid of dimensionless 

length 1.0. The equation was solved using one harmonic (i.e., � � 1y. The inlet was 

specified to have a dimensionless mean value of 1.0 with an unsteady disturbance of 

0.50sin xuvy. The unsteady disturbance has a frequency, u, of 50.0 
�Ì�Ë , which 

corresponds to a modified grid reduced frequency of 0.50. This modified grid reduced 

frequency is about as high as can be expected in practical applications. Because the 
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unsteadiness scales with one times the frequency, 1u, and not a different nonzero integer 

multiple of the frequency, all of the unsteadiness will appear in the first harmonic of the 

solution. Figure 7 shows the first harmonic of : using a cell-centered approximation of 

the source term. The figure contains the real and imaginary components of the first 

harmonic as well as the total amplitude of the harmonic. The predicted amplitude of the 

first harmonic, formed using equation (2.76), is also shown in the figure. The spatial 

dissipation in this example totally corrupts the final solution, as the wave has basically 

decayed to zero before the halfway point of the domain. On the other hand, Figure 8 

illustrates the first harmonic of the solution using the upwind approximation of the source 

term. In this case, there is no spatial dissipation at all. Clearly, the upwinded source term 

is far superior to the cell-centered source term.  

   

Figure 7: Spatial Dissipation of a Wave Using a First-Order Upwind Scheme with a 
Cell-Centered Source Term 
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Figure 8: Spatial Dissipation of a Wave Using a First-Order Upwind Scheme with 
an Upwinded Source Term 

 An important note about Figures 7 and 8 is that although the unsteady amplitude 

is 0.50, the amplitude at p � 0 is only 0.25 in the figures. This is due to the fact that the 

harmonics go from %� to w� in a harmonic balance solver. With this setup, half of the 

unsteady amplitude is in the �th harmonic and half is in the “%�th” harmonic, or, in 

other words, the complex conjugate of the �th harmonic.  

In addition to studying the first-order upwind discretization of the harmonic 

balance equations, higher order discretizations in space and time were also examined. For 

instance, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta temporal discretization scheme from equation 

(2.69) was considered in combination with the first-order upwind spatial discretization. 

The same study from the previous paragraph was performed using this scheme, and the 

results are shown in Figure 9 (using the cell-centered approximation of the source term) 
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and Figure 10 (using the upwind approximation of the source term). Figure 9 and Figure 

10 are identical to Figure 7 and Figure 8. This behavior is not unexpected. At steady-

state, equation (2.69) reduces to the equation (2.39) because «M®x¬y � «M®x�y � «M®x�y �
«M®xDy � «M®x.y, i.e., the solution doesn’t change during the RK4 process. Therefore, the 

spatial behavior of waves should be identical regardless of whether RK4 or RK1 

(upwind) time integration is used.  

 

Figure 9: Spatial Dissipation of a Wave Using a First-Order RK4 Scheme with a 
Cell-Centered Source Term 
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Figure 10: Spatial Dissipation of a Wave Using a First-Order RK4 Scheme with an 

Upwinded Source Term 

 An RK4 solver with a second-order accurate spatial discretization was also 

examined. The second-order spatial discretization was based on the previously described 

algorithm devised by Weiss and Smith [6]. For a one-dimensional uniform grid, the 

second-order upwind operator from Weiss and Smith’s algorithm is given by equation 

(2.71).  To determine the proper upwind approximation for the source term, we must 

examine equation (2.71) in greater detail.  

 Equation (2.71) is formed in a similar manner as the normal upwind 

approximation. However, to obtain second-order accuracy, the solutions at the cell 

centers are extrapolated out to the cell faces using gradients in a Taylor series expansion. 

This process is the subject of Section 3.1.3, and it changes the final form the upwind 

approximation. An upwind approximation of a spatial derivative is formed using the 

following procedure, 
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H,Hp � 1∆p Ç,®�ÙÖ % ,®�ÙÖÈ � 

          1∆p ¾12 x,®�D w ,®y % 12 x,®�D % ,®y¿ % 

          1∆p ¾12 x,® w ,®�Dy % 12 x,® % ,®�Dy¿ � 

,® % ,®�D∆p                                                                                                x2.82y 

which is examined in more detail in Section 3.1.2. In equation (2.82), it was assumed that 

the wave speed was equal to unity for simplicity. Using gradients to extrapolate the 

solution at a cell center out to a cell face, the derivative in equation (2.82) is now given 

by 

H,Hp � Â,® w D¬ x,®�D % ,®�DyÅ % Â,®�D w D¬ x,® % ,®��yÅ∆p � 

1∆p ¾14 ,®�D w 34 ,® % 54 ,®�D w 14 ,®��¿                                            x2.83y 

where the additional terms are the corrections due to the gradients. The proper upwinded 

source term for the second-order accurate spatial scheme is now given by the average of 

the upwind terms in equation (2.83), that is 

,Ë�±��Í � Â,® w D¬ x,®�D % ,®�DyÅ w Â,®�D w D¬ x,® % ,®��yÅ2 � 

18 ,®�D w 58 ,® w 38 ,®�D % 18 ,®��                                              x2.84y 

 To determine the spatial dissipation associated with both the cell-centered 

approximation of the source term and the upwind approximation of the source term, we 

must find the spatial amplification factor, �Ë[Ì�Í, for each case. Once again, we will 
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assume steady-state, meaning that the RK4 time-integration is irrelevant, and therefore 

we are only interested in setting equation (2.71) to zero. Using the cell-centered source 

term, we now have 

N Ç14 «M®�Dx5y w 34 «M®x5y % 54 «M®�Dx5y w 14 «M®��x5yÈ w t�«M®x5y � 0                        x2.85y 

We can make the substitution defined in equation (2.73), which yields 

N Ç14 «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ®�D w 34 «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ® % 54 «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ®�D w 14 «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ®��È w t�«M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ® � 0      x2.86y 

Dividing equation (2.86) by «M 5ÉÉÉÉÊ®�� and reorganizing terms, we get an expression for the 

amplification factor given by 

14 �Ë[Ì�Í� w Ç34 w t�EÈ �Ë[Ì�Í� w Ç%54 È �Ë[Ì�ÍD w 14 � 0                          x2.87y 

The roots of equation (2.87) can be derived numerically, and the root with the largest 

magnitude is assumed to be the controlling amplification factor. The amplification factor 

associated with the upwind approximation of the source term can be found in a similar 

manner, with t�«M®x5y in equation (2.85) replaced by t� ÃDÚ «M®�Dx5y w ÛÚ «M®x5y w �Ú «M®�Dx5y %
DÚ «M®��x5yÄ from equation (2.84). This leads to an expression for the amplification factor 

given by 

Ç14 w 18 t�EÈ �Ë[Ì�Í� w Ç34 w 58 t�EÈ �Ë[Ì�Í� w 

Ç%54 w 38 t�EÈ �Ë[Ì�ÍD w Ç14 % 18 t�EÈ � 0                                                x2.88y 

 Figure 11 shows the magnitude of the amplification factor as a function of the 

modified grid reduced frequency for the second-order RK4 scheme using both a cell-

centered approximation and an upwind approximation of the source term. The 
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amplification factors for the scheme with the cell-centered source term are derived from 

equation (2.87), while the amplification factors for the scheme with the upwinded source 

term come from equation (2.88). As the figure illustrates, the amplification factor 

associated with the upwinded source term is equal to unity for all modified reduced 

frequencies. On the other hand, the amplification factor associated with the cell-centered 

source term decreases as a function of modified reduced frequency. This line was curve-

fit with a third-order polynomial given by 

Ð�Ë[Ì�ÍÐ � 1.0000 % 0.0016�E w 0.0268�E� % 0.1011�E�          x2.89y 

With the second-order accurate spatial scheme, the decrease in the amplification factor is 

more gradual than with the first-order accurate scheme. The amplification factor is still 

above 90% even at a modified reduced frequency of 1.0. Regardless, the upwinded 

source term has no spatial dissipation and is therefore the superior option.  

Figures 12 and 13 show the numerical solution of the one-dimensional advection 

equation using the second-order accurate spatial discretization from equation (2.71) in 

conjunction with RK4 time integration. Figure 12 shows the first harmonic of the solution 

using the cell-centered source term, while Figure 13 shows the first harmonic of the 

solution using the upwinded source term. The flow in these numerical experiments is 

identical to the previously outlined flow for the first-order upwind studies. Figure 12 

demonstrates that the numerical dissipation associated with the cell-centered source term 

is not nearly as bad for the second-order RK4 discretization as compared to the first-order 

accurate schemes (Figures 7 and 9). However, the amplitude of the wave has still decayed 

by approximately 50% over the entire domain. The experimental loss of amplitude is 

nearly identical to the theoretical decay in amplitude, which is given by equation (2.89) 
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as Ð�Ë[Ì�Íx0.50yÐD.. � 0.993D.. � .495, where the exponent of 100 comes from the 

100 cells that make up the solution domain. The numerical dissipation clearly affects the 

final solution in a significant manner. Using the upwinded approximation of the source 

term, the numerical dissipation is eliminated. Figure 13 is identical to Figures 8 and 10. 

These figures demonstrate that the upwind approximation of the source term is the 

physically accurate way to approximate the source term, as it avoids any nonphysical 

changes in amplitude of spatial waves.  

 

Figure 11: Amplification Factor vs. Modified Reduced Frequency for Second-Order 
RK4 Scheme 
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Figure 12: Spatial Dissipation of a Wave Using a Second-Order RK4 Scheme with a 
Cell-Centered Source Term 

 

Figure 13: Spatial Dissipation of a Wave Using a Second-Order RK4 Scheme with 
an Upwinded Source Term 
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2.4.2 Stability Analysis of Upwinded Source Term 
 
 The upwind approximation of the harmonic balance source term eliminates the 

numerical dissipation associated with previous harmonic balance solvers that used a cell-

centered approximation of the source term. Before implementing the new source term, 

however, the stability of harmonic balance schemes with the new source term must be 

examined. In this section, the first-order upwind scheme, the first-order RK4 scheme and 

the second-order RK4 scheme will be studied in one dimension for a second time using a 

von Neumann stability analysis.  

 The linearized and diagonalized one-dimensional harmonic balance equations are 

given by equation (2.36). If we select a single scalar equation from this set of equations 

and discretize it with an upwind scheme in space and time, we get equations (2.38). 

Using the upwinded source term, this equation is now expressed as 

«M®5�D % «M®5Δ  w , «M®5 % «M®�D5Δp w tub Ò«M®5 w «M®�D52 Ó � 0                         x2.90y 

To perform a von Neumann stability analysis, we will make the substitution from 

equation (2.40) and define an amplification factor, � � «M®5�D/«M®5. After some 

manipulation, equation (2.90) becomes 

� � 1 % ¾N�1 % ����µ ²V� w 12 t��1 w ����µ ²V�¿                               x2.91y 

Once again, the first-order upwind scheme is unconditionally unstable in the limit of 

bV Δp � 0, i.e., infinitely long wavelengths. Thus, we will introduce the preconditioning 

technique from Section 2.3.3. The expression for the amplification factor is now given by 

� � 1 % 11 w t� ¾N�1 % ����µ ²V� w 12 t��1 w ����µ ²V�¿                 x2.92y 
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With the longest wavelength errors now stabilized, the scheme is conditionally 

stable. However, the stability region, which is pictured in Figure 14, is very restrictive. 

Figure 14 shows contours of the amplification factor as a function of the CFL number 

and the modified grid reduced frequency. The stable region is the area between the two 

curves labeled ‘1’, which corresponds to an amplification factor of one. These curves 

asymptotically approach a CFL number of 0.5 as the modified grid reduced frequency 

increases in magnitude. This result is undesirable, as although the upwinded source term 

provides a gain in terms of spatial accuracy, the gain is offset by the restriction on the 

CFL number. This restriction on the CFL number makes it virtually impossible for this 

discretization to be used on the full harmonic balance equations. In the full harmonic 

balance equations, the waves associated with the equations travel at different rates 

governed by the eigenvalues in equation (2.25). Since the waves propagate at different 

speeds, the effective CFL number varies over the different waves, as Δp and Δv remain 

constant over the set of equations but the wave speed, 7, varies. However, Figure 14 

implies that all of the CFL numbers need to be exactly 0.5 without variation, making this 

scheme useless when applied to the full harmonic balance equations.  

The stability of the first-order RK4 scheme was also examined, and a stability plot 

was developed. Using the upwinded source term, this scheme is given by equation (2.69), 

with the ÆDx«M®x5yy operator now defined as 

ÆDÃ«M®x5yÄ � NÃ«M®x5y % «M®�Dx5yÄ w D� t�Ã«M®x5y w «M®�Dx5yÄ                             x2.93y                               

A von Neumann analysis was performed on this scheme, and a stability plot, shown in 

Figure 15, was generated. This plot shows contours of the amplification factor as a 

function of the CFL number and the modified grid reduced frequency. This figure  
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Figure 14: Stability Region of First-Order Upwind Scheme with an Upwinded 
Source Term 

  

Figure 15: Stability Region of First-Order RK4 Scheme with an Upwinded Source 
Term 
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demonstrates that the first-order RK4 scheme with the upwinded source term is 

unconditionally unstable for nonzero modified grid reduced frequencies. However, the 

instability is very weak for the most part. For modified reduced frequencies below 0.3 

and CFL numbers less than 1.38, the amplification factor is below 1.01. 

For low amplification factors, the presence of far-field boundaries has a 

stabilizing effect. In a von Neumann stability analysis, it is assumed that the domain is 

infinite (or periodic). In practical applications, the domain is finite, and the boundary 

conditions often have a stabilizing influence. This influence is especially important for 

longer wavelength errors [37]. To examine the effect of the far-field boundaries on the 

stability of the first-order RK4 scheme with an upwinded source term, we will represent 

the scheme in matrix form. The first-order RK4 scheme in equation (2.69) is an explicit 

scheme, which allows us to represent the solution at the (n+1)-th pseudo-time step in 

terms of the solution at the nth pseudo-time step as follows 

Ü«M 5�DÝ � �Þß�Ü«M 5Ý                                                                                       x2.94y 

where Ü«MÝ  is a vector of the solution at all spatial locations and �Þß� is a matrix that 

represents finite difference operator. Using the notation from equation (2.94), we can 

express equation (2.69) as 

à«M x.yá � Ü«M 5Ý 
à«M xDyá � à«M x.yá % 12 �Þ�à«M x.yá �  ºâ % 12 �Þ�» à«M x.yá 
à«M x�yá � à«M x.yá % 12 �Þ�à«M xDyá �  ¾â % 12 �Þ� w 14 �Þ�ã¿ à«M x.yá 
à«M x�yá � à«M x.yá % �Þ�à«M x�yá �  ¾â % �Þ� w 12 �Þ�ã % 14 �Þ�ä¿ à«M x.yá 
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à«M x¬yá �  à«M x.yá % 

                  16 Â�Þ�à«M x.yá w 2�Þ�à«M xDyá w 2�Þ�à«M x�yá w �Þ�à«M x�yáÅ � 

                 ¾â % �Þ� w 12 �Þ�ã % 16 �Þ�ä w 124 �Þ�å¿ à«M x.yá � �Þß�à«M x.yá 
Ü«M 5�DÝ � à«M x¬yá � �Þß�Ü«M 5Ý                                                                     x2.95y 

where 

�Þ� �
���
���
� N w 12 t� 0 0 0
%N w 12 t� N w 12 t� 0 00 � � 00 0 %N w 12 t� N w 12 t����

���
�
                     x2.96y 

is derived from the first-order upwind operator from equation (2.93). In forming the 

matrix in equation (2.96), it was assumed that the solution at the upstream boundary is 

specified in advance. The stability of the algorithm in equation (2.95) is determined by 

the largest eigenvalue of the matrix �Þß� [37]. As in the von Neumann stability analysis, 

we want the maximum eigenvalue to be less than or equal to unity. Because �Þ� is a 

lower triangular matrix, all powers of �Þ� are also lower triangular matrices, and 

therefore �Þß� is a lower-triangular matrix. The eigenvalues of a lower-triangular matrix 

are simply the diagonal entries, which means that �Þß� has one repeated eigenvalue, as all 

of the diagonal entries are identical. 

To illustrate the stabilizing influence of far-field boundaries, Figures 16 and 17 

were generated. Figure 16 shows the real and imaginary components of the amplification 

factor. The green curve in the figure represents the amplification factors found using a 

von Neumann (or Fourier) stability analysis. The amplification factors are plotted as a 
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function of the spatial wave number. The red point was formed by finding the 

eigenvalues of the system described by equation (2.95), assuming a 100 point domain. 

The figure also contains the unit circle in blue, which represents the maximum stable 

amplification factors. Any point lying outside of the unit circle indicates a numerical 

instability. In Figure 16, a CFL number of 1.1 and a modified reduced frequency of 0.1 

were chosen, as these correspond to an amplification factor of about 1.001 in Figure 15. 

Figure 17 shows a blown-up view of Figure 16 near the point (1,0). At this location, the 

amplification factor curve corresponding to the Fourier stability analysis goes slightly 

outside of the unit circle, indicating a weak instability. The wave numbers associated 

with this unstable portion of the curve are small, which implies long wavelengths. Thus, 

we can reasonably expect that the boundaries should have a stabilizing effect on the 

instability. Figure 16 confirms our assertion, as the eigenvalues of the system in equation 

(2.95) are well within the unit circle, implying numerical stability. Clearly, the effect of 

going from an infinite domain to a finite domain is stabilizing for the first-order RK4 

scheme with an upwind approximation of the source term. This allows us to implement 

scheme for reasonable CFL numbers and modified reduced frequencies without 

instability.  
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Figure 16: Amplification Factor in Complex Plane for First-Order RK4 Scheme 
with an Upwinded Source Term 

 

Figure 17: Blown-up View of Amplification Factors from Figure 16 
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The final scheme studied in this section is the second-order RK4 scheme. The 

RK4 time integration is described by equation (2.69), with the ÆDx«M®x5yy operator 

replaced by 

Æ�Ã«M®x5yÄ � ¾N Ç14 «M®�Dx5y w 34 «M®x5y % 54 «M®�Dx5y w 14 «M®��x5yÈ¿    
wt� Ç18 «M®�Dx5y w 58 «M®x5y w 38 «M®�Dx5y % 18 «M®��x5yÈ                      x2.97y 

After performing a von Neumann stability analysis, a stability plot associated with this 

discretization scheme was formed, given by Figure 18. This figure shows contours of the 

amplification factor as a function of the CFL number and the modified grid reduced 

frequency. As the figure demonstrates, the second-order RK4 scheme is unstable except 

at modified reduced frequencies less than about 0.1. However, once again, the numerical  

 

Figure 18: Stability Region of Second-Order RK4 Scheme with an Upwinded Source 
Term 
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instability is very weak for higher modified reduced frequencies. For CFL numbers less 

than about 1.25 and modified reduced frequencies less than about 0.5, the amplification 

factors are less than 1.001. 

One can reasonably expect that the presence of far-field boundaries should have a 

stabilizing effect on the second-order RK4 scheme just as it did for the first-order RK4 

scheme. To understand the influence of the boundaries, we can convert the second-order 

upwind scheme into the form given by equation (2.95), with the matrix �Þ� now given by 

�Þ� �                                                                                                                                           x2.98y 

��
��
��
��
��
�� 34 N w 58 t� 14 N w 18 t� 0 0 0 0
% 54 N w 38 t� 34 N w 58 t� 14 N w 18 t� 0 0 014 N % 18 t� % 54 N w 38 t� 34 N w 58 t� 14 N w 18 t� 0 0      0 � � � � 00 0 14 N % 18 t� % 54 N w 38 t� 34 N w 58 t� 14 N w 18 t�

0 0 0 14 N % 18 t� % 54 N w 38 t� 34 N w 58 t� w Ç14 N w 18 t�È ��æçè ��
��
��
��
��
��

 

The matrix in equation (2.98) was formed using the second-order upwind stencil from 

equation (2.97). It was assumed that the solution at the upstream boundary is specified in 

advance, and that the solution at the downstream boundary is formed by propagating the 

solution in the last cell over the distance Δp. The matrix in equation (2.98) is not lower 

triangular, and we therefore expect a series of unique eigenvalues associated with this 

system. 

 Figure 19 shows the stabilizing influence of the boundary conditions on the 

second-order RK4 scheme with the upwind approximation of the source term. This figure 

shows the real and imaginary components of the amplification factor. The green curve in 

the figure represents the amplification factors found using a von Neumann (or Fourier) 
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stability analysis. The amplification factors are plotted as a function of the spatial wave 

number. The red points in the figure were determined by finding the eigenvalues of the 

system described by equation (2.95), assuming a 100 point domain. The figure also 

contains the unit circle in blue, which represents the maximum stable amplification 

factors. Any point lying outside of the unit circle indicates a numerical instability. To 

generate Figure 19, the CFL number was chosen to be 0.9, and the modified reduced 

frequency was set to 0.3. This corresponds to an amplification factor of about 1.0001 

based on Figure 18. The curve derived from the von Neumann stability analysis goes 

slightly outside the unit circle around the point (1,0), in a similar manner as shown in 

Figure 17. Once again, this portion of the curve corresponds to long wavelength errors 

that should be influenced by the boundaries. As expected, the finite domain analysis 

predicts numerical stability, as all of the eigenvalues associated with this analysis are 

within the unit circle. Thus, despite being unstable in a Fourier sense for modified 

reduced frequencies above about 0.1, the second-order RK4 scheme with the upwinded 

source term can still be used in practical applications without instability for reasonable 

CFL numbers and modified reduced frequencies. 

Figures 16 and 19 demonstrate that the far-field boundaries have a stabilizing 

effect on the first- and second-order RK4 schemes with upwinded source terms. 

However, the effect should only be relied on for amplification factors within a few 

percent of 1.00. The reasons are two-fold. First, the finite domain analysis outlined in this 

section is based on a linearization of the Euler equations. The Euler equations themselves 

are nonlinear, and these nonlinearities can cause the transients associated with unstable 

errors to blow-up more rapidly than predicted in a linear analysis. Additionally, the finite 
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domain analysis depends on the size of the domain. This fact is demonstrated in Figure 

20, which shows the eigenvalues of the finite domain analysis from Figure 19 for 

different domain sizes. As the domain increases in length, the eigenvalues approach the 

curve generated from a von Neumann stability analysis. Based on the uncertainties 

associated with the domain size and the nonlinearities of the full Euler equations, one 

should not rely on the stabilizing influence of the boundaries except for very small 

numerical instabilities.  

 

   

 

Figure 19: Amplification Factor in Complex Plane for Second-Order RK4 Scheme 
with an Upwinded Source Term 
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Figure 20: Eigenvalues of Second-Order RK4 Scheme as a Function of Domain Size 

2.4.3 Two-Dimensional Analysis of Upwinded Source Term 
 
 The effect of the harmonic source term on the dissipation of spatial wave was also 

examined in two dimensions. To study the propagation of waves in two dimensions, we 

will examine the two-dimensional advection equation, which in harmonic balance form is 

given by 

H:EHv w 7 H:EHp w 8 H:EHr w tuC:E � 0                                                       x2.99y 

where 7 and 8 are the wave speeds in the x- and y-directions, respectively. Although the 

Euler equations cannot be linearized and diagonalized into the two-dimensional advection 

equation, the equation still serves as a good model equation that will provide insight into 

the effect of the harmonic source term in two-dimensional flows. If we uncouple the time 

levels in equation (2.99) using the Fourier transform matrix, @, and its inverse, we get a 

series of scalar equations of the form 
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H«MH  w 7 H«MHp w 8 H«MHr w tub«M � 0                                                           x2.100y 

where b corresponds to the kth frequency in the system of equations in equation (2.99). 

 To examine the effect of the harmonic source term on spatial waves in two-

dimensions, we will first study the first-order upwind scheme in both space and time. 

Initially, we will approximate the source term in a cell-centered manner. Using this 

discretization, equation (2.100) becomes 

«M®,m5�D % «M®,m 5Δ  w 7 «M®,m5 % «M®�D,m5Δp w 8 «M®,m5 % «M®,m�D5Δr w tu�«M®,m5 � 0  x2.101y 

where the subscripts ‘i’ and ‘m’ indicate the spatial location in the x- and y-directions, 

respectively. As in the previous studies in this section, we will assume steady-state in 

pseudo-time, as we are only interested in the spatial behavior of waves and not the 

temporal behavior. Thus, equation (2.101) reduces to 

7 «M®,m % «M®�D,m Δp w 8 «M®,m % «M®,m�D Δr w tu�«M®,m � 0                         x2.102y 

We will now assume that the solution, «M , has a known wave number, j, in the y-

direction. This allows us to make the following substitution 

«M®,m � «¢®��mé²W                                                                                        x2.103y 

where the quantity jΔr is a dimensionless wave number in the y-direction. By making 

this substitution, we are specifying the form of the solution in the y-direction, which 

allows us to study how the solution behaves as it propagates in the x-direction. Using 

equation (2.103), we can rewrite equation (2.102) as 

7 «¢®��mé²W % «¢®�D��mé²WΔp w 
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8 «¢®��mé²W % «¢®��xm�Dyé²WΔr w 

tu�«¢®��mé²W � 0                                                                                       x2.104y 

Dividing through by x7/Δpy��mé²W, equation (2.104) becomes 

x«¢® % «¢®�Dy w ��«¢® % «¢®���é²W� w t�VE«¢® � 0                                 x2.105y 

where 

� � 8Δp7Δr � u8Δpu7Δr � uΔp7 8uΔr � �VE�WE                                                   x2.106y 

is the ratio of the modified grid reduced frequencies in the x- and y-directions, 

respectively. For uniform grid spacing in both principal directions (i.e., Δp � Δr), � can 

be viewed as a flow angle as it reduces to 8/7.  

 An amplification factor, �Ë[Ì�Í,�ê, will now be introduced to study the change in 

the amplitude of waves as they convect in the x-direction. This amplification factor is 

defined as 

�Ë[Ì�Í,�ê � «¢®«¢®�D                                                                                          x2.107y 

We can now rewrite equation (2.105) in terms of the amplification factor as 

�Ë[Ì�Í,�ê � 11 w �x1 % ���é²Wy w t�VE                                                   x2.108y 

As equation (2.108) illustrates, the amplification factor for our two-dimensional model 

problem is a function of three parameters: the modified reduced frequencies in the x- and 

y-directions, and the dimensionless wave number, jΔr, in the y-direction. To examine 

the effect of all three parameters, Figures 21-24 were generated. These figures show 

contours of the amplification factor as a function of the wave number in the y-direction 
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and the modified reduced frequency in the x-direction at four different values of �. The 

values of � are 0.0, 0.268, 0.577 and 1.0, which, for uniform grid spacing, correspond to 

flow angles of 0, 15, 30 and 45 degrees, respectively.  Each contour plot shows modified 

grid reduced frequencies up to 1.0, and wave numbers from – ì to wì. This range of 

wave numbers represents the entire range of unique wave numbers based on the 

substitution defined in equation (2.103).  

Figure 21 demonstrates that, for a flow angle of 0 degrees (i.e., uniaxial flow in 

the x-direction), the amplification factor is only a function of the modified reduced 

frequency in the x-direction. This is an expected result, as equation (2.108) reduces to the 

equation for the one-dimensional amplification factor given by equation (2.76), for 

� � 0.0. The figure illustrates that the first-order upwind scheme with a cell-centered 

source term has low dissipation (i.e., amplification factors greater than 0.99) for modified 

reduced frequencies less than about 0.1. However, one must keep in mind that the 

amplification factors in Figure 21 represent the change in amplitude from of the solution 

on a cell-to-cell basis. These amplification factors get compounded many times over the 

entire solution domain as follows 

½ «¢í®5Ì�«¢®5®f®Ì�½ Ø �f�fÌ� � ��Ë[Ì�Í,�ê�î                                                        x2.109y 

where �f�fÌ� is the change in amplitude of the solution over the entire domain, and i is 

the total number of cells in the x-direction of the solution domain. Using equation 

(2.109), one can demonstrate that, even for an amplification factor of 0.99, the solution 

will have decayed to half of its original amplitude after 69 cells. Equation (2.109) can be 

rewritten as 
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�Ë[Ì�Í,�ê � �f�fÌ�Ùï                                                                                        x2.110y 

Equation (2.110) is designed such that one can specify the total acceptable dissipation 

over a domain of i cells, and determine the minimum acceptable cell-to-cell 

amplification factor from Figure 21. For example, if we deem the maximum acceptable 

dissipation as 10% over a 100 cell domain, we find that the minimum cell-to-cell 

amplification factor is 0.999 or 99.9%. Clearly, this limits us to very low modified 

reduced frequencies based on Figure 21.  

Figures 22-24 demonstrate that, for nonzero flow angles, the amplification factor 

is a function of both the modified grid reduced frequency in the x-direction and the wave 

number in the y-direction. These figures illustrate that the region of low dissipation 

(amplification factor greater than 0.99) contracts rapidly as the flow angle increases. For 

a flow angle of 45 degrees (Figure 24), the region is restricted to wave numbers less than 

about 0.1. This limits the usefulness of the first-order upwind scheme in two-dimensions, 

as we are limited to very fine meshes to avoid large amounts of spatial dissipation. For 

this scheme at a flow angle of 45 degrees, Δr must be small enough that the 

dimensionless wave number, jΔr, is less than about 0.1. This restriction is not practical 

for most applications of interest. 
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Figure 21: Amplification Factor 

Contours for ð � ñ. ñ Using a First-
Order Upwind Scheme with a Cell-

Centered Source Term 

 
Figure 22: Amplification Factor 

Contours for ð � ñ. ãòó Using a First-
Order Upwind Scheme with a Cell-

Centered Source Term 

 
Figure 23: Amplification Factor 

Contours for ð � ñ. ôõõ Using a First-
Order Upwind Scheme with a Cell-

Centered Source Term 

 
Figure 24: Amplification Factor 

Contours for ð � A. ñ Using a First-
Order Upwind Scheme with a Cell-

Centered Source Term  

 The harmonic source term will now be approximated in an upwinded manner so 

that comparisons can be made to the results for the scheme with a cell-centered 

approximation of the source term given in Figures 21-24. It is hoped that the upwind 

approximation of the source term will lead to better spatial wave behavior than indicated 

by the aforementioned figures. The upwind approximation of the source term is formed in 

a different manner than the one-dimensional version from Section 2.4.1. For two-

dimensional flow, the upwinded source term is given by 
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>±[ö®5�,�ê � 12 �2>±[ö®5�,V % >�Í����Í5fÍ�Í�,V� w 

12 �2>±[ö®5�,W % >�Í����Í5fÍ�Í�,W �                                  x2.111y 

where the first subscript indicates either an upwind or a cell-centered one-dimensional 

approximation of the source term, and the second subscript indicates either the x- or y-

direction. For a first-order scheme, the source term in equation (2.111) can be simplified 

as follows 

>±[ö®5�,�ê � 12 �2>±[ö®5�,V % >�Í����Í5fÍ�Í�,V� w 

 12 �2>±[ö®5�,W % >�Í����Í5fÍ�Í�,W� �                    
    12 Ò2 �«M®,m w «M®�D,m �2 % «M®,m Ó w                             
 12 Ò2 �«M®,m w «M®,m�D �2 % «M®,m Ó �                         
 12 �«M®�D,m w «M®,m�D �                                                          x2.112y 

 
The upwinded source term in equation (2.112) is formulated such that it is equivalent to 

the one-dimensional upwinded source term in the limit of one-dimensional flow in either 

direction. For instance, if the flow is uniaxial in the x-direction with no variation in the y-

direction, then «M®,m�D � «M®,m � «M®  and equation (2.112) reduces to  

12 x«M®�D w «M® y                                                                                               x2.113y 

which is the correct one-dimensional upwind approximation of the source term.  
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 The expression for the amplification factor using the two-dimensional upwind 

approximation of the source term can now be determined. Equation (2.102), with the 

upwinded source term, becomes 

7 «M®,m – «M®�D,m Δp w 8 «M®,m – «M®,m�D Δr w tu��«M®�D,m w «M®,m�D �2 � 0    x2.114y 

Using the substitution defined in equation (2.103), we will again assume a known wave 

number, j, in the y-direction. After performing the same manipulation as described 

previously, it can be shown that the expression for the amplification factor is given by 

�Ë[Ì�Í,�ê � 1 % �ÎµE�1 w �x1 % ���é²Wy w �ÎµEÍ÷æøùÁ�
                                        x2.115y 

 
Once again, the amplification factor is a function of three parameters: the modified 

reduced frequencies in the x- and y-directions, and the dimensionless wave number in the 

y-direction. 

 Figures 25-28 show contour plots for the amplification factor as a function of the 

modified reduced frequency in the x-direction and the wave number in the y-direction for 

� � 0.0, 0.268, 0.577 and 1.0. These plots for the scheme with the upwind 

approximation of the source term can be directly compared to the plots in Figures 21-24 

for the scheme with the cell-centered approximation of the source term. Figure 25 

demonstrates that, using the upwinded source term, the amplification factor is a function 

of the wave number even in the limit of uniaxial flow in the x-direction. Furthermore, the 

amplification factor contours in Figure 25 are not symmetric about a wave number of 0.0. 

For instance, at a modified reduced frequency of 0.5, the amplification factor is about 1.0 

for a wave number of -0.25, but is below 0.90 at a wave number of +0.25. This behavior 
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is undesirable, as we would like the amplification factors to be close to 1.0 for both 

positive and negative wave numbers. Additionally, to obtain low dissipation, we are 

again restricted to very low modified grid reduced frequencies. 

Figures 26-28 shows contours of the amplification factor for non-zero flow 

angles. These figures illustrate that the low dissipation region of amplification factors 

within 1% of 1.0 (i.e., �Ë[Ì�Í,�ê � 0.99 to �Ë[Ì�Í,�ê � 1.01) contracts as the flow angle 

increases from 15 degrees to 45 degrees. A comparison of Figures 26-28 with Figures 22-

24 reveals that the low dissipation regions are similar in terms of the wave number, but 

that the upwinded source term leads to a slightly larger range of modified reduced 

frequencies with low dissipation. However, for the most part, the upwinded source term 

does not provide much benefit in comparison to the cell-centered source term for two-

dimensional flows. In both instances, the first-order scheme is limited to very fine grids 

to avoid excessive spatial dissipation. The formation of a new approximation of the 

source term with better spatial behavior is the subject of future work. 

 

 
Figure 25: Amplification Factor 

Contours for ð � ñ. ñ Using a First-
Order Upwind Scheme with an 

Upwinded Source Term 

 
Figure 26: Amplification Factor 

Contours for ð � ñ. ãòó Using a First-
Order Upwind Scheme with an 

Upwinded Source Term 
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Figure 27: Amplification Factor 

Contours for ð � ñ. ôõõ Using a First-
Order Upwind Scheme with an 

Upwinded Source Term 

 
Figure 28: Amplification Factor 

Contours for ð � A. ñ Using a First-
Order Upwind Scheme with an 

Upwinded Source Term 

In addition to the first-order upwind scheme, the second-order upwind scheme 

devised by Weiss and Smith [6] was also examined in two dimensions. The stencil for 

this scheme is shown in equation (2.83) for one-dimensional flow. For two dimensional 

flow using a cell-centered source term, this scheme is given by 

7 D¬ «M®�D,m w �¬ «M®,m % Û¬ «M®�D,m w D¬ «M®��,m Δp w 

8 D¬ «M®,m�D w �¬ «M®,m % Û¬ «M®,m�D w D¬ «M®,m�� Δr w 

tu�«M®,m � 0                                                                                                 x2.116y 

where, once again, we have assumed steady-state flow in pseudo-time for this analysis. 

Making the substitution from equation (2.103), this scheme becomes 

7 D¬ «¢®�D ��mé²W w �¬ «¢® ��mé²W % Û¬ «¢®�D ��mé²W w D¬ «¢®�� ��mé²WΔp w 

8 D¬ «¢® ��xm�Dyé²W w �¬ «¢® ��mé²W % Û¬ «¢® ��xm�Dyé²W w D¬ «¢® ��xm��yé²WΔr w 

tu�«¢® ��mé²W � 0                                                                                       x2.117y 
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If we now divide by 
ú²V ��mé²W and reorganize in terms of the amplification factor given 

by equation (2.107), we get 

14 �Ë[Ì�Í,�ê� w 

Ç34 w � Ç14 ��é²W w 34 % 54 ���é²W w 14 ����é²WÈ w t�VEÈ �Ë[Ì�Í,�ê� % 

54 �Ë[Ì�Í,�ê w 14 � 0                                                                                    x2.118y 

The roots of this equation can be found numerically. 

 Figures 29-32 shows contours of the amplification factor as a function of the 

modified reduced frequency in the x-direction and the wave number in the y-direction for 

� � 0.0, 0.268, 0.577 and 1.0. These plots demonstrate that the second-order upwind 

scheme has much less spatial dissipation than the first-order upwind scheme, as expected. 

In Figure 29, the amplification factor is above 99% for modified reduced frequencies 

below 0.55, 99.9% for modified reduced frequencies below 0.30, and 99.99% for 

modified reduced frequencies below 0.18. Using equation (2.109), one can demonstrate 

that a cell-to-cell amplification factor of 99.99% leads to less than 1% total dissipation 

over a 100 cell domain. With the second-order upwind scheme, we can avoid large 

amounts of spatial dissipation without restricting ourselves to very fine meshes.  

Figures 30-32 illustrate that, as the flow angle increases, the regions of low 

dissipation contract as a function of the wave number. However, even at a flow angle of 

45 degrees, the region of amplification factors greater than 99% extends to wave numbers 

of 0.5 in magnitude, and the region of amplification factors greater than 99.9% covers all 

wave numbers less than 0.25 in magnitude. While not ideal, the second-order upwind 
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scheme with a cell-centered source term gives a solution with little cell-to-cell spatial 

dissipation for most of the flows of interest, at least for reduced frequencies and wave 

numbers less than 0.5.  

 

 
Figure 29: Amplification Factor 

Contours for ð � ñ. ñ Using a Second-
Order Upwind Scheme with a Cell-

Centered Source Term 

 
Figure 30: Amplification Factor 
Contours for ð � ñ. ãòó Using a 

Second-Order Upwind Scheme with a 
Cell-Centered Source Term 

 

Figure 31: Amplification Factor 
Contours for ð � ñ. ôõõ Using a 

Second-Order Upwind Scheme with a 
Cell-Centered Source Term 

 

Figure 32: Amplification Factor 
Contours for ð � A. ñ Using a Second-

Order Upwind Scheme with a Cell-
Centered Source Term 
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The amplification factors for the second-order upwind scheme using the cell-

centered approximation of the source term can now be compared to the amplification 

factors for the same scheme using an upwind approximation of the source term. Although 

the spatial wave behavior associated with the cell-centered source term is good, it is 

worth examining the upwinded source term to see if it eliminates spatial dissipation 

altogether as it did for one-dimensional flows. Equation (2.111) can be used to determine 

the correct two-dimensional upwind approximation of the source term. However, in 

equation (2.111), the first-order >±[ö®5� term is replaced by the second-order term given 

by equation (2.84). The second-order, two-dimensional upwinded source term can then 

be calculated as follows 

>±[ö®5�,�ê � 12 �2>±[ö®5�,V % >�Í����Í5fÍ�Í�,V� w 

12 �2>±[ö®5�,W % >�Í����Í5fÍ�Í�,W� �                    
12 Ç2 Ç18 «M®�D,m w 58 «M®,m w 38 «M®�D,m % 18 «M®��,m  È % «M®,m  È w 

    12 Ç2 Ç18 «M®,m�D w 58 «M®,m w 38 «M®,m�D % 18 «M®,m��  È % «M®,m È �  
18 «M®�D,m w 14 «M®,m w 38 «M®�D,m % 18 «M®�D,m w                                
18 «M®,m�D w 38 «M®,m�D % 18 «M®,m��                                      x2.119y 

The expression in equation (2.119) can replace the cell-centered approximation of the 

source term in equation (2.116). After performing the same steps as outlined previously 

in this section, one can derive an expression for the amplification factor given by 
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Ç14 w t�VE8 È �Ë[Ì�Í,�ê� w 

¾34 w � Ç14 ��é²W w 34 % 54 ���é²W w 14 ����é²WÈ wû 
ût�VE Ò14 w ��é²W8 w 38 ���é²W % ����é²W8 Ó» �Ë[Ì�Í,�ê� w   
Ç%54 w 38 t�VEÈ �Ë[Ì�Í,�ê w Ç14 % t�VE8 È � 0                                           x2.120y 

The roots of equation (2.120) can be found numerically.  

 Figures 33-36 show contours of the amplification factor as a function of the 

modified reduced frequency in the x-direction and the wave number in the y-direction for 

the second-order upwind scheme using an upwind approximation of the source term. As 

in the previous studies, these contours are for � � 0.0, 0.268, 0.577 and 1.0. Figure 33 

demonstrates that the scheme with the upwind approximation of the source term is a 

function of the modified reduced frequency and the wave number, unlike the scheme with 

the cell-centered source term. In Figure 33, the amplification factors remain very close to 

1.0 for all modified reduced frequencies shown, assuming a low wave number. In 

essence, the scheme with the upwinded source term is trading very good properties at low 

modified reduced frequencies regardless of the wave number for very good properties at 

low wave numbers regardless of the reduced frequency. Neither scenario is particularly 

advantageous over the other.  

Figures 34-36 show the amplification factor contours associated with nonzero 

flow angles. The contours in these plots and in Figures 30-32 are nearly identical in terms 

of the wave number. However, the low dissipation regions are slightly larger as a 

function of the modified reduced frequency using the upwind approximation of the  
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Figure 33: Amplification Factor 

Contours for ð � ñ. ñ Using a Second-
Order Upwind Scheme with an 

Upwinded Source Term 

 
Figure 34: Amplification Factor 
Contours for ð � ñ. ãòó Using a 

Second-Order Upwind Scheme with 
an Upwinded Source Term 

 

 
Figure 35: Amplification Factor 
Contours for ð � ñ. ôõõ Using a 

Second-Order Upwind Scheme with 
an Upwinded Source Term 

 
Figure 36: Amplification Factor 

Contours for ð � A. ñ Using a Second-
Order Upwind Scheme with an 

Upwinded Source Term 

source term. Regardless, for flows of interest with reduced frequencies below 0.5, there 

are only small differences associated with the respective approximations of the source 

term. Unlike with one-dimensional flows, the upwind approximation of the source term 

leads to only minor improvements in two dimensions when compared to the cell-centered 

source term. Furthermore, both have low levels of cell-to-cell spatial dissipation in the 

range of practical reduced frequencies and wave numbers. It is the subject of future work 
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to find an approximation of the source that, like the one-dimensional upwind 

approximation of the source term, eliminates spatial dissipation altogether. 

2.5 Conclusions 
 
 The studies undertaken in Chapter 2 have clearly defined the stability limits of the 

discretized harmonic balance form of the Euler equations for RK1 and RK4 schemes. In 

this chapter, the harmonic balance form of the Euler Equations was derived and 

subsequently linearized, diagonalized and discretized in one-dimension, allowing a von 

Neumann stability analysis to be performed. This analysis revealed that the first-order 

upwind scheme in both space and time is unconditionally unstable due to a numerical 

instability associated with the longest wavelength errors. To remove the instability, a time 

level preconditioning technique was introduced that provided conditional stability to the 

scheme. After demonstrating that the time level preconditioner did not alter the solution 

to the harmonic balance equations, the stability region associated with the preconditioned 

scheme was presented. The region is a function of two dimensionless parameters, the 

CFL number, N, and a modified reduced frequency, �E. Through experimentation, it was 

shown that, although the theoretical maximum allowable CFL number increases as the 

modified reduced frequency increases, in practice the CFL number is always limited to 

unity due to the requirement that zeroth harmonic be stable. 

 In addition to the first-order upwind scheme, higher order spatial and temporal 

discretization schemes were also examined. Stability regions were developed for RK4 

schemes with both first and second-order accurate spatial discretizations. The RK4 

schemes were found to be conditionally stable without the time level preconditioner 
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developed for the first-order upwind temporal discretization. The stability regions 

developed from the von Neumann stability analyses were verified experimentally.  

 In the final section of Chapter 2, the source term in the harmonic balance 

equations was examined. It was demonstrated that, in one dimension, approximating the 

source term in a cell-centered manner led to large amounts of spatial dissipation, reducing 

the overall accuracy of harmonic balance discretization schemes. A novel upwind 

approximation of the source term was introduced, and it was shown that the upwind 

approximation removed all spatial dissipation on a one-dimensional, uniform grid. 

Although the spatial dissipation was eliminated, a von Neumann stability analysis 

revealed that the upwind approximation of the source term made harmonic balance 

schemes either highly restrictive or unconditionally unstable in pseudo-time. However, it 

was demonstrated that the numerical instabilities are very weak. An additional stability 

analysis was performed that revealed that the weak numerical instabilities are stabilized 

by the presence of the far-field boundaries and thus are not a major concern for finite 

domains.   

The upwind approximation for the source term was also examined in two 

dimensions. It was found that the reduction in spatial dissipation was not as profound in 

two-dimensional flows using this approximation. The development of a better two-

dimensional approximation of the source term is the subject of future work.  
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Chapter 3: Overview and Validation of HB-Multizone 

In this chapter, HB-Multizone is introduced and described in detail. HB-Multizone 

is a FORTRAN code that solves the harmonic balance form of the Euler equations in two 

dimensions. The architecture of HB-Multizone is outlined in Section 3.1. HB-Multizone is 

based on a flux difference splitting algorithm that was devised by Weiss and Smith [6]. 

This algorithm is derived from Roe’s scheme [13, 38], and uses fourth-order Runge-Kutta 

time integration to approximate the temporal derivative. In HB-Multizone, the scheme 

used by Weiss and Smith is adapted so that it can be applied to harmonic balance solvers. 

HB-Multizone is validated in Section 3.2. In this section, the numerical solutions 

produced by HB-Multizone are compared with the analytical solution for unsteady flow in 

a vibrating box. The goal of the validation process is to demonstrate that solutions 

produced HB-Multizone converge to the exact analytical solution as the grid becomes 

more refined, and to also show that the numerical solutions are spatially second-order 

accurate. The validation process in this chapter involves a flow that is linear about the 

mean flow. In Chapter 4, HB-Multizone is further validated using flows through a 

cascade of compressor blades.  

3.1 Overview of HB-Multizone 
 
3.1.1 Base Scheme 
 
 HB-Multizone is a cell-centered, flux difference splitting scheme similar to that of 

Weiss and Smith [6] and Roe [13, 38]. The code is designed for structured grids 

consisting of quadrilateral cells. The base scheme of HB-Multizone is derived from the 

harmonic balance form of the two-dimensional Euler equations, which is given in integral 
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form for an arbitrary control volume SE (stored at each time level) with differential 

surface area �GTE by 

HH  ü :E�SE w ý <TE� GTE w ü >E�SE � 0                                                   x3.1y 

where  

:E � þ :D�:�£�D�                                                                                                    x3.2y 

<TE � z <TD�<T�£�D{  � z <DUV w =DUW�<�£�DUV w =�£�DUW{                                               x3.3y 

and 

>E � þ >D�>�£�D� �  þ tuC:D�tuC:�£�D�                                                                      x3.4y 

In equations (3.1)-(3.4), the “ E ” indicates a vector of time levels, while the “    � ” denotes 

a conventional vector in x-y space. Thus, :E is a vector of the conservation variables, :, 

stored at each time level, where : is given by equation (2.2). Similarly, >E is a vector of 

the harmonic source term, tuC:, stored at each time level. The harmonic source term is 

derived in Section 2.2. On the other hand, the flux vector, <TE, stores the flux,  <T, at each 

time level, where <T is itself a vector consisting of <, given by equation (2.3), in the x-

direction and =, given equation (2.4), in the y-direction. In equation (3.3), UV and UW are 

the unit vectors in the x- and y-directions, respectively.  

HB-Multizone uses a set of primitive variables as the primary working variables, 

rather than the conservation variables. The vector of primitive variables is given by 
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X � z*,-({                                                                                                            x3.5y 

This new set of variables introduces the temperature, (, which, for air, can be related to 

the other flow variables through the ideal gas law, 

¥ � '4(                                                                                                             x3.6y 

where 4 is the gas constant for air. To go from the conservation variables, :, to the 

primitive variables, X, equation (3.1) is recast as 

HH  ü :E�SE w ý <TE� GTE w ü >E�SE �                           
Ç∂�∂�ÈE HH  ü XE�SE w ý <TE� GTE w ü >E�SE � 0                                      x3.7y 

where XE is a vector of the primitive variables stored at each time level and  

Ç∂�∂�ÈE  �
��
���
���
��∂�∂� 0 0 0 0

0 ∂�∂� 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 ∂�∂� 0
0 0 0 0 ∂�∂���

���
���
��
                                                           x3.8y 

is a (2N+1) x (2N+1) block diagonal matrix that multiplies each set of primitive variables 

contained in XE by the Jacobian matrix 
����. The Jacobian matrix 

���� is given by 
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H:HX �
��
���
��
�� H'H* 0 0 H'H(H'H* , ' 0 H'H( ,H'H* - 0 ' H'H( -H'H* 3 % 1 ', '- H'H( 3 w 'Z[��

���
��
��
                                                x3.9y 

where the partial derivatives are all based on the ideal gas law in equation (3.6). 

Using the ideal gas law in equation (3.6), the partial derivative, 
s�s[, in equation 

(3.9) can be expressed as 

H'H* � 14(                                                                                                          x3.10y 

For an ideal gas, the speed of sound is defined as 

g � �]4(                                                                                                        x3.11y 

which allows one to rewrite equation (3.10) as 

H'H* � ]g�                                                                                                            x3.12y 

Equation (3.12) reveals that the partial derivative, 
s�s[, scales like the inverse of the speed 

of sound squared. This fact plays a crucial role in the development of the preconditioning 

technique in Section 3.1.5.  

Equation (3.7) can be expressed in discrete form for a given cell in the flow 

domain as  

ÇH:HXÈE HXEH  w 1SE � <TE · GTE
	$
�� w tuC:E � ÇH:HXÈE HXEH  w ^E � 0     x3.13y 
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where ̂ E is the residual vector at each time level. In equation (3.13), the vector of 

discrete volumes at each time level is given by 

 SE � þ 8D�8�£�D�                                                                                                 x3.14y 

 Similarly, the vector of discrete cell face areas at each time level is given by 

 GTE � z GTD�GT�£�D{ � þ ldD�ld�£�D� � z 0l�V, l�W1D�0l�V, l�W1�£�D{                             x3.15y  

where l is the area of a given cell face, and d � 0�V, �W1 is the outward normal vector of 

the cell face. The volumes and face areas must be stored at each time level to properly 

account for cell deformation (see Section 3.1.7). In discrete form, the flux at a cell center 

is determined by adding together the fluxes through each cell face bounding the cell. 

Using the notation from Figure 37 [9], the flux into cell ¥ is determined by summing the 

individual fluxes through the cell faces surrounding ¥, i.e., faces D through ¬. The 

fluxes through each cell face are a function of the flow solution in the cells on either side 

of the cell face. For instance, the flux through face � is calculated using the flow 

solutions in cell ¥ and cell ��. These calculations are the subject of the next section.  
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Figure 37: Representative Grid for Flux Calculations [9]  
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3.1.2 Flux Difference Splitting 
 
 In equation (3.13), the flux terms are evaluated using flux difference splitting [6, 

13, 38]. For convenience, it will now be assumed that � � 0, i.e., steady flow, which 

allows the time level notation to be dropped. For � � 0, the analysis in this section can 

easily be extended to each time level. At each face bounding a cell, the flux vector, <T, in 

equation (3.13) is calculated using the relation 

<T � 0.5�<T� w <T�� % 0.5|G|x:� % :�y                                                    x3.16y                        

where the matrix |G| is modified version of the Jacobian matrix in equation (2.24) 

defined as J|K|J�A, and the subscripts R and L signify the cells on either side of a cell 

face. The modified matrix of eigenvalues, |K|, contains the absolute value of the 

eigenvalues of G along its diagonal. In the frame of reference of a given cell face, this 

matrix is expressed as 

|K| � ���
�|-5| 0 0 00 |-5| 0 00 0 |-5 w g| 00 0 0 |-5 % g|���

�                                                 x3.17y 

where -5 � / · d � ,�V w -�W is the normal velocity at a given cell face. Weiss and 

Smith demonstrate that the second term in equation (3.16) can be evaluated at a cell face 

as 

0.5|G|x:� % :�y �                                                           
12 |-5|} '� % '�x',y� % x',y�x'-y� % x'-y�x'�y� % x'�y�~ d w 12 ¤-5 } '��x',y��x'-y��x'3y��~ d w 12 ¤* z 0UVUW/ {          x3.18y 

where 
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¤-5 � �EΔ-5 w �gE % |-5|�x*� % *�y'��g���                                                      x3.19y 

¤* � �Ex*� % *�y w �gE % |-5|�'��Δ-5                                                 x3.20y 

Δ-5 � Δ/ · d                                                                                                  x3.21y 

�E � |-5 w g|% |-5 % g|2g                                                                             x3.22y 

gE � |-5 w g|w |-5 % g|2                                                                              x3.23y 

In equations (3.18)-(3.23), the subscript ‘RL’ indicates that given quantity is calculated 

using Roe-averaged values. Roe [13] defined the following Roe-averaged flow variables 

z'��,��-��3��{ �
���
��
���
� �'�'�

º�'�,� w �'�,��'� w �'� »
º�'�-� w �'�-��'� w �'� »
º�'�3� w �'�3��'� w �'� »���

��
���
�

                                                                x3.24y 

which can be used to form the Roe-averaged quantities in equations (3.18)-(3.23). Using 

the approximation in equation (3.18), equation (3.16) is equivalent to Roe’s scheme [38].  

The flux calculation in equation (3.16) consists of two parts: a flux averaging term 

and a flux difference splitting term. The purpose of flux difference splitting term is to 

ensure that the waves associated the system of equations are only upwinded with respect 

to their direction of travel. The Euler equations have four associated waves that, for 

subsonic flow (-5 � gy, do not all travel in the same direction. The eigenvalues in 

equation (2.25) correspond to the speed of each of the waves, with the local normal 

velocity -5 replacing , in the equation. Assuming a positive value of -5, three of the 
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eigenvalues, -5, -5 and -5 w g, will be positive, and the -5 % g eigenvalue will be 

negative. Thus, three of the waves will travel in the positive direction, while one wave 

will move in the negative direction. The three waves moving in the positive direction 

correspond to an entropy wave, a vorticity wave, and a downstream traveling pressure 

wave, respectively, and the wave traveling in the negative direction corresponds to an 

upstream moving pressure wave. The flux difference splitting term in equation (3.16) 

ensures that each of these waves is only upwinded in the direction dictated by its 

eigenvalue.  

By approximating the flux derivatives in an upwind manner, the flux difference 

splitting scheme is more numerically stable than similar central difference schemes. In 

general, for explicit schemes, numerical approximations of spatial derivatives are stable 

when upwind differencing is used, but unstable when central differencing is used. For 

instance, if the spatial derivative in the one-dimensional advection equation shown in 

equation (2.37) were modeled using a first-order central difference as opposed to a first-

order upwind difference, the scheme would be unconditionally unstable. To stabilize 

central difference schemes, artificial damping is often necessary, as described by 

Jameson, et al [4]. This is especially true in regions with steep gradients, such as the area 

in the vicinity of a shock. In contrast, flux difference splitting algorithms are stable even 

in regions with steep gradients. This eliminates the need to use artificial damping, which 

is nonphysical by nature. 

3.1.3 Second-Order Spatial Accuracy and Monotonicity 
 
 Following Weiss and Smith [6]. the approximation of the spatial derivative is only 

first-order accurate when the flow variables at the cell centers are used for the flux 
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calculations at the cell faces. To obtain second-order accuracy, the solution at a cell 

center can be expanded out to a cell face in a Taylor series expansion as follows 

XíÌ�Í � X�Í�� w �X�Í�� · ��                                                                       x3.25y 
  
where �� is the displacement vector that extends from a cell centroid out to a cell face 

centroid and �X is the gradient of the primitive variables. The gradients are determined 

using the divergence theorem, which can be expressed in discrete form as 

�X�Í�� � 18 � XÌ\Í · GT	$
��                                                                            x3.26y 

where the summation is over the cell faces that bound each cell and XÌ\Í is the average 

set of primitive variables using the solution at the cell centers on either side of a cell face. 

The extrapolated solution variables in equation (3.25) are used in the flux calculations 

from the previous section. 

In addition to obtaining second-order accuracy, it is also important to ensure that a 

solution remains total variation diminishing (TVD) and monotonic [8]. The idea of TVD 

was created by Harten [14]. The total variation ((8y of a partial differential equation, 

such as the one-dimensional advection equation, 

H,Hv w � H,Hp � 0                                                                                                x3.27y 

is given by 

(8 � ü �H,Hp��p                                                                                             x3.28y 

Equation (3.28) can be expressed in discrete form using upwind differencing as 

(8 � ��,� % ,��D�                                                                                     x3.29y�  
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where the subscript, j, indicates spatial location. A numerical discretization is said to be 

TVD if the total variation does not increase in time, i.e., 

(8x,5�Dy % (8x,5y ¹ 0                                                                            x3.30y 

where the superscript, n, indicates the discrete time step.  

A monotonic system is defined as one in which no new local extrema are created 

in the solution domain, and furthermore that any existing local minima are non-

decreasing and any existing local maxima are non-increasing. Monotonic schemes are 

desirable when solving the Euler equations as they prevent locally nonphysical extrema 

from forming within the solution domain. Harten [14] demonstrated that a monotonic 

system is TVD by nature, and conversely that a TVD algorithm preserves monotonicity 

in the solution. Thus, one desires that a numerical algorithm be TVD to ensure that the 

scheme is monotonic and therefore the numerical solution has no nonphysical regions.  

Although the Taylor series expansion in equation (3.25) allows one to obtain 

second-order accuracy, in the areas around flow discontinuities, the gradients in equation 

(3.26) tend to introduce new, nonphysical extrema into the solution. The new extrema 

locally violate the monotonicity condition, preventing the scheme from being TVD. This 

fact is demonstrated in Figure 38, which shows a moving discontinuity for a TVD and a 

non-TVD scheme based on an algorithm used by Gottlieb and Shu [31]. Figure 38 reveals 

that the non-TVD scheme has a spurious oscillation at the leading edge of the 

discontinuity. This oscillation is nonphysical in nature and locally corrupts the accuracy 

of the solution. On the other hand, the TVD scheme removes the nonphysical oscillation 

as the scheme remains locally monotonic and more physically accurate. 
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Figure 38: Comparison of TVD and Non-TVD Schemes [31] 
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To ensure that the Weiss and Smith scheme is TVD for all types of flow, the 

gradients in equation (3.26) must be limited in the vicinity of flow discontinuities to 

prevent the creation of local extrema [8]. When the solution at a cell center is 

extrapolated out to a cell face using equation (3.25), the solution at the cell face can 

potentially exceed the maximum or drop below the minimum solution at the cell centers 

on either side of the cell face. In other words, there is nothing preventing the creation of a 

local extrema at a cell face in the extrapolation. Thus, a gradient limiter is introduced that 

restricts the extrapolated solution such that it is bounded by the solutions at the cell 

centers on either side of the cell face, preserving monotonicity, and also ensuring the 

scheme is TVD. This limiting process can be expressed mathematically for the set of 

primitive variables in equation (3.5) as 

min�*�, *�Ù�  ¹ *�Ù ¹ max�*�, *�Ù�min�,�, ,�Ù� ¹ ,�Ù ¹ max�,�, ,�Ù�min�-�, -�Ù� ¹ -�Ù ¹ max�-�, -�Ù�min�(�, (�Ù�  ¹ (�Ù ¹ max�(�, (�Ù�
                                                        x3.31y 

where, using equation (3.25), 

*�Ù � *� w  [Ù�*� · ��D,�Ù � ,� w  ±Ù�,� · ��D-�Ù � -� w  \Ù�-� · ��D(�Ù � (� w  !Ù�(� · ��D
                                                                            x3.32y 

Based on the notation in Figure 37, the subscripts P and �D indicate flow quantities in the 

cells adjacent to face D, the subscript D indicates an extrapolated flow quantity on face 

D, and ��D is the vector that extends from the centroid of cell ¥ to the centroid of face 

D. Equation (3.32) introduces a series of gradient limiters, denoted by  , which multiply 

the Taylor series expansion terms from equation (3.25). Each gradient limiter is a positive 
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scalar constant associated with one of the primitive variables in X. There are gradient 

limiters similar to the ones shown in equation (3.32) for each of the cell faces (D through 

¬) bounding cell ¥. A final set of gradient limiters in cell ¥ is then formed based on the 

gradient limiters associated with each of the cell faces. These limiters are given by 

 ["#$ � min x [Ù ,% , [& , 1y ±"#$ � min x ±Ù ,% , ±& , 1y \"#$  � min x \Ù ,% , \& , 1y !"#$ � min x !Ù ,% , !& , 1y                                                                    x3.33y 

The final gradient limiters choose the minimum limiter (or unity if each of the limiters 

exceeds one) among the limiters at each cell face to ensure that the solution at every cell 

face remains monotonic and the scheme is TVD. The limiters shown in equation (3.33) 

are stored in each cell, and are subsequently used in any flux calculations involving that 

cell.    

HB-Multizone uses the gradient limiter introduced by Venkatakrishnan [9]. Using 

the notation from Figure 37, this limiter can be expressed for the pressure at face D, for 

example, as 

 [Ù �
��
��
� Φ Òmax�*�, *�Ù� % *��*� · ��D Ó , *�Ù � *�

Φ Ò*� %max�*�, *�Ù��*� · ��D Ó , *�Ù � *� 1,                                             *�Ù � *�
û                                            x3.34y 

where the function Φxpy  is given by 

Φxpy � x� w 2x w ε�x� w xw 2 w ε�                                                                              x3.35y 

and 

a� � xbΔpy�                                                                                                    x3.36y 
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In equation (3.36), Δp is the distance from the cell centroid to the cell face centroid, and 

b is free parameter that controls the amount of limiting. The specific functions in 

equations (3.34) and (3.35) were specifically designed by Venkatakrishnan such that the 

solution avoided the convergence stalling that often occurred with similar limiters. In the 

limit of infinitely large values of b, the function approaches one and the gradient limiter 

is effectively turned off. In the limit of b � 0, the limiter tends to introduce too much 

diffusion into the solution. In application using HB-Multizone, it was found that values of 

b � 1 to b � 3 provided an ideal amount of limiting for most cases, although the exact 

number varied slightly in different cases.  

3.1.4 Runge-Kutta Time Stepping 
 
 HB-Multizone uses the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) time integration 

scheme that was outlined in Section 2.3.4 to march the discretized harmonic balance 

equations to steady state. The scheme from equation (2.69) needs to be slightly modified 

when approximating the temporal derivative in equation (3.13), because HB-Multizone 

uses a set of primitive variables as opposed to the characteristic variables. The RK4 time-

stepping is given by 

XEx.y � XE5 

XExDy � XEx.y % ∆ 2 Ç∂�∂�È�DE ^Ex.y 

XEx�y � XEx.y % ∆ 2 Ç∂�∂�È�DE ^ExDy 

XEx�y � XEx.y % Δ  Ç∂�∂�È�DE ^Ex�y 
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XEx¬y � XEx.y % Δ 6 Ç∂�∂�È�DE x^Ex.y w 2^ExDy w 2^Ex�y w ^Ex�yy 

XE5�D � XEx¬y                                                                                                x3.37y 

The matrix Ã����Ä�DE
is a (2N+1) x (2N+1) block diagonal matrix given by 

Ç∂�∂�È�DE  �

���
���
���
��Ç∂�∂�È�D 0 0 0 0

0 Ç∂�∂�È�D 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 Ç∂�∂�È�D 0
0 0 0 0 Ç∂�∂�È�D���

���
���
��
                 x3.38y 

that is similar to the matrix in equation (3.8). It multiplies each time level of the residuals 

by the inverse of the Jacobian matrix Ã����Ä, which is given by equation (3.9). 

  The maximum size of the pseudo-time steps in equation (3.37) is determined from 

the stability analysis in Chapter 2. First, the maximum modified reduced frequency is 

calculated using equation (2.56). To apply equation (2.56) to arbitrarily shaped 

quadrilaterals, a set of normal vectors is constructed that align with the faces of the cell. 

Using the notation from Figure 37, the first normal vector, d$, is formed by drawing a 

line from the centroid of face � to the centroid of face D, while the second normal 

vector, d", is created by extending a line from the centroid of face ¬ to the centroid of 

face �. The ∆p term in equation (2.56) is based off of these vectors, with 

∆p$ � ¼d$¼ � Õ��V % DV�� w Ã�W % DWÄ�                                      x3.39y 

and 
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∆p" � ¼d"¼ � Õ�¬V % �V�� w Ã¬W % �WÄ�                                      x3.40y 

where the subscripts ‘x’ and ‘y’ indicate the Cartesian coordinates of a given cell face 

centroid. The 7 term in equation (2.56) is formed using the maximum eigenvalue of the 

system of equations, i.e., |,|w g. To combine the effects of both dimensions, we now 

rewrite equation (2.56) as 

�E � �uΔp7 � �u Ç Δp$|,$|w g w Δp"|,"|w gÈ                                               x3.41y 

where ,$ � / · d$ is the component of the Cartesian velocity vector, / � 0,, -1, that 

aligns with the first normal vector, and ," � / · d" is the component of the velocity 

vector that aligns with the second normal vector. 

After determining the modified reduced frequency using equation (3.41), the 

maximum CFL number is specified using the curve given either by equation (2.70) (for 

first-order accurate solutions) or equation (2.72) (for second-order accurate solutions). 

The time step is then determined from the maximum CFL number, which in two 

dimensions is equivalent to the sum of the CFL numbers in the principal directions. 

Using the definition of the CFL number and the normal vectors defined above, the time 

step is calculated as 

∆v � Ç Δp$|,$|w g w Δp"|,"|w gÈ NmÌV                                                              x3.42y 

where NmÌV is the CFL number from determined from either equation (2.70) or equation 

(2.72). The process outlined above is repeated in every cell in the flow domain. Local 

time-stepping can be used to accelerate the convergence of the solution, as the harmonic 
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balance equations are not solved time-accurately. Pseudo-time is only included as a 

means of arriving at converged solutions of the harmonic balance equations.  

  The process described in the previous paragraph gives a conservative estimate of 

the maximum allowable time step. The two-dimensional Euler equations cannot be 

linearized into a form similar to the two-dimensional advection equation given in 

equation (2.65). Furthermore, the grids in practical applications will not consist of 

uniform quadrilaterals. Thus, there are errors associated with equations (3.41) and (3.42), 

which originate from the analysis of the two-dimensional advection equation on a 

uniform grid of square cells. However, this process does give an acceptable estimate at 

the maximum allowable time-step that is usually found to be on the conservative side in 

practice.  

3.1.5 Weiss and Smith Preconditioning 
 
 HB-Multizone uses the preconditioning technique introduced by Weiss and Smith 

[6] that results in a better conditioned system of equations at low Mach numbers. The 

eigenvalues of the Euler equations without preconditioning are given in equation (2.25). 

For low Mach numbers (¼/¼ ( gy, the eigenvalues can differ by orders of magnitude, 

meaning that the system of equations is very poorly conditioned. As described in Section 

3.1.4, the fastest waves control the local time-step. However, the slowest modes dictate 

the number of iterations needed as these modes need to propagate out of the domain 

before a numerical solution can converge. Thus, for low Mach number flows, 

convergence times are unacceptably high without the use of preconditioning. 
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Weiss and Smith were able to develop a preconditioning technique that altered the 

eigenvalues of the Euler equations such that they remained well-conditioned for low 

speed flow. In this technique, the Weiss and Smith preconditioning matrix, c, given by 

c �
���
���
��� � 0 0 H'H(�, ' 0 H'H( ,

�- 0 ' H'H( -
�3 % 1 ', '- H'H( 3 w 'Z[���

���
���                                                     x3.43y 

replaces the Jacobian matrix in equation (3.7). This change yields 

cE HH  ü XE�SE w ý <TE� GTE w ü >E�SE � 0                                           x3.44y 

which can be expressed in discrete form as 

cE HXEH  w 1SE � <TE · GTE
	$
�� w tuC:E � 0                                                 x3.45y 

where  

cE  �
���
��c 0 0 0 00 c 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 c 00 0 0 0 c���

��                                                                             x3.46y 

is a (2N+1) x (2N+1) block diagonal matrix that multiplies each time level by the 

preconditioning matrix c.  In equation (3.43), 

� � Ò Dú) Ö % *+*,�
-Ó                                                                                           x3.47y  

where 
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7� � z hg,                Ô |/| � ag|/|, Ô hg � |/| � gg,                 Ô |/| � g û                                                                  x3.48y 

is a reference velocity that is proportional to the local velocity (given by /) for subsonic 

flow and the speed of sound for supersonic flow. In equation (3.48), h is a small number 

(typically 10�Û) that prevents the reference velocity from equaling zero in locations 

where the velocity equals zero, thus eliminating the possibility of division by zero. 

A comparison of the preconditioning matrix in equation (3.43) with the Jacobian 

matrix in equation (3.10) reveals that the � term in the preconditioning matrix replaces 

the 
s�s[ term in the Jacobian matrix. For an ideal gas, 

s�s[ � .�Ö and therefore, for subsonic 

flow, the preconditioning matrix replaces a term that is proportional to the inverse of the 

speed of sound squared by a term that is proportional to the inverse of the local velocity 

squared. This change alters the eigenvalues of the system. The eigenvalues of equation 

(3.44), without including the harmonic source term, are the eigenvalues of Ãc�D s<TsXÄ. At a 

given cell face, these eigenvalues are given by -5, -5, -5+ w g+ and -5ß % gß, respectively 

[6], where 

-5 � / · d � ,�V w -�W                                                                              x3.49y 

-5+ � -5x1 % iy                                                                                             x3.50y 

g+ � �i�-5� w 7��                                                                                         x3.51y 

i � 1 % j7��2                                                                                                   x3.52y 

j � xH'H¥ w s�s!'Z[ y                                                                                            x3.53y 
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In equation (3.49), d is the normal vector of a given cell face. For low speed flow, 7� 

approaches zero and i approaches 0.5. In this situation, all of the eigenvalues are of order 

-5, and the system of equations in equation (3.44) is well-conditioned. Darmofal and Van 

Leer [11] confirm this fact experimentally. They demonstrate that the Weiss and Smith 

preconditioner provides benefits in terms of solution convergence time and solution 

accuracy for flows with Mach numbers below 0.4, a situation often encountered near 

stagnation points at the leading edge of airfoils.  

 The flux calculations from Section 3.1.2 change when the Weiss and Smith 

preconditioning matrix, cE, is used in place of the Jacobian matrix, Ã����ÄE
, as shown in 

equation (3.45). At each cell face, the flux is still determined using equation (3.16), but 

the second term in equation (3.16) is no longer given by equation (3.18) due to the 

change in the eigenvalues of the system. This term is now given by   

0.5|G|x:� % :�y �                                                           
12 |-5|} '� % '�x',y� % x',y�x'-y� % x'-y�x'�y� % x'�y�~ d w 12 ¤-5 } '/ x',y/x'-y/x'3y/~ d w 12 ¤* z 0UVUW/ {            x3.54y 

where 

¤-5 � �EΔ-5 w �gE % x1 % 2iy|-5|% i-5�E� x*� % *�y'/7��                                x3.55y 

¤* � �Ex*� % *�y w �gE % |-5|w i-5�E�'/Δ-5                                               x3.56y 

Δ-5 � Δ/ · d                                                                                                               x3.57y 

�E � |-5ß w g+|% |-5ß % g+|2g+                                                                                     x3.58y 
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gE � |-5ß w g+|w |-5ß % g+|2                                                                                      x3.59y 

In equations (3.54)-(3.59), the subscript ‘Γ’ refers to an arithmetic average of a given 

quantity using the cells on either side of a cell face. Equation (3.54) is similar in form to 

equation (3.18), but the quantities defined in equations (3.55)-(3.59) are based on the new 

set of eigenvalues and thus are different. The flux difference splitting scheme no longer 

reduces to Roe’s scheme when the Weiss and Smith preconditioner is used.  

 A final note on preconditioning is that when the Weiss and Smith preconditioner, 

cE, is used in conjunction with the time level preconditioner, QE, from equation (2.61), 

the order of matrix multiplication does not matter. This is due to the fact that the Weiss 

and Smith preconditioning matrix is block diagonal (one populated block per diagonal), 

On the other hand, the time level preconditioning is fully populated, with each “block” in 

the matrix simply being a scalar times the identity matrix. The matrix multiplication can 

be expressed as follows 

QEcE � 0 1D,DR % 1�£�D,DR� � �1D,�£�DR % 1�£�D,�£�DR2 3
cD % 0� � �0 % c�4�D5 � 

                0 1D,DRcD % 1�£�D,DRc�4�D� � �1D,�£�DRcD % 1�£�D,�£�DRc�4�D2 � 

                0 1D,DcDR % 1�£�D,Dc�4�DR� � �1D,�£�DcDR % 1�£�D,�£�Dc�4�DR2 � 

                0 cD1D,DR % c�4�D1�£�D,DR� � �cD1D,�£�DR % c�4�D1�£�D,�£�DR2 � 
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3cD % 0� � �0 % c�4�D5 0
1D,DR % 1�£�D,DR� � �1D,�£�DR % 1�£�D,�£�DR2 � cEQE  x3.60y 

Assuming that an upwind discretization of equation (3.13) is taken in both space and 

time, equation (3.60) implies that 

XEx5�Dy � XEx5y % ∆ c�DEQE^Ex5y � XEx5y % ∆ QEc�DE^Ex5y       x3.61y                

where c�DE
 is a (2N+1) x (2N+1) block diagonal matrix given by  

c�DE  �
���
��c�D 0 0 0 00 c�D 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 c�D 00 0 0 0 c�D���

��                                                      x3.62y 

In equation (3.62), c�D is the inverse of the preconditioning matrix, c, given in equation 

(3.43). Equation (3.61) demonstrates that the final solution of the harmonic balance 

equations is independent of the order of preconditioning of the residual.  

3.1.6 Boundary Conditions 
 

HB-Multizone allows for several different boundary conditions. In this section, 

inflow, outflow, periodic and inviscid wall boundary conditions will be discussed. 

Periodic boundary conditions are revisited in Section 4.1. A fifth boundary condition, 

known as the zone interface boundary condition, will be examined in Section 5.2. 

To enable the flux calculations from Section 3.1.2 to be performed in boundary 

cells, ghost cells are created adjacent to but outside of the flow domain at the boundaries. 

An example of a ghost cell is shown in Figure 39 [32]. The solution in the ghost cell, 67, 

is constructed such that the flow at the boundary, 8, has the desired properties based on  
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Figure 39: Graphical Representation of a Ghost Cell [32] 
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the boundary condition specified. The process for constructing ghost cells will be 

explored for each of the boundary conditions specified in the previous paragraph. 

 In general, the solution in the ghost cells at each time level is calculated twice 

during an iteration of HB-Multizone. This enables second-order accurate flux calculations 

through the boundary faces. The following pseudo-code illustrates the steps taken during 

an iteration of HB-Multizone: 

n99* 9-�Ê 4:4 )v�*) n99* 9-�Ê ;9,���Êr �g�)         n99* 9-�Ê vÔ1� <�-�<) %¥9*,<�v� �39)v g�<<) x,)Ô�� 1�v39�) Ê91 v3Ô) )�gvÔ9�y %=9<,vÔ9� Ô� �39)v g�<<) Ô) 9Ê1�� ,)Ô�� ÔÊ)v % 9Ê��Ê     �gg,Ê�v� <9« ��v� Ê91 ;9,���Êr g�<<)         9�� <99* 9�� <99* 
 n99* 9-�Ê �<< �g�)         n99* 9-�Ê vÔ1� <�-�<) %��v�Ê1Ô�� �Ê��Ô��v �v ��g3 g�<< �g� ��� �Ô)vÊÔ;,v� v9      ��t�g��v g�<< g��v�Ê) %�Ê��Ô��v) Ô� ��g3 g�<< g��v�Ê �Ê� � ),11�vÔ9� 9 v3�     Ô��Ô-Ô�,�< �Ê��Ô��v) g�<g,<�v�� �v ��g3 g�<< �g�      ;9,��Ô�� v3� g�<<  %¥Ê9g�)) Ê�*Ê�)��v) � �Ô)gÊ�v� 9Ê1 9 v3� �Ô-�Ê���g�     (3�9Ê�1,��� Ô) )39«� 1�v3�1�vÔg�<<r Ô� �>,�vÔ9� x3.26y         9�� <99* 9�� <99* 
 n99* 9-�Ê �<< �g�)         n99* 9-�Ê vÔ1� <�-�<) %�Ô�� �Ê��Ô��v <Ô1Ôv�Ê) �v ��g3 g�<< �g� ,)Ô�� ���<r)Ô) Ô�    =�gvÔ9� 3.3 ��� �Ô)vÊÔ;,v� v3� <Ô1Ôv�Ê) v9 v3� ��t�g��v g�<<    g��v�Ê)  %�Ô��< <Ô1Ôv�Ê Ô� ��g3 g�<< g��v�Ê Ô) 1Ô�Ô1,1 <Ô1Ôv�Ê     ��v�Ê1Ô��� �v g�<< �g�) ;9,��Ô�� v3� g�<< 9�� <99* 9�� <99* 
 n99* 9-�Ê �<< g�<<)         n99* 9-�Ê vÔ1� <�-�<) 
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%nÔ1Ôv �Ê��Ô��v) Ô� ��g3 g�<< ,)Ô�� Ô��< �Ê��Ô��v <Ô1Ôv�Ê) 9�� <99* 9�� <99* 
 n99* 9-�Ê ;9,���Êr �g�)         n99* 9-�Ê vÔ1� <�-�<) %7*��v� �39)v g�<<) x,)Ô�� 1�v39�) Ê91 v3Ô) )�gvÔ9�y %Z�� �Ôv3�Ê ��v�Ê1Ô�� v3� �Ê��Ô��v) Ô� v3� �39)v g�<<), 9Ê     ,*��v� v3� )9<,vÔ9� Ô� v3� �39)v g�<<) �ÔÊ�gv<r ,)Ô��     <9« ��v� Ê91 v3� ;9,���Êr g�<< g��v�Ê) �pvÊ�*9<�v��    9,v v9 v3� ;9,���Êr �g�) ,)Ô�� �>,�vÔ9� x3.25y %�39)v g�<<) �9« g9�v�Ô� )�g9�� % 9Ê��Ê �gg,Ê�v� <9«     Ô�9Ê1�vÔ9�         9�� <99* 9�� <99* 

 n99* 9-�Ê �<< �g�)         n99* 9-�Ê vÔ1� <�-�<) %��v�Ê1Ô�� <,p v3Ê9,�3 � �Ô-�� g�<< �g� ,)Ô�� �>,�vÔ9�    x3.16y ��� �Ô)vÊÔ;,v� v3� <,p v9 v3� ��t�g��v g�<< g��v�Ê) %�<,p Ô� ��g3 g�<< g��v�Ê Ô) � ),11�vÔ9� 9 v3� Ô��Ô-Ô�,�<    <,p�) v3Ê9,�3 ��g3 �g� ;9,��Ô�� v3� g�<< %(3Ô) *Ê9g�)), )39«� Ô� �>,�vÔ9� x3.13y, Ô) � �Ô)gÊ�v�    -�Ê)Ô9� 9 v3� ),Ê�g� Ô�v��Ê�< Ô� �>,�vÔ9� x3.7y         9�� <99* 9�� <99* 
 n99* 9-�Ê �<< g�<<)         n99* 9-�Ê vÔ1� <�-�<) %Z�<g,<�v� 3�Ê19�Ôg )9,Êg� v�Ê1 Ô� ��g3 g�<< %��v�Ê1Ô�� Ê�)Ô�,�< Ô� ��g3 g�<<, «3Ôg3 Ô) � g91;Ô��vÔ9�    9 v3� <,p v�Ê1 ��� v3� 3�Ê19�Ôg )9,Êg� v�Ê1         9�� <99* 9�� <99* 
 n99* 9-�Ê �<< g�<<)         n99* 9-�Ê vÔ1� <�-�<) %¥Ê�g9��ÔvÔ9� Ê�)Ô�,�< ,)Ô�� �>,�vÔ9� x3.62y  %7*��v� )9<,vÔ9� �v 1v3 )v�* 9 4:4 *Ê9g�)) Ô� �>,�vÔ9�    x3.37y %? �v Ô��< 4:4 )v�*, �9 v9 ��pv Ôv�Ê�vÔ9� %9<)�, )v9Ê� Ê�)Ô�,�<, �9 v9 ��pv 4:4 )v�*          9�� <99* 9�� <99* 9�� <99* 
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The ghost cells are initially populated using the first-order accurate flow variable data 

from the boundary cells. This allows the gradients to be determined in the boundary cells. 

Subsequently, the solution in the ghost cells is updated using flow variable data that is 

extrapolated from the boundary cell centers out to the boundary cell faces using equation 

(3.25). This procedure ensures that the solution in the ghost cells is formed using second-

order accurate information, and, thus, ensures that the flux calculations through the 

boundary faces are second-order accurate. 

3.1.6.1 Inflow and Outflow Boundary Condition Overview 

The inflow and outflow boundary conditions implemented by HB-Multizone can 

be applied in either the frequency domain or the pseudo-time domain, depending on the 

nature of the flow (i.e., steady vs. unsteady flow). The boundary conditions require the 

use a new set of primitive variables,  

Xß � z',-*{                                                                                                        x3.63y 

as defined by Clark [7]. The relationship between the new set of primitive variables and 

the conservation variables is defined by the following linear transformation 

: � �:�X+ Xß � YXß                                                                                        x3.64y 

where 

Y �
���
�� 1 0 0 0, ' 0 0- 0 ' 012 x,� w -�y ', '- 1] % 1���

��                                                       x3.65y 

The primitive variables in equation (3.63) can be applied to each time level to yield 
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XßE � z Xß.�Xß�£�D{                                                                                            x3.66y 

where the subscript indicates the time level. Equation (3.66) can subsequently be Fourier 

transformed to yield a set of Fourier coefficients, given by 

XT ß � @XßE �
���
��XT ß�£�XT ß.�XT ß£ ���

��                                                                                x3.67y 

where the subscript now indicates the Fourier coefficient. The inflow and outflow 

boundary conditions are applied either in the pseudo-time domain using equation (3.66) 

or in the frequency domain using equation (3.67).  

 In HB-Multizone, two types of boundary conditions are used at the inflow/outflow 

boundaries: reflecting boundary conditions [7] and nonreflecting boundary conditions [7, 

12, 20]. Reflecting boundary conditions are used to drive flow quantities at a boundary to 

specified values. In doing so, a reflection wave emanates from the boundary, as incoming 

waves are required to specify the boundary value. Reflecting boundary conditions are the 

subject of Section 3.1.6.2. In contrast to reflecting boundary conditions, nonreflecting 

boundary conditions are used at boundaries where no flow quantity is specified. In 

nonreflecting boundary conditions, one-dimensional characteristic theory is applied at a 

boundary to allow outgoing waves to pass through the boundary without the creation of a 

reflection wave. Nonreflecting boundary conditions are the subject of Section 3.1.6.3. 

 For the remainder of this discussion on inflow and outflow boundary conditions, 

we will express the velocity in terms of coordinates that align with the boundary. The 

velocity components will now be given by -5 � / · d and -f � / · e where d and e are 
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the normal and tangent vectors, respectively, of the boundary, and / � 0,, -1 is the 

Cartesian velocity vector. The vector of primitive variables in equation (3.63) is now 

given by 

Xß � z '-5-f* {                                                                                                      x3.68y 

This change will simplify the calculations in the subsequent sections. After applying the 

various boundary conditions, one must rotate back to the Cartesian frame of reference. 

3.1.6.2 Reflecting Boundary Conditions 

In HB-Multizone, reflecting boundary conditions are used to match flow 

quantities at the inflow and outflow boundaries with user-specified values [7]. Four flow 

quantities are specified at the inflow and outflow boundaries: the total pressure, ¥., total 

density, '., and tangential velocity, -f, are specified at the inflow boundary, and the 

static pressure, *, is specified at the outflow boundary for subsonic flow and the inflow 

boundary for supersonic flow. If all of the prescribed quantities are steady at a boundary, 

then reflecting boundary conditions are applied to the mean flow, i.e., the zeroth 

harmonic of the Fourier transformed primitive variables in equation (3.67), at that 

boundary. As will be demonstrated in Section 3.1.6.3, nonreflecting boundary conditions 

are applied to the nonzero harmonics of equation (3.67) in this scenario, which have no 

prescribed values. If one or more of the prescribed quantities varies harmonically at a 

boundary, then reflecting boundary conditions are applied to the primitive variables at 

each time level in equation (3.66) at that boundary. In both the steady and unsteady cases, 

reflecting boundary conditions are used to construct flow solutions in the ghost cells 

adjacent to but outside of the flow domain at the inlet and outlet. The flow solutions in 
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the ghost cells are designed to drive the flow properties at the boundaries to the specified 

values.  

For subsonic flow, the total pressure, total density and tangential velocity are 

specified at the inlet, and the static pressure is specified at the outlet. At the inflow, 

prescribing the total pressure and total density is equivalent to prescribing the entropy, ), 

and the total enthalpy, 3. We will first consider the case where all of these prescribed 

flow quantities are steady. To specify the steady entropy, tangential velocity and total 

enthalpy at the inflow boundary, we will define three residuals that will be driven to zero 

as described by Clark [7]. These residuals, 4D-4�, are given by 

4D � )�Í�� % )ËfÍÌ�W � *�Í��'�Í��. % *.ËfÍÌ�W'.ËfÍÌ�W.                                               x3.69y 

4� � -f@ABB % -fCDAEFÁ                                                                                      x3.70y 

4� � 3�Í�� % 3ËfÍÌ�W � 

¾ ]] % 1 *�Í��'�Í�� w 12 x-5@ABB� w -f@ABB�y¿ % ]] % 1 *.ËfÍÌ�W'.ËfÍÌ�W                   x3.71y 

where 4D is the residual in the entropy, 4� is the residual in the tangential velocity, and 

4� is the residual in the total enthalpy. At the outflow boundary, we will define a fourth 

residual, 4¬, that will be driven to zero to set the static pressure. This residual is given by 

4¬ � *�Í�� % *ËfÍÌ�W                                                                                     x3.72y 

In equations (3.69)-(3.72), the subscript ‘cell’ indicates a flow quantity in the boundary 

cell adjacent to the inlet or outlet, and the subscript ‘steady’ indicates a specified steady 

flow quantity. 
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 We will now consider the case where one or more of the specified flow quantities 

is unsteady and varies harmonically across all time levels with a known frequency, u. An 

unsteady specified inlet tangential velocity, for instance, is equal to 

-fDGDEBxÔy � -fCDAEFÁ w -fH$CDAEFÁ��2 ÖI#ÖJKÙ                                                  x3.73y 

where Ô � 1,2… x2� w 1y denotes a time level. In equation (3.73), the subscript 

‘unsteady’ refers to the prescribed unsteady amplitude, and the subscript ‘total’ refers to 

the sum of the prescribed steady and unsteady components at a given time level. At the 

inflow, the first three residuals are now vectors that store the residuals from equations 

(3.69)-(3.71) at each time level. These residuals are given by 

^DE � þ 4Dx1y�4Dx2� w 1y� � 

���
��
�� *�Í��x1y�'�Í��x1y�. % *.f�fÌ�x1yÃ'.f�fÌ�x1yÄ.�*�Í��x2� w 1y�'�Í��x2� w 1y�. % *.f�fÌ�x2� w 1yÃ'.f�fÌ�x2� w 1yÄ.���

��
��                                x3.74y 

^�E � þ 4�x1y�4�x2� w 1y� � 

z -f@ABBx1y % -fDGDEBx1y �-f@ABBx2� w 1y % -fDGDEBx2� w 1y {                                             x3.75y 

^�E � þ 4�x1y�4�x2� w 1y� �                                                                                 x3.76y        
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���
�� º ]] % 1 *�Í��x1y'�Í��x1y w 12 x-�g�<<x1y� w -vg�<<x1y�y» % ]] % 1 *.v9v�<x1y'.v9v�<x1y�º ]] % 1 *�Í��x2� w 1y'�Í��x2� w 1y w 12 x-�g�<<x2� w 1y� w -vg�<<x2� w 1y�y» % ]] % 1 *.v9v�<x2� w 1y'.v9v�<x2� w 1y���

��  
At the outflow, the fourth residual is now given by 

^¬E � þ 4¬x1y�4¬x2� w 1y� � 

þ *�Í��x1y % *f�fÌ�x1y �*�Í��x2� w 1y % *f�fÌ�x2� w 1y �                                                 x3.77y 

The residuals in equations (3.74)-(3.77) must be driven to zero at each separate time 

level. 

 At the inflow boundary, the residuals, 4D- 4�, from equations (3.69)-(3.71) are 

driven to zero to set the total pressure, total density and tangential velocity at the 

boundary. The residuals are driven to zero by first linearizing the residual at the nth 

pseudo-time step and subsequently applying a one-step Newton-Raphson procedure. This 

process yields 

þ4D4�4��
5�D M þ4D4�4��

5 w H^D��5HX+5 NX+5 �  0                                                    x3.78y 

where 
s^Ù÷OsXß  is the first three rows of the Jacobian matrix 

H^HX+ �
��
��
�� % ]*�Í��'�Í��.�D 0 0 1'�Í��.0 0 1 0% ]] % 1 *�Í��'�Í��� -5@ABB -f@ABB ]*�Í��] % 10 0 0 1 ��

��
��                                        x3.79y 

formed using equations (3.69)-(3.72) and  
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NXßP � } δ'δ-5δ-f¤* ~
5

                                                                                           x3.80y  
is the change in the primitive variables at the current time step. A fourth condition, that 

the characteristic associated with the upstream pressure wave remain unchanged, is 

specified to complete the system of equations in equation (3.78). This condition allows 

the upstream pressure wave to move through the inflow boundary unchanged and is 

expressed mathematically as 

«¬5�D M «¬5 w HL¬5HXß5 NX+5 �  «¬5                                                          x3.81y 

or 

HL¬5HX+5 NX+5 � 0                                                                                              x3.82y 

where 
sL&sXß  is the fourth row of the Jacobian matrix 

sLsXß, given by 

HLHX+ Ø Jß�A � ¨%g�Í��� 0 0 10 0 '�Í��g�Í�� 00 '�Í��g�Í�� 0 10 %'�Í��g�Í�� 0 1©                          x3.83y 

Dropping the pseudo-time step superscripts, equations (3.78) and (3.82) can be combined 

to form 

}4D4�4�0 ~ w ��
��¾H4D��HX+ ¿

¾H«¬HX+¿ ��
��NXß �  0                                                                        x3.84y 

which is equivalent to 
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NX+ � % ��
��¾H4D��HXß ¿

¾H«¬HXß ¿ ��
��

�D
}4D4�4�0 ~                                                                       x3.85y 

 The primitive variables in the ghost cells can now be constructed from equation 

(3.85) and the primitive variables in the boundary cells, i.e., 

X+7��Ëf � X+R�±5�Ì�W w NXß                                                                       x3.86y 

NXß represents the change needed to drive the flow variables in the boundary cell to the 

specified values at the inlet. By forming the solution in the ghost cells in this manner, the 

ghost cells have the effect of driving the solution at the inflow boundary to the specified 

values.  

 For the outflow boundary, the residual in the static pressure, given by equation 

(3.76), is driven to zero, and the characteristics associated with the three downstream 

waves are allowed to propagate through the boundary. Applying the same methods as 

described in the previous paragraph, the solution in the ghost cells is formed using 

equation (3.86) with the change in the primitive variables now given by 

NX+ � % ��
��HLD��HXßH^¬HXß ��

��
�D

} 0004¬
~                                                                          x3.87y 

where 
sLÙ÷OsXS  is the first three rows of the matrix in equation (3.83) and 

s^&sXS is the last row 

of the matrix in equation (3.80).  

 For supersonic flow [20], all four of the characteristic waves associated with the 

Euler equations travel downstream. Thus, all four flow quantities (total pressure, total 

density, tangential velocity and static pressure) are specified at the inflow boundary as no 
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information can propagate from the outflow boundary upstream into the interior of the 

solution domain. The flow variables in the ghost cells at the inlet are constructed entirely 

based on the four specified flow quantities and remain fixed throughout the duration of 

the code as no information from the interior of the domain can propagate upstream 

through the inflow boundary. The ghost cells at the outflow boundary should similarly 

not affect the interior of the flow domain. For these ghost cells, the flow variables are set 

to the flow variables from the boundary cell just inside the outflow boundary. 

 The processes described in this section are repeated twice during an iteration in 

HB-Multizone, as shown by the pseudo-code in the introduction to Section 3.1.6. The 

primitive variables in the ghost cells are initially formed using the first-order accurate 

flow information stored in the boundary cells. This allows gradients to be determined for 

the boundary cells as outlined in Section 3.1.3. Subsequently, the primitive variables in 

the ghost cells are calculated a second time using the information from the boundary cells 

extrapolated out to the boundary cell faces. This ensures that the primitive variables in 

the ghost cells are formed using second-order accurate information, and additionally that 

the flux calculations through the inflow and outflow boundaries are second-order 

accurate.  

3.1.6.3 Nonreflecting Boundary Conditions 

 In HB-Multizone, nonreflecting boundary conditions are applied in the frequency 

domain using equation (3.67) along boundaries where no unsteadiness is specified. These 

boundary conditions are applied to the nonzero harmonics in equation (3.67), as the 

prescribed mean flow is set using reflecting boundary conditions as described in the 

previous section. To implement non-reflecting boundary conditions, one-dimensional 
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characteristic theory is locally applied to permit outgoing waves to pass through the 

boundary while eliminating incoming modes from the solution [7, 12, 20]. In one-

dimensional characteristic theory, the governing equations are linearized about the mean 

flow as in equation (2.22). Subsequently, the linearized flow variables are transformed 

into the characteristic variables shown in equation (2.27). As previously stated, these 

characteristic variables are associated with four waves (entropy, vorticity, upstream 

pressure and downstream pressure) that travel in different directions based on the 

eigenvalues in equation (2.25). The non-reflecting boundary conditions are applied by 

setting the characteristic variables associated with the incoming modes to zero, i.e., 

setting 

þ«D«�«�� � 0                                                                                                          x3.88y 

at the inflow boundary. At the outflow boundary,  

«¬ � 0                                                                                                              x3.89y 

assuming subsonic flow. By eliminating the incoming modes, the nonreflecting boundary 

conditions prevent the creation of reflection waves at the boundary, while still allow the 

outgoing modes to pass through the domain unchanged.  

 The Fourier coefficients of the primitive variables in the ghost cells are 

constructed such that they implement equations (3.88) and (3.89). This is accomplished 

by first transforming the Fourier coefficients of the primitive variables in the boundary 

cells into the characteristic variables. Because we are using a different set of working 

variables, the characteristic variables in equation (2.27) are formed using J+�D (as 

opposed to J�D), given by equation (3.83), that is 
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L � J+�AX; ß5,R�±5�Ì�W                                                                                  x3.90y 

where X; ß5,R�±5�Ì�Wis a vector of the nth Fourier coefficients of the primitive variables in 

a given boundary cell. The incoming characteristics are subsequently eliminated from the 

solution using 

Lß � K+Jß�AX; ß5,R�±5�Ì�W � KßL                                                               x3.91y 

where Kß is a diagonal matrix with unity in the entries corresponding to outgoing waves 

and zero in the entries corresponding to incoming waves. In other words,  

Kß � ¨0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 1©                                                                                     x3.92y 

at the inflow boundary and 

Kß � ¨1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 0©                                                                                     x3.93y 

at the outflow boundary. The remaining characteristics are converted back into Fourier 

coefficients. This entire process can be expressed mathematically as 

X;+5,7��Ëf � J+K+Jß�AX; ß5,R�±5�Ì�W                                                             x3.94y 

where Jß is the inverse of equation (3.83) and X;+5,7��Ëf is the nth Fourier coefficients of 

the primitive variables in the ghost cell.  

 For supersonic flow, all of the characteristic waves propagate downstream. This 

implies that all of the characteristics must be eliminated at the inflow boundary as none 

of them should be able to travel upstream through the boundary. Conversely, none of the 

characteristics should be eliminated at the outflow boundary as they are all allowed to 
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propagate out of the domain unchanged according to one-dimensional characteristic 

theory. To implement supersonic nonreflecting boundary conditions, Kß must be altered. 

At the inflow boundary, Kß should be equivalent to the null matrix, thus eliminating all 

characteristics from the solution. Essentially, this sets the Fourier coefficients of the 

primitive variables in the ghost cells to zero at the inflow boundary. At the outflow 

boundary, Kß should be equivalent to the identity matrix, R, thus allowing all four 

characteristics to propagate through the boundary. This essentially transfers the Fourier 

coefficients of the primitive variables in the boundary cells (adjacent to but inside the 

outlet) to the ghost cells unchanged at the outflow boundary. 

 The application of reflecting boundary conditions to the mean flow, and non-

reflecting boundary conditions to the remaining Fourier coefficients, creates a complete 

vector of Fourier coefficients in the ghost cells along boundaries where no unsteadiness is 

prescribed. This vector can now be inverse Fourier transformed to arrive at the primitive 

variables in the ghost cells.  

 As demonstrated by the pseudo-code in the introduction to Section 3.1.6, the 

processes outlined in this section are performed twice during an iteration of HB-

Multizone. The flow solution in the ghost cells is computed once using the first-order 

accurate flow data in the boundary cells. This allows the correct gradients to be 

determined in the boundary cells. Subsequently, the calculations are repeated using the 

primitive variables extrapolated from the boundary cell centroids out to the boundary cell 

faces. This procedure ensures that the flow variables in the ghost cells are formed from 

second-order accurate information, and that the flux calculations through boundary faces 

are likewise second-order accurate.  
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 3.1.6.4 Periodic  Boundary Conditions 

Periodic boundary conditions are used to make the flow domain essentially 

infinite in one or more directions. For these boundary conditions, the ghost cells 

previously described are incorporated. The flow variables and gradients in the ghost cells 

at one periodic boundary of the flow domain are set to the flow variables and gradients in 

the boundary cells at the opposite periodic boundary of the domain, as shown in Figure 

40 [37]. Thus, at the top boundary in Figure 40, the flow variables and gradients in the 

ghost cells are defined as 

X7��Ëfxp, r w �y � XR�±5�Ì�Wxp, ry                                                        x3.95y 

�X7��Ëfxp, r w �y � �XR�±5�Ì�Wxp, ry                                                  x3.96y 

At the bottom boundary, 

X7��Ëfxp, ry � XR�±5�Ì�Wxp, r w �y                                                        x3.97y 

�X7��Ëfxp, ry � �XR�±5�Ì�Wxp, r w �y                                                  x3.98y 

In equation (3.95)-(3.98), x and y are the spatial coordinates of a given boundary, � is the 

gap separating the periodic boundaries, and the subscript denotes either a ghost cell or a 

boundary cell. By defining the ghost cells in this manner, the flow domain essentially 

wraps itself into a circle in one or more directions. This has the effect of making the flow 

domain appear infinite.   

 The periodic boundary conditions outlined in this section are for an interblade 

phase angle of zero degrees. For nonzero interblade phase angles, the correct periodic 

boundary conditions are given in Section 4.1 

 



Figure 
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Figure 40: Periodic Boundary Conditions [37] 
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3.1.6.5 Inviscid Wall Boundary Conditions 

Inviscid wall boundary conditions are applied to any solid surface in HB-

Multizone. This boundary condition incorporates ghost cells that are constructed such that 

the normal velocity is zero at any solid surface, and that the gradients in pressure and 

temperature are zero normal to any solid surface. These conditions ensure zero flux 

through solid walls but allow a slip velocity along the surface of the wall that is 

consistent with inviscid flow.  

To meet these specifications, the pressure and temperature in a ghost cell are set 

to the pressure and temperature of its associated boundary cell, while the pressure and 

temperature gradients in the ghost cell are set to the opposite of the pressure and 

temperature gradients of the boundary cell, as follows 

*7��Ëf � *�Í��                                                                                                  x3.99y 

(7��Ëf � (�Í��                                                                                                x3.100y 

�*7��Ëf � %�*�Í��                                                                                      x3.101y 

�(7��Ëf � %�(�Í��                                                                                      x3.102y 

where the subscripts indicate either the ghost cell or the boundary cell. The ghost cell 

solution is extrapolated out to the boundary cell face using equation (3.25). For the ghost 

cell, the displacement vector in equation (3.25) is formed by reflecting the displacement 

vector in the associated boundary cell about the boundary cell face. This process yields 

*íÌ�Í,7��Ëf � *�Í��,7��Ëf w �*�Í��,7��Ëf · ��7��Ëf � 

                         *�Í��,R�±5�Ì�W w �%�*�Í��,R�±5�Ì�W� · �%��R�±5�Ì�W� �       
                         *�Í��,R�±5�Ì�W w �*�Í��,R�±5�Ì�W · ��R�±5�Ì�W � 
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*íÌ�Í,R�±5�Ì�W                                                                      x3.103y 

 (íÌ�Í,7��Ëf � (íÌ�Í,R�±5�Ì�W                                             x3.104y 

where the first subscript refers to either the cell center or the cell face, and the second 

subscript refers to either the boundary cell or the ghost cell. The process detailed in 

equations (3.103) and (3.104) ensures that the pressure and temperature are identical on 

either side of the boundary cell face, meaning that the gradient in these properties is zero 

normal to the face.  

A symmetry condition is applied to the velocity vector to guarantee that the 

normal component of the velocity is zero at solid surfaces. The velocity in the ghost cell 

is set to 

 /7��Ëf � /�Í�� % 2x/�Í�� · dyd                                                                x3.105y  

where / is the Cartesian velocity vector and d is the outward normal of the boundary cell 

face. This operation defines the ghost cell velocity vector such that it is symmetric to the 

boundary cell velocity vector about the boundary cell face. The same process described 

by equation (3.105) is repeated to update the ghost cell velocity once the boundary cell 

velocity has been extrapolated out to the boundary cell face. As demonstrated by the 

pseudo-code in the introduction to Section 3.1.6, this procedure ensures second-order 

accurate flux calculations at inviscid wall boundaries.  

3.1.7 Grid Motion and Deformation 
 

For moving and deforming grids, the original equations and the inviscid wall 

boundary condition must be modified. The flux vectors with no grid motion are given by 

equations (2.3) and (2.4). However, once the cells are allowed to move and change shape, 
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a term must be added to the flux vectors to compensate for the grid velocity [21]. The 

new flux vectors are given by 

< � ��
� 'x, % pqy',x, % pqy w *'-x, % pqyx'� w *yx, % pq y w pq *��

�                                                               x3.106y 

= � ��
� 'x- % rq y',x- % rq y'-x- % rq y w *x'� w *yx- % rq y w rq *��

�                                                               x3.107y 

where pq  and rq  are the grid velocities in the x- and y-directions, respectively. The flux 

calculations in Section 3.1.2 are carried out in the same manner using the new flux 

vectors shown in equations (3.106) and (3.107).  

The inviscid wall boundary condition is modified so that the normal velocity at 

the boundary is equal to the normal velocity of the grid. To ensure the correct velocity, 

the normal grid velocity is first subtracted out of the velocity vector / in the boundary 

cell. The new velocity,  /ß�Í��, is given by 

/ß�Í�� � /�Í�� % �q7�®� · d                                                                           x3.108y 

where �q7�®� � �pq , rq �! and d is the outward normal of the boundary cell face. The ghost 

cell velocity vector, /ß7��Ëf, is now determined in the manner described by equation 

(3.105), with /ß�Í�� replacing /�Í�� and /ß7��Ëf replacing /7��Ëf. Subsequently, the 

normal grid velocity is added to the velocity vector in the ghost cell as follows 

/7��Ëf � /ß7��Ëf w �q7�®� · d                                                                     x3.109y 

The procedure outlined in this section assures that the normal velocity at the boundary is 

equivalent to the normal velocity of the grid. The same process outlined above is repeated 
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to update the ghost cell velocity once the boundary cell velocity has been extrapolated out 

to the boundary cell face using equation (3.25).  

3.1.8 Treatment of Harmonic Source Term 
 
 In HB-Multizone, the harmonic source term, tuC:E, can be approximated in 

either a cell-centered or an upwinded manner. These approximations were derived for the 

two-dimensional advection equation in Section 2.4.3, and will be detailed for the full 

two-dimensional harmonic balance equations in this section. In the cell-centered 

approximation, the source term is formed in a straight-forward manner using the 

conservation variables at a given cell center. Using the notation from Figure 37, the 

source term at cell P is approximated as 

>#E � tuC:#E                                                                                                 x3.110y 

The source term is constructed in a similar manner for all cells in a given flow domain.  

The upwind approximation of the source term is formed based on the method 

presented by Hubbard and Garcia-Navarro [36], as well as the analysis from Section 

2.4.3. In this method, upwind approximations of the source term are first calculated at 

each cell face, and, subsequently, an upwinded approximation of the source term is 

calculated at each cell center based on the source terms at each cell face. The source 

terms at each cell face are determined by locally applying one-dimensional characteristic 

theory. As outlined in Section 2.3, for the full harmonic balance equations, there are four 

characteristic variables, given by equation (2.27). These variables are associated with 

four waves (entropy, vorticity, downstream pressure and upstream pressure, respectively) 

that propagate in different directions based on the eigenvalues given in equation (2.25). 

For subsonic flow, the entropy, vorticity, and downstream pressure waves travel in the 
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positive direction (i.e., the direction of the flow), while the upstream pressure wave 

travels in the negative direction, against the flow. The upwind approximation of the 

source term at each cell face is formed by combining the characteristic variables from the 

cells adjacent to the face. Each characteristic variable is individually selected in an 

upwinded sense based on the direction of motion of the wave associated with the 

variable. 

To illustrate the process detailed above, we will once again use the notation from 

Figure 37, and additionally assume subsonic flow with a velocity vector, /. We will 

express the velocity vector as / � 0-5, -f1, where -5 is the velocity component normal to 

face D, which we will assume is positive, and -f is the velocity component tangent to 

face D. The source term at face D is constructed by combining the characteristic 

variables in cell P and cell �D. Thus, the conservation variables in each cell must first be 

converted into the characteristic variables using the transformation matrix, J�AE
, from 

equation (2.29). The characteristics are then individually chosen from either cell P or cell 

�D in a manner consistent with their direction of travel, which is determined using the 

eigenvalues from equation (2.25). In equation (2.25), the local normal velocity, -5, which 

is positive, is used in place of the Cartesian velocity component, ,. Thus, the 

characteristic variables associated with the downstream traveling entropy, vorticity and 

pressure waves are selected from cell P, while the characteristic variable associated with 

the upstream traveling pressure wave is chosen from cell �D. Subsequently, the 

characteristic variables are transformed back into the conservation variables using 

equation (2.31). This entire process can be expressed mathematically as 

>íÙ E � >	Ù� E w >#� E                                                                                       x3.111y 
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where,   

>	Ù� E � tuC�JEK�EJ�AE�:	ÙE                                                                    x3.112y 

and 

>#�E �  tuC�JEK�EJ�AE�:#E                                                                     x3.113y 

In equations (3.112) and (3.113), the subscripts refer to either cell P or cell �D, and the 

superscripts indicate that either the downstream (‘+’) or upstream (‘-‘) characteristics are 

selected from the given cell. The matrices  K�E and K�E  are (2N+1) x (2N+1) block 

diagonal matrices given by 

K�E �
���
��K� 0 0 0 00 K� 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 K� 00 0 0 0 K����

��                                                              x3.114y 

and  

K�E �
���
��K� 0 0 0 00 K� 0 0 00 0 � 0 00 0 0 K� 00 0 0 0 K����

��                                                              x3.115y 

respectively. These matrices multiply each time level of the characteristic variables by K� 

and K�, respectively. K�, which is given by equation (3.93), is a diagonal matrix with 

unity in entries corresponding to downstream waves, and zero in entries associated with 

upstream waves. Conversely, K�, which is given by equation (3.92), is a diagonal matrix 

with zero in entries corresponding to downstream waves, and unity in entries associated 

with upstream waves. These matrices ensure that only the three downstream 

characteristics are retained from cell P, and that only the upstream characteristic is 
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retained from cell �D. The process described by equation (3.111) is repeated for each cell 

face surrounding cell P.  

 After determining the upwinded source terms at each cell face surrounding cell P, 

the source terms are combined to form a final upwind approximation of the source term 

in the center of cell P. The source terms at the cell faces are first averaged in the principal 

directions of the cell, which are given by d$ and d" as defined in Section 3.1.4. This 

process yields 

>$E � 12 x>íÙ E w >íOEy                                                                                  x3.116y 

and 

>"E � 12 x>íÖ E w >í&Ey                                                                                 x3.117y 

where the subscripts on the left-hand side of the equation indicate a principal direction, 

and the subscripts of the right-hand side of the equation indicate a specific cell face. 

Subsequently, the source terms in equations (3.116) and (3.117) are combined using a 

modified version of equation (2.111), given by 

>#,±[ö®5� � 12 �x2>$E % >#Ey w x2>"E % >#Ey�                                   x3.118y 

where >#E is the cell-centered approximation of the source term given in equation 

(3.110). >#,±[ö®5� is the final form of the upwind approximation of the source term for 

the full harmonic balance equations. The approximation as defined in this section is for 

use with first-order accurate solutions, i.e., for solutions that do not use the gradients 

from Section 3.1.3. For second-order accurate solutions, the conservations variables, :	ÙE  

and :#E , in equations (3.112) and (3.113) must be extrapolated out to face D using 
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equation (3.25). These extrapolated vectors are then used in equations (3.112) and 

(3.113).  

3.2 Validation of HB-Multizone 

3.2.1 Derivation of Analytical Solution 
 
 HB-Multizone was validated through a comparison with an analytical solution for 

unsteady flow in a vibrating box. The geometry for the vibrating box is given in Figure 

41. In Figure 41, u is the fundamental frequency of the unsteady vibration, 3. is the 

amplitude of the vibration, and n is the length of the box. The flow for this example is 

initially at rest and therefore has a mean velocity of zero. We will additionally assume 

that the perturbation in the velocity due to the vibration of the box is small. Thus, the 

flow for this example can be modeled as an inviscid, isentropic, irrotational potential 

flow that is governed by the one-dimensional linear wave equation. 

 By performing a Fourier series analysis on the wave equation, one can derive an 

exact expression for the linearized velocity potential, k. The one-dimensional wave 

equation is given in terms of the velocity potential by 

kVV % 1g� kff � 0                                                                                        x3.119y 

where the subscripts denote partial derivative in either space or time. For the flow shown 

in Figure 41, the vibration is harmonic in nature and we can therefore approximate the 

velocity potential as 

kxp, vy � kxxy��2f                                                                                     x3.120y 
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Figure 41: Geometry for Vibrating Box  
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Using equation (3.120), the wave equation can be simplified to 

kVV w u�g� k � 0                                                                                           x3.121y 

The eigenmodes of equation (3.121) are of the form 

kT � cos Ã1πxL Ä                                                                                        x3.122y 

and the eigenvalues of the equation are of the form 

um � 1ìgn                                                                                                    x3.123y 

where the subscript indicates the mth mode associated with the equation.  

We will now assume that the velocity potential is of the form 

kxp, vy � kxxy��2f � 

3Çp % n2È w � lm cos Ã1πxL Ä
mYD 5 3.ucos xuvy                   x3.124y 

where the first term in the brackets satisfies the boundary conditions, and the second term 

in the brackets is a Fourier series containing the eigenmodes from equation (3.122). In 

equation (3.123), lm is the unknown Fourier coefficient associated with the mth mode of 

the series. The harmonic term ��2f is reduced to cos xuvy for simplicity based on the 

prescribed motion of the vibrating box. Inserting equation (3.124) into equation (3.121), 

we arrive at  

u�g� Çp % n2È w � lm Òω�c� % Ã1πL Ä�Ó cos Ã1πxL Ä � 0                    
mYD x3.125y 
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One can determine the unknown Fourier coefficients in equation (3.125) by first 

multiplying the equation by 
�� cos x5[V� y and subsequently integrating over the length of 

the box. This process gives 

2n ü ºu�g� Çp % n2Èû w�
. û � lm Òω�c� % Ã1πL Ä�Ó cos Ã1πxL Ä 

mYD 5 cos Ã�ìpn Ä �p � 0  x3.126y 

For � � 0, one can make use of the fact that  

ü cos Ã1πxL Ä�
. �p Ø 0                                                                                x3.127y 

for all values of 1. This allows equation (3.126) to be reduced to 

2n ü u�g� Çp % n2È �p Ø 0                                                                            x3.128y�
.  

and thus the boundary conditions are satisfied. For nonzero values of �, one can make use 

of the identity 

���
��ü cos Ã1ìpn Ä cos Ã�ìpn Ä�

. �p � 0 9Ê 1 \ �
ü cos Ã1ìpn Ä cos Ã�ìpn Ä�

. �p � n2 9Ê 1 � �                                   x3.129yû 
This identity allows equation (3.126) to be reorganized as 

l5 Òω�c� % Ã�πL Ä�Ó � %2u�ng� ü Çp % n2È cos Ã�ìpn Ä �p�
.                     x3.130y 

for nonzero values of �. The right-hand side of equation (3.130) is equal to zero for even 

modes and is equal to 
�¬�x5[yÖ for odd modes. Thus, for the even modes, the Fourier 

coefficients are zero. For the odd modes, an expression for the Fourier coefficients is 

given by, 
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l5 � % 4nx�ìy�
2Ö�Ö2Ö�Ö % Ã5]̂Ä�                                                                         x3.131y 

With the Fourier coefficients determined, one can now arrive at the final 

expression for the velocity potential by substituting equation (3.131) into equation 

(3.124). This expression for the velocity potential is given by 

kxp, vy � 3.u cosxuvy ¾p % n2û % û � o�x�ìy� % o� 4nx�ìy� cos Ã�ìpn Ä5 ���  5   x3.132y 

where 

o � ung                                                                                                           x3.133y 

is a reduced frequency based on the length of the box and the speed of sound. The 

unknown flow variables can now be calculated based on the linearized velocity potential 

given in equation (3.132). The formulas for the linearized perturbations in the velocity, 

pressure and density, respectively, are given by 

,ß � HkHp � 3.u cosxuvy 31 w � o�x�ìy� % o� 4nx�ìyD sin Ã�ìpn Ä5 ��� 5       x3.134y 

*ß � %' HkHv % ', HkHp � %' HkHv �                                                              
'3.u� sinxuvy ¾  Çp % n2È %û û � o�x�ìy� % o� 4nx�ìy� cos Ã�ìpn Ä5 ��� 5     x3.135y 

'ß � *ßg�                                                                                                                  x3.136y 

where ,+ is the perturbation in the velocity, *+ is the perturbation in the pressure, 'ß is the 

perturbation in the density and the other quantities are based on the mean flow.  
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3.2.2 Comparison of Numerical and Analytical Solutions 
 
 To validate HB-Multizone, a series of test cases was run with the goal of 

determining whether the numerical solutions from HB-Multizone converge to the 

theoretical solutions given in equations (3.134)-(3.136) as the grid becomes refined. The 

linearized perturbation variables in equations (3.134)-(3.136) correspond to the first 

harmonic in a harmonic balance analysis. The grid resolution studies were additionally 

used to experimentally determine the spatial accuracy of HB-Multizone. 

A representative 16x1 grid used by HB-Multizone to solve for the vibrating box flow is 

shown in Figure 42. Only one cell is required in the y-direction as the flow is one-

dimensional in x; using additional cells increases computational time without changing 

the solution. The number of cells in the x-direction was varied in different test cases. 

Inviscid wall boundary conditions were applied to every boundary cell face. The mean 

flow was specified to be standard atmospheric conditions; the mean pressure was set to 

101325 ¥�, the mean temperature was set to 288.16 :, the mean velocity was set to 0 
mË , 

the gas constant R was set to 287.04 
��7· � G , and the ratio of specific heats, ], was set to 

1.4. The other flow variables were computed based on these initial conditions. In all test 

cases, one harmonic was used, because the goal of these test cases is to compare the 

zeroth harmonic to the mean flow and the first harmonic to the linearized perturbation 

variables in equations (3.134)-(3.136). 
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Figure 42: Representative Grid for Vibrating Box Validation Study 
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For the first test case, the frequency of the grid motion was set to u � 900 �Ì�Ë  , 
and an unsteady amplitude of 3. � 1/u was used to normalize the amplitude of the 

unsteady velocity, 3.u, to 1 
mË . The frequency of 900 �Ì�Ë  falls below the frequency of the 

first harmonic of equation (3.132). For the parameters outlined above, the first harmonic 

has a frequency of 1078 
�Ì�Ë , which is determined using equation (3.123) for 1 � 1. For 

this test case, the unsteady flow was computed using grids with 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 cells, 

respectively.  

Figure 43 and Figure 44 show the mean velocity and pressure, respectively, of the 

numerical solution for all of the tested grids, along with the analytical solution for the 

mean flow. While the mean velocity is zero as expected, the mean pressure has drifted 

slightly from the specified value of 101325 ¥�. In domains with inflow and outflow, the 

quantities specified at the inlet and outlet pin the pressure to a specific value at these 

boundaries. However, the vibrating box has solid walls on all sides. The inviscid wall 

boundary conditions that are applied to solid surfaces in HB-Multizone fix the pressure 

gradients but not the pressure itself. Thus, the pressure is free to drift over time due to 

numerical errors and Reynolds stresses. Fortunately, the drift in pressure is on the order 

of a tenth of a percent of the mean pressure in the test cases shown, and, therefore, does 

not affect the other flow properties by any significant amount.   
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Figure 43: Mean (Zeroth Harmonic) 
Velocity for First Vibrating Box Test 

Case 

 
Figure 44: Mean (Zeroth Harmonic) 
Pressure for First Vibrating Box Test 

Case 

Figures 45 and 46 show the real and imaginary components of the first harmonic 

of the unsteady velocity for all test cases. The figures also show the analytical solution 

obtained from equations (3.134)-(3.136). As these figures demonstrate, the numerical 

solutions rapidly converge to the theoretical solution as the grid resolution is increased, as 

expected. The velocity is proportional to cos xuvy, meaning that all of the unsteadiness is 

real. However, the amplitude of the unsteady velocity was scaled to be 1 
mË , and Figure 45 

shows that the real component of the first harmonic of the velocity is only 0.5 
mË  at the 

boundary. As previously discussed in Section 2.4.1, this is not an error. The harmonics go 

from –N to +N, meaning that half of the unsteady amplitude is stored in the first harmonic 

and the other half is stored in the “negative first” harmonic, i.e., the complex conjugate of 

the first harmonic[1]. 

The real and imaginary components of first harmonic of the unsteady pressure are 

shown in Figures 47 and 48. As was the case with the first harmonic of the velocity, the 

first harmonic of the pressure converges quickly to the theoretical solution as the grid is 

refined. The perturbation in pressure behaves like sin xuvy, meaning that the unsteady 
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pressure is purely imaginary. At the boundaries, the amplitude of the perturbation in the 

pressure is predicted to be 1640 ¥� by equation (3.135). This implies that the imaginary 

part of the first harmonic should have an amplitude of 820 ¥�, which is confirmed in 

Figure 48.  

 
Figure 45: Real Component of First 
Harmonic of Unsteady Velocity for 

First Vibrating Box Test Case 

 
Figure 46: Imaginary Component of 
First Harmonic of Unsteady Velocity 

for First Vibrating Box Test Case

 

Figure 47: Real Component of First 
Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure for 

First Vibrating Box Test Case 

 

Figure 48: Imaginary Component of 
First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure 

for First Vibrating Box Test Case 

A second validation case was run using the same parameters from the first study 

except for the frequency, which was set to 2700 
�Ì�Ë  in this study. This frequency lies 

between the frequencies of the first and second harmonics of equation (3.132). The series 

in equation (3.132) only contains odd terms, and, therefore, the second harmonic is found 
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using equation (3.123) with 1 � 3. For the parameters used in this study, the frequency 

of the second harmonic is 3207 �Ì�Ë  By choosing a frequency that lies between the 

frequencies of the first and second harmonics of equation (3.132), we expect the solution 

to behave differently than in the first test case. The solution should contain more than one 

wavelength in the first harmonic.  

As in the previous study, the unsteady flow in the second study was calculated on 

grids with 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 cells, respectively. Figures 49 and 50 show the mean 

pressure and velocity, respectively, for each of the grids tested in this study. The 

theoretical solution is also shown in the figures. The numerical solutions are in good 

agreement with the exact solution. As was true in the first validation study, the mean 

pressure has drifted slightly from its theoretical value.  

Figures 51-54 show the real and imaginary components of the first harmonic of 

the unsteady velocity (Figures 51 and 52) and pressure (Figures 53 and 54), respectively. 

The first harmonic in this test case contains more than a full wavelength of the unsteady 

response, in contrast to the half wavelength seen in the first validation case (Figures 45-

48). This result is expected as the frequency for the second test case lies between the 

frequencies associated with the first and second harmonics. In all of the figures shown, 

the numerical solution converges to the analytical solution. The real component of the 

first harmonic of the velocity approaches 0.5 
mË  at the boundaries, which is predicted for a 

normalized amplitude of 1 
mË  using the harmonic balance technique. The imaginary 

component of the pressure approaches 214 ¥� at the boundaries, which is half of the 

theoretical value of 428 ¥� found using equation (3.135). Figures 49-54 further validate 
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that HB-Multizone produces accurate numerical solutions, as all of the numerical 

solutions approach the exact solution as the grid becomes more refined.  

 
Figure 49: Mean (Zeroth Harmonic) 
Velocity for Second Vibrating Box 

Test Case 

 
Figure 50: Mean (Zeroth Harmonic) 
Pressure for Second Vibrating Box 

Test Case 

 
Figure 51 Real Component of First 
Harmonic of Unsteady Velocity for 

Second Vibrating Box Test Case 

 
Figure 52: Imaginary Component of 
First Harmonic of Unsteady Velocity 
for Second Vibrating Box Test Case 
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Figure 53: Real Component of First 
Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure for 

Second Vibrating Box Test Case 

 
Figure 54: Imaginary Component of 
First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure 
for Second Vibrating Box Test Case 

In addition to demonstrating that HB-Multizone produces the correct solution, the 

test cases also show that HB-Multizone is second-order accurate. Figures 55 and 56 show 

the grid reduced frequency vs. the dimensionless error in the numerical solution on a log-

log scale for the first harmonic of the velocity and pressure, respectively. The 

dimensionless error in these figures is defined as the L2-Norm of the difference between 

the numerical and analytical solutions normalized by the L2-Norm of the analytical 

solution. The figures show the error associated with both validation cases performed in 

this section (u � 900 
�Ì�Ë  and � 2700 

�Ì�Ë , respectively). The inclusion of both test cases 

reveals that the dimensionless errors all fall along the same line that depends solely on 

the grid reduced frequency. In other words, to achieve a desired level of accuracy, the 

important control parameter is the grid reduced frequency, which essentially controls the 

number of grid points per wavelength in the solution. The slope of the lines in both 

figures is -2 indicating that second-order accuracy has been obtained. 
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Figure 55: Error Analysis of Unsteady 
Velocity for Both Vibrating Box Test 

Cases 

 
Figure 56: Error Analysis of Unsteady 
Pressure for Both Vibrating Box Test 

Cases  

3.3 Conclusions 

 In Chapter 3, HB-Multizone was introduced and validated. In Section 3.1, the 

salient features of the code were outlined in detail. HB-Multizone is a FORTRAN code 

that solves the harmonic balance form of the two-dimensional Euler equations. The code, 

which is cell-centered, discretizes the governing harmonic balance equations using a flux 

difference splitting algorithm presented by Weiss and Smith [6] and Roe [13, 38] in 

conjunction with fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integration. The flux difference splitting 

algorithm was introduced in Section 3.1.2, and subsequently expanded upon in Section 

3.1.3. In Section 3.1.3, it was demonstrated that, to obtain second-order spatial accuracy, 

the scheme first calculates the gradients of the flow variables in each cell, and then uses 

the gradients to extrapolate the flow variables at a given cell center out to a cell face in a 

Taylor series expansion. It was also demonstrated that the gradients must be limited to 

ensure that the scheme remains total variation diminishing and monotonic throughout the 

solution domain. The fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integration technique was given in 

Section 3.1.4. This time integration algorithm was shown to be conditionally stable in 

Chapter 2. 
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In addition to outlining the base scheme, Section 3.1 also covered several other 

important features of HB-Multizone. The code uses the preconditioning technique 

introduced by Weiss and Smith [6]. The preconditioning technique, which is the subject 

of Section 3.1.5, allows the code to solve for low Mach number flows in an efficient 

manner by manipulating the eigenvalues of the governing equations such that they remain 

well-conditioned even at low Mach numbers. The boundary conditions were discussed in 

Section 3.1.6. HB-Multizone uses a combination of reflecting and nonreflecting boundary 

conditions at the inflow and outflow boundaries, and also has the capability of applying 

inviscid wall and periodic boundary conditions. The final sub-sections of Section 3.1 

demonstrated the changes necessary to allow for grid deformation, and the modifications 

needed to upwind the harmonic source term in the full harmonic balance equations.  

 In Section 3.2, the numerical solutions generated by HB-Multizone were validated 

through a comparison with an analytical solution for unsteady potential flow in a 

vibrating box. In this section, the analytical solution for the unsteady potential flow was 

derived. Subsequently, the numerical solutions produced by HB-Multizone were 

compared to the analytical solution at two distinct frequencies of vibration. The 

frequencies were chosen so as to produce different behavior in the solution. The first 

frequency fell below the frequency of the first harmonic of the analytical system, while 

the second frequency fell between the frequencies of the first and second harmonics of 

the system. In both instances, grid resolution studies were performed to demonstrate that 

the numerical solutions produced by HB-Multizone converged to the exact theoretical 

solution as the number of grid points increased. The grid resolution studies were 

additionally able to experimentally verify that HB-Multizone generated spatially second-
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order accurate numerical solutions. The error analysis performed in this section revealed 

that the dimensionless error in the solution was a function of the grid reduced frequency, 

which essentially controls the number of grid points per wavelength in the solution.  
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Chapter 4: Computation of Cascade Flows using HB-
Multizone 
 
 In this chapter, the FORTRAN code HB-Multizone is validated using flows 

through a cascade of compressor blades. In Section 4.1, the correct periodic boundary 

conditions are given for arbitrary interblade phase angles. These boundary conditions 

allow an entire cascade to be modeled using a single blade passage. In Section 4.2, a 

series of steady and unsteady flows is studied. The Tenth Standard Configuration [39-41] 

is used in these studies. The numerical solutions produced by HB-Multizone are 

compared to the numerical results of a finite element potential flow solver written by Hall 

[39], which is known to generate accurate solutions.   

4.1 Periodic Boundary Conditions 

 Before performing the validation studies in this chapter, we must first revisit 

periodic boundary conditions, which were originally defined in Section 3.1.6.4. The 

periodic boundary conditions defined in Section 3.1.6.4 were for an interblade phase 

angle of zero degrees. In this chapter, cascade flows with nonzero interblade phase angles 

are investigated. 

Consider cascade flow where the airfoils vibrate in a spatially periodic manner 

with a fixed interblade phase angle,  !"#$ and a fixed frequency, u. We can express the 

flow solution at one periodic boundary in terms of the flow solution at the opposite 

periodic boundary as follows 

Xxp, r w �, vy � Xxp, r, v w Δ(y                                                                  x4.1y 
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where x and y are the spatial coordinates of a given point on the boundary, � is the gap 

separating the boundaries, v is the time, and Δ( is the time lag associated with the 

interblade phase lag [1]. The phase lag can be expressed in terms of the frequency and the 

interblade phase angle as 

ωΔ( �  !"#$                                                                                                     x4.2y 

We can therefore rewrite equation (4.1) as 

Xxp, r w �, vy � X Ãp, r, v w  !"#$u Ä                                                           x4.3y 

If we then assume that the solution varies harmonically in time based on the given 

frequency as follows 

 Xxp, r, vy � X¢xp, ry��2f                                                                               x4.4y 

equation (4.3) becomes 

X¢xp, r w �y��2f � X¢xp, ry��2Ãf�_`abcd Ä                                                    x4.5y 

which can be reduced to 

X¢xp, r w �y � X¢xp, ry��e`abc                                                                       x4.6y 

In harmonic balance solvers, equation (4.6) is applied to each harmonic contained in the 

solution. Thus, for the mth harmonic, equation (4.6) is now expressed 

X;mxp, r w �y � X;mxp, ry��me`abc                                                              x4.7y 

See Figure 57 for a graphical representation of equation (4.7). Note that the fundamental 

interblade phase angle in equation (4.7) is multiplied by m, as the frequency of 

unsteadiness for the mth harmonic is mu. By assuming spatial periodicity of the form in 

equation (4.1), we have now derived a periodic boundary condition, given in equation 

(4.7), that allows us to model an entire cascade as a single blade passage. 
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In HB-Multizone, ghost cells are used at periodic boundaries (see the beginning of 

Section 3.1.6 for an explanation of ghost cells). Using ghost cell notation, equation (4.7) 

can be rewritten as 

X;m,7��Ëfxp, r w �y � X;m,R�±5�Ì�Wxp, ry��me`abc                                    x4.8y 

where the subscripts indicate a ghost cell or a boundary cell. For an interblade phase 

angle of zero degrees, equation (4.8) can be Fourier transformed to become equation 

(3.95), demonstrating that the periodic boundaries presented in Section 3.1.6.4 are a 

special case of the periodic boundaries presented in this section. The solution in a ghost 

cell at a periodic boundary is calculated twice during each iteration in HB-Multizone, as 

outlined by the pseudo-code in Section 3.1.6. The ghost cell is initially populated using 

first-order accurate flow variable data from the boundary cell at the opposite periodic 

boundary. This allows the gradients to be determined in the boundary cell. Subsequently, 

the solution in the ghost cell is updated using the boundary cell solution extrapolated out 

to the periodic boundary using the Taylor series expansion given in equation (3.25). This 

procedure ensures second-order accurate flux calculations through the periodic boundary. 

 



Figure 57: Periodic Boundary Conditions
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: Periodic Boundary Conditions with Nonzero Interblade Phase Angle

 

 

with Nonzero Interblade Phase Angle [37] 
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4.2 Subsonic Flow in a Compressor 

 HB-Multizone was validated using subsonic flow through a cascade of compressor 

blades. The cascade used in this study is the Tenth Standard Configuration [29, 39-41], 

which consists of cambered airfoils with slightly altered NACA 0006 thickness 

distributions. Each airfoil has a circular-arc camber distribution. The maximum height of 

camber distribution is 5% of the chord. The gap-to-chord ratio, �, in the Tenth Standard 

Configuration is 1.0, and each airfoil has a stagger angle, �, of 45 degrees. For the flow 

in this study, the mean Mach number, ��, at the inlet was specified as 0.7, and the 

mean inflow angle, Ω�,  was set to 55 degrees. The inlet used standard atmospheric 

conditions for all other flow properties. The total pressure was specified as 101325 ¥�, 

the total temperature was set to 288.16 :, and the gas constant for air was specified as 

287.04 
f�7·g. The ratio of specific heats was set to 1.4. The back pressure in this study was 

prescribed as 88220 ¥�.  

An H-grid, shown in Figure 58, was used for the present study. Periodic boundary 

conditions were applied to the top and bottom boundaries of the grid, and inviscid wall 

boundary conditions were applied to the surface of the airfoil. In all cases, the numerical 

solutions produced by HB-Multizone were considered converged once the n�-Norm of 

the residuals in the conservation variables had decreased by three orders of magnitude.  

  

 

 

 



Figure 58: Computational Grid for Tenth Standard C
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: Computational Grid for Tenth Standard Configuration Airfoil

 

 

onfiguration Airfoil  
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For the flow described, the steady pressure distribution on the surface of the 

airfoil was determined using HB-Multizone. This distribution was compared to the 

solution generated by a finite-element potential flow solver written by Hall [39] that is 

known to produce accurate solutions for this case. This comparison is shown in Figure 

59. As this figure demonstrates, there is excellent agreement between the two solutions 

along the entire surface of the airfoil. 

After considering steady flow, unsteady flow due to plunging motion was studied. 

For the first unsteady case, the plunging motion occurred at a frequency, u, of 226.5 
�Ì�Ë , 

which corresponds to a chord based reduced frequency, ������ � 2�ú , of 1.0. The 

amplitude of the plunging motion was set as 1% of the chord, and the plunging motion is 

normal to the chord. An interblade phase angle of zero degrees was specified at the 

periodic boundaries. To illustrate this blade motion, Figure 60 was generated. This figure 

shows a cascade of Tenth Standard Configuration airfoils in plunging motion. The 

amplitude of the plunging motion was exaggerated for emphasis in this figure.  

Using HB-Multizone, the first harmonic of the unsteady pressure distribution was 

determined on the surface of the airfoil. This distribution was once again compared to the 

solution produced by the potential flow solver developed by Hall. The results of this 

comparison are shown in Figures 61 and 62. These figures show the real and imaginary 

components of the first harmonic of the unsteady pressure distribution. These figures 

demonstrate excellent agreement between the two numerical solutions along the entire 

surface of the airfoil.  
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Figure 59: Steady Pressure Distribution on Tenth Standard Configuration       
Airfoil ( Q� � ñ. õ, = � A. ñ, h � åô deg, and Þ� � ôô deg)  

 

 

Figure 60: Tenth Standard Configuration Airfoils in Unsteady Plunging Motion 
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Figure 61: Real Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure Distribution on 

Tenth Standard Configuration Airfoil Due to Plunging Motion (Q� � ñ. õ,ijklmn � A. ñ, oR8pG � ñ degrees) 

 
Figure 62: Imaginary Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure 

Distribution on Tenth Standard Configuration Airfoil Due to Plunging Motion 
(Q� � ñ. õ, ijklmn � A. ñ, oR8pG � ñ degrees) 
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 Next, an unsteady flow similar to the one just presented was considered, with the 

interblade phase angle now specified as -90 degrees. For this nonzero interblade phase 

angle, we expect some error in the numerical solutions due to the inflow and outflow 

boundary conditions used in HB-Multizone, which only model one-dimensional spatial 

variations in the flow variables. For nonzero interblade phase angles, the flow variables at 

the inflow and outflow boundaries vary in two-dimensions. To alleviate this problem, the 

numerical grid from Figure 58 was extended by a several chord lengths, as shown in 

Figure 63. Although this reduces the errors associated with the one-dimensional inflow 

and outflow boundaries, it nearly doubles the number of cells in the domain, corrupting 

computational efficiency. The implementation of the correct two-dimensional inflow and 

outflow boundary conditions is the subject of future work.  

 The first harmonic of the unsteady pressure distribution associated with the flow 

just described is shown in Figures 64 and 65. Figure 64 shows the real component of the 

distribution and Figure 65 shows the imaginary component of the distribution. The 

numerical solution produced by HB-Multizone is compared to the numerical result from 

Hall’s potential flow solver in each figure. Once again, we see very good agreement 

between the two solutions.  
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Figure 63: Extended Grid 

 

Figure 64: Real Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure Distribution on 
Tenth Standard Configuration Airfoil Due to Plunging Motion (Q� � ñ. õ,ijklmn � A. ñ, oR8pG � %qñ degrees) 
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Figure 65: Imaginary Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure 
Distribution on Tenth Standard Configuration Airfoil Due to Plunging Motion 

(Q� � ñ. õ, ijklmn � A. ñ, oR8pG � %qñ degrees) 

 The unsteady lift on the airfoil was considered in the final validation study 

presented in this chapter. For this study, the same unsteady flow due to a plunging motion 

of the airfoil from the previous two studies was examined. In addition to a reduced 

frequency of ������ � 1.0, a reduced frequency of ������ � 0.5 was also considered in 

this study. Figure 66 shows the imaginary component of the first harmonic of the lift 

plotted as a function of the interblade phase angle for interblade phase angles between -

180 degrees and +180 degrees. The numerical solutions from HB-Multizone and Hall’s 

potential flow solver are shown. Both solutions predict negative imaginary components 

of the unsteady lift for all interblade phase angles, meaning that the motion of the airfoil 

is damped [39]. The agreement between the two solutions is good for the most part. 

There are some errors in the numerical solution produced by HB-Multizone, especially 

for interblade phase angles between about +60 and +180 degrees. This discrepancy 
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between the two numerical solutions is due to the one-dimensional boundary conditions 

used at the inlet and outlet in HB-Multizone. In Figure 66, the numerical solution for a 

reduced frequency of 0.5 is better than the numerical solution for a reduced frequency of 

1.0. This result is expected, as the variation of the flow quantities in the unmodeled 

spatial direction at the inlet and the outlet scales linearly with the frequency.  

 
Figure 66: Unsteady Lift vs. Interblade Phase Angle for Tenth Standard 

Configuration 

4.3 Conclusions 

 In this chapter, HB-Multizone was validated by calculating flow through a cascade 

of compressor blades. In Section 4.1, periodic boundary conditions were defined for 

arbitrary interblade phase angles. In Section 4.2, a series of validation studies was 

presented. Both steady and unsteady flows were examined. The numerical solutions 

produced by HB-Multizone were compared to the solutions generated by a finite-element 

potential flow solver written by Hall [39] that is known to produce accurate solutions. 
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The two numerical solutions were shown to be in excellent agreement for the steady flow 

as well as the unsteady flows with an interblade phase angles of 0 and -90 degrees. 

However, there was some error in the numerical solution of the imaginary component of 

the unsteady lift produced by HB-Multizone at certain interblade phase angles. The 

source of this error is the one-dimensional inflow and outflow boundary conditions used 

by HB-Multizone, which only model spatial variations in the x-direction (normal to the 

inflow and outflow boundaries). 
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Chapter 5: Multiple Zone Harmonic Balance Technique 

In this chapter, the multiple zone technique used by the FORTRAN code HB-

Multizone is presented. An overview of the technique is given in Section 5.1. Using this 

technique, a flow domain is divided into zones, and the harmonic content, that is, the 

number of harmonics, is allowed to vary from zone to zone. The technique has been 

applied successfully by Maple [16-18, 42] in one-dimension, but HB-Multizone is 

(perhaps) the first harmonic balance code to apply the method to multi-dimensional 

flows. In Section 5.2, the zone interface boundary condition is described. This boundary 

condition allows the number of harmonics to change at zone-to-zone interfaces within the 

solution domain. In Section 5.3, a two-dimensional flow is studied to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the multiple zone technique. The technique is then refined in Section 5.4. 

In this section, a “harmonic ratio” is defined, and the notion of a “harmonic ratio 

threshold” is introduced. This threshold is a parameter that controls the harmonic content 

in a given zone of the flow domain. In the final sub-sections of Section 5.4, studies of 

both quasi-one-dimensional and two-dimensional flows are performed that attempt to 

identify an acceptable harmonic ratio threshold.  

5.1 Overview of Multiple Zone Technique 

In HB-Multizone, the solution domain for a given flow field is divided into zones, 

and the harmonic content is allowed to vary from zone to zone. Using this approach, the 

number of harmonics in a given zone can be adjusted based on the flow features within 

the zone. A large number of harmonics can be used in zones containing flow 

nonlinearities such as shocks, which require high harmonic content to be acceptably 



resolved. On the other hand, a small number of harmonics can be used in zones with 
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resolved. On the other hand, a small number of harmonics can be used in zones with 

dynamically linear flow, as relatively few harmonics are required for acceptable 
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in the vicinity of the shock (Zone 2) contains a larger number of harmonics, while the 
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interface boundary shown in the figure is the subject of Section 5.2. 

The multiple zone technique is more computationally efficient than previous 

single zone techniques. In single zone harmonic balance solvers, only a single 

throughout the entire flow domain. Using this approach,
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throughout the entire domain. For instance, in the flow shown in Figure 6
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5.2 Zone Interface Boundary Condition  

The zone interface boundary condition is applied to any cells that lie along the 

internal boundary between two zones, as shown in Figure 67. Flux calculations cannot be 

performed in adjacent cells when their respective time levels do not match one-to-one. To 

circumvent this problem, ghost cells are created on either side of the zone interface. 

These ghost cells contain the correct number of time levels necessary to perform the flux 

calculations through the zone interface. The ghost cells are populated with flow variable 

data by exploiting the fact that, although the time levels do not match, the Fourier 

coefficients of the flow quantities should match, at least for those Fourier coefficients 

corresponding to frequencies common to both sides of the interface. For Fourier 

coefficients for which there is not a corresponding frequency on the other side of the 

interface, nonreflecting boundary conditions are applied that permit the disturbance to 

leave the zone without reflection. The non-reflecting boundary conditions used in Section 

3.1.6.3 can be used to propagate the appropriate waves through the interface into the 

ghost cells.  

For convenience, in the rest of this section it will be assumed that a flow domain 

contains two zones, Zone 1 and Zone 2, as shown in Figure 68. We will assume Zone 1 

contains �D harmonics and Zone 2 contains �� harmonics. We will additionally assume 

that �D � ��.  
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Figure 68: Grid for Zone Interface Boundary Condition Derivation 
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The ghost cells associated with Zone 2 will be examined first. The first step in the 

formation of the flow variables in these ghost cells is to Fourier transform the primitive 

variables (as defined by Clark [7] in equation (3.63)) in the boundary cells of Zone 1. The 

flow data in the ghost cells in Zone 2 are then constructed using the first �� Fourier 

coefficients of the primitive variables from the boundary cells of Zone 1. This frequency 

domain data is subsequently inverse Fourier transformed back into time levels. This 

procedure can be expressed mathematically as 

Xß£Ö,7��ËfE � @£Ö�D r@£Ù Xß£Ù,R�±5�Ì�WE sf�±5�ÌfÍ�                                         x5.1y 

where the first subscript defines the number of harmonics in a vector or matrix, and the 

subscript “truncated” indicates that the Fourier coefficients greater than �� have been 

eliminated from the vector. In other words,  

r@£Ù Xß£Ù,R�±5�Ì�WE sf�±5�ÌfÍ� �

���
���
���
�� X; ß£ÙX; ß£Ù�D�X; ß£Ö�X; ß�£Ö�X; ß�x£Ù�DyX; ß�£Ù ���

���
���
��

f�±5�ÌfÍ�

� 

z X; ß£Ö�X; ß�£Ö
{                                                x5.2y 

The ghost cells in Zone 2 only contain information from the boundary cells in Zone 1, yet 

they have the correct number of time levels such that flux calculations from Section 3.1.2 

can be performed at the boundary in Zone 2.  
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 The ghost cells in Zone 1 are populated with flow data through a combination of 

the procedure just described and the non-reflecting boundary conditions from Section 

3.1.6.3. For these ghost cells, the first �� Fourier coefficients of the flow variables are 

populated with the Fourier coefficients of the primitive variables from the boundary cells 

in Zone 2. The remaining Fourier coefficients are populated with the Fourier coefficients 

from the boundary cells in Zone 1, after the application of the non-reflecting boundary 

condition defined in equation (3.94). This process yields the following vector 

X; ß£Ù,7��Ëf �
���
��
���
� JßKßJß�AX;+£ÙJßKßJß�AX;+£Ù�D�r@£Ö Xß£Ö,R�±5�Ì�WE s�JßKßJß�AX;+�x£Ù�DyJßKßJß�AX;+�£Ù ���

��
���
�

                                                          x5.3y 

which can subsequently be inverse Fourier transformed to form the primitive variables at 

all the time levels for the ghost cells in Zone 1.  

 The process outlined in this section must be performed twice, as illustrated by the 

pseudo-code in Section 3.1.6. First, the ghost cells are populated using first-order 

accurate flow data from the boundary cells adjacent to the zone interface. This allows the 

gradients to be determined in the boundary cells adjacent to the zone interface. 

Subsequently, the procedure is repeated using the flow variables in the boundary cells 

extrapolated out to the zone interface using equation (3.25). This ensures that the ghost 

cells contain second-order accurate information, and, furthermore, that the flux 

calculations through the zone interface are second-order accurate.  
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5.3 Multiple Zone Technique Base Study  

 In this section, a series of two-dimensional unsteady flows is studied. The purpose 

of these test cases is to validate that the multiple zone technique works, and to 

additionally establish a baseline for the studies that are performed in Section 5.4.  

For these test cases, the 64x16 cell grid shown in Figure 69 was used. The grid 

was introduced by Ni [19]. The grid has dimensionless range of 3.0 in the x-direction and 

1.0 in the y-direction. In addition, the grid contains a 10% thick circular arc bump that 

extends from p � 1.0 to p � 2.0. This bump roughly simulates the suction surface of an 

airfoil. The grid was bisected into two zones, with Zone 1 extending from p � 0.0 to 

p � 1.5, and Zone 2 extending from p � 1.5 to p � 3.0. For the test cases in this section, 

the inlet was specified to have a mean dimensionless total pressure of 1.00 with an 

unsteady perturbation of 0.10 cos xuvy, where the frequency, u, was set to 1.00. 

Additionally, a dimensionless total density of 1.00 and a dimensionless tangential 

velocity of 0.00 were specified at the inlet. At the outlet, the static pressure was set to a 

dimensionless value of 0.65. Inviscid wall boundary conditions were applied to the top 

and bottom walls of the channel, and the zone interface boundary condition was applied 

to the boundary at p � 1.5 that separates the two zones. In each test case, HB-Multizone 

was run until the L2-Norm of the residuals in the conservation variables had decreased 

three orders of magnitude, at which point the solution was considered converged. 

HB-Multizone was first run using seven harmonics throughout the entire flow 

domain. Seven harmonics is well more than typically needed in practical applications, but 

the analysis in the section will serve as a baseline for studies in Section 5.4. Results from 

this single zone test case are shown in Figures 70-72. These figures are contour plots of 
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the mean pressure and the real and imaginary parts of the first harmonic of the unsteady 

pressure, respectively. These plots show the presence of a shock emanating from the 

trailing edge of the bump. In Figures 70 and 72 especially, the shock appears well-

defined along the surface of the bump, but smeared out along the top wall of the channel. 

In actuality, the shock remains sharply defined at each time level, but appears smeared 

out in the figures because the location of the shock oscillates along the top wall of the 

channel. The process of Fourier transforming the pressure distribution in time effectively 

“smears” the shock’s pressure distribution over the extent of its motion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 69: Ni’s Bump [19] 
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Figure 70: Contour Plot of Mean Pressure for Single Zone Test Case 

 

 
Figure 71: Contour Plot of Real Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady 

Pressure for Single Zone Test Case 
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Figure 72: Contour Plot of Imaginary Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady 
Pressure for Single Zone Test Case 

The top wall of the channel is examined in more detail in Figures 73 and 74. 

Figure 73 shows the mean pressure and the first three harmonics (real and imaginary 

components) of the unsteady pressure along the top surface of the channel. Figure 74 

shows a blown up view of the unsteady pressures. These figures demonstrate that the 

pressure is almost entirely dynamically linear in the regions away from the oscillating 

shock, as only the first harmonic has a significant amplitude. On the other hand, the 

region in the vicinity of the shock is clearly nonlinear, as all three harmonics shown have 

significant amplitudes in this region.  
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Figure 73: Real and Imaginary Components of the Zeroth, First, Second and Third 
Harmonics of Pressure for the Single Zone Test Case 

  

Figure 74: Blown-up View of Unsteady Pressures for the Single Zone Test Case 
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Figures 70-74 suggest that only the region around the shock should require a large 

number of harmonics. Thus, this test case provides a good opportunity to validate the 

multiple zone approach. A second, multiple zone case was run with two harmonics in 

Zone 1 and seven harmonics in Zone 2.  

Figures 75-77 compare the results from the single zone test case and the multiple 

zone test case. Figure 75 shows the mean pressure, while Figures 76 and 77 show the real 

and imaginary components of the first harmonic of the unsteady pressure. These figures 

clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the multiple zone approach, as there is almost no 

difference between the two solutions. Additionally, a 33% savings in computational time 

was realized with the multiple zone approach. The savings came with no negative 

repercussions in terms of the accuracy of the solution. Accuracy here is defined in a 

“harmonic sense,” as it refers to the differences in the two solutions with different 

number of harmonics contained in the solutions, as opposed to the spatial accuracy, 

associated with grid resolution, considered in previous chapters. The subsequent sections 

now focus on improving the multiple zone approach in HB-Multizone to further increase 

the computational savings.  
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Figure 75: Comparison of Mean Pressure for Single and Multiple Zone Test Cases 

 

Figure 76: Comparison of Real Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure 
for Single and Multiple Zone Test Cases 
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Figure 77: Comparison of Imaginary Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady 
Pressure for Single and Multiple Zone Test Cases 

 

5.4 Refinement of the Multiple Zone Technique 

With the multiple zone technique validated, the next step is improving the 

method. We will define a suitable method as producing converged solutions of the mean 

flow and the first harmonic of the unsteady flow using the fewest harmonics necessary in 

each zone, effectively minimizing computational time. We must again note that 

convergence in this analysis is convergence in a “harmonic sense.” In other words, the 

zeroth and first harmonics of the flow are considered converged when the inclusion of an 

additional harmonic in the solution does not significantly alter these harmonics. In the 

subsequent section, we will establish a criterion that measures the importance of the 

highest harmonic in relation to the first harmonic. This criterion will be used to determine 
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if the mean flow and the first harmonic of the unsteady flow have sufficiently converged 

in a harmonic sense, or if more harmonics are needed in the solution. 

5.4.1 Harmonic Ratio Threshold Definition 
 

In HB-Multizone, a harmonic ratio threshold is used to determine when the mean 

flow and the first harmonic of the unsteady flow have converged within a given zone. A 

harmonic ratio compares the maximum magnitude of the highest harmonic in a given 

zone to the maximum magnitude of the first harmonic in the entire domain for all of the 

primitive variables. The maximum magnitude of the first harmonic in the entire domain is 

determined for each primitive variable as follows 

X;mÌVD �
���
��*tmÌVD,tmÌVD-tmÌVD(?mÌVD ���

�� �
���
��max�¼*tD¼��max�¼,tD¼��max�¼-tD¼��max ÃÐ(? DÐ�Ä���

�� u t in v                                          x5.4y 

where the superscript ‘1’ indicates the first harmonic, and the subscript ‘j’ refers to the jth 

cell in a domain containing v total cells. The maximum magnitude of the highest 

harmonic in a given zone, (assumed to be Zone m for this analysis), is given for each 

primitive variable by 

X;x1ymÌV£ �
���
��*tx1ymÌV£,tx1ymÌV£-tx1ymÌV£(?x1ymÌV£ ���

�� �
���
��max�¼*t£¼��max�¼,t£¼��max�¼-t£¼��max ÃÐ(? £Ð�Ä���

�� u t in vm                      x5.5y 

where the superscript ‘N’ refers to the highest harmonic stored in Zone m, and the 

subscript ‘j’ now indicates the jth cell in Zone m, which contains vm total cells. We can 

then define the harmonic ratio,  ,  in Zone m as 
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���
��
���
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��
���
�

                                      x5.6y 

The harmonic ratio in Zone m is the maximum ratio of the highest harmonic within Zone 

m to the first harmonic in the entire domain among the four primitive variables. This ratio 

can subsequently be compared to the harmonic ratio threshold,  f��ÍË�, which is the 

criterion that defines whether the mean flow and first harmonic of the unsteady flow are 

sufficiently converged in a harmonic sense. If, in a given zone, the harmonic ratio 

exceeds the threshold, then a harmonic is added to that zone, and the process from this 

section is repeated. The harmonic ratio threshold essentially defines how large in 

magnitude the highest harmonic needs to be in relation to the first harmonic for an 

additional harmonic to produce a significant change to the zeroth or first harmonic. The 

definition of significant change and the determination of an acceptable harmonic ratio 

threshold are the subject of Sections 5.4.4 and 5.4.5.  

The harmonic ratio threshold defined above has some similarities to the spectral 

energy threshold used by Maple [16-18, 42] in that it determines the relative important of 

the highest harmonic. However, the harmonic ratio threshold used in HB-Multizone 

compares the highest harmonic to just the first harmonic, as opposed to comparing the 

highest harmonic to every harmonic (on a spectral energy basis) as is the case with the 

spectral energy threshold. Thus, the harmonic ratio threshold is better suited for HB-
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Multizone, as it focuses on obtaining converged solutions (in a harmonic sense) of the 

mean flow and the first harmonic of the unsteady flow.  

A final note on harmonic ratios is that the process described requires a minimum 

of two harmonics in each zone of the domain. The second harmonic is necessary to form 

a comparison with the first harmonic. In the multiple zone technique used by HB-

Multizone, each zone initially contains two harmonics, and the number of harmonics then 

evolves during the duration of the runtime of the code until a sufficient number of 

harmonics is reached in each zone as defined by the harmonic ratio threshold. By 

structuring HB-Multizone in this manner, the guesswork required in previous harmonic 

balance solvers is eliminated. In previous harmonic balance solvers, the number of 

harmonics had to be estimated in advance of the execution of the code, which is an 

inexact science that risked long runtimes (by including too many harmonics) or poor 

solution accuracy (by including too few harmonics).  

5.4.2 Harmonic Addition Process 
 
 In this section, the process for adding a harmonic to a given zone is outlined. The 

following pseudo-code illustrates how the need for an additional harmonic within a zone 

is determined during an iteration of HB-Multizone:  

n99* 9-�Ê 4:4 )v�*) � %¥Ê9g�))�) Ê91 Z3�*v�Ê 3 %=�� *)�,�9 % g9�� Ô� Z3�*v�Ê 3.1.6 � ��� <99*  
 ? <9« )9<,vÔ9� Ô) ),ÔgÔ��v<r g9�-�Ê��� xv3Ô) g9�-�Ê���g� gÊÔv�ÊÔ9� Ô) v3� ),;t�gv 9 =�gvÔ9� 5.4.3y v3�� n99* 9-�Ê w9��) n99* 9-�Ê g�<<) 
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During an iteration of HB-Multizone, the flow solution is first updated using the 

procedures from Chapter 3. Subsequently, the processes from this chapter are performed. 

The harmonic ratios are calculated in each zone, and are compared to the harmonic ratio 

threshold. As described in Section 5.4.1, if the harmonic ratio in a given zone exceeds the 

threshold, then a harmonic is added to that zone. Note that the harmonic ratios are not 

calculated during each iteration of HB-Multizone. The harmonic ratios are only calculated 

after the flow solution has converged sufficiently. The determination of sufficient 

convergence is the subject of Section 5.4.3.   
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The first step in the procedure to add a harmonic to a given zone is to Fourier 

transform the primitive variables in every cell within the zone. Subsequently, a new set of 

Fourier coefficients is created in each cell with an additional harmonic appended on. The 

extra harmonic is initialized to zero. This new set of Fourier coefficients can be expressed 

mathematically as 

X; ®£�D � z 0rX; ®£s0 {                                                                                           x5.7y 

where the superscripts refer to the number of harmonics in the vector, and the subscript 

refers to cell ‘i’ within a given zone. The Fourier coefficients of the primitive variables 

defined in equation (5.7) can then be transformed back to the time levels using the 

appropriately sized inverse Fourier transform matrix.  

Maple discusses an alternative approach where he uses linear interpolation to 

resample one temporal period of unsteadiness with an additional time level [17]. 

However, he concludes that the approach described in equation (5.7) is a better option.  

5.4.3 Frequency of Harmonic Ratio Calculations 
 
 In addition to determining how to add harmonics to a given zone, we must also 

determine when to compute the harmonic ratios from Section 5.4.1 during the runtime of 

HB-Multizone. The pseudo-code in the previous section demonstrates that the 

convergence of the flow solution is examined after each iteration of HB-Multizone. If the 

solution is sufficiently converged, then the harmonic ratios are calculated in each zone. 

The condition used to measure the convergence of the flow solution is the subject of this 

section.  
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As previously stated, HB-Multizone uses a convergence condition to trigger the 

calculation of the harmonic ratios during the execution of the code. This condition 

examines the L2-Norms of the residuals in the zeroth and first harmonics of the 

conservation equations, which are given at the nth iteration as 

^.,Dx�y �
���
��Ð4.,D� x�yÐÐ4.,D�±x�yÐÐ4.,D�\ x�yÐÐ4.,D�Í x�yÐ���

��                                                                           x5.8y 

where the subscripts refer to the harmonics used in forming a given residual, and the 

superscript refers to the conservation equation that is associated with a given residual. We 

can then define a new parameter, 

F.,D � <9�D.�^.,DxÊ�y� % <9�D.�^.,Dx�y� � 

           
���
��<9�D.Ð4.,D� xÊ�yÐ % <9�D.Ð4.,D� x�yÐ<9�D.Ð4.,D�±xÊ�yÐ % <9�D.Ð4.,D�±x�yÐ<9�D.Ð4.,D�\ xÊ�yÐ % <9�D.Ð4.,D�\ x�yÐ<9�D.Ð4.,D�Í xÊ�yÐ % <9�D.Ð4.,D�Í x�yÐ���

�� � 

���
��¤.,D�¤.,D�±¤.,D�\¤.,D�Í ���

��                                                                                                  x5.9y 

where ‘ref’ denotes a reference iteration that is initially set as the first iteration, and is 

subsequently reset after each calculation of the harmonic ratios. The parameter, F.,D, in 

equation (5.9) measures the change in the magnitude of the residuals at the nth iteration 

in comparison to the residuals at the reference iteration on a log scale. For instance, 
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¤.,D� � 2.0 means that the residual in the zeroth and first harmonics of the continuity 

equation has decreased two orders of magnitude between the reference and nth iterations. 

 With the parameter for measuring the convergence of the solution defined, we 

must now find a suitable value for the parameter such that we obtain an acceptable 

amount of harmonics in each zone in a manner that minimizes computational time. In 

finding this value, we must consider two opposing ideas that directly relate to the 

computational efficiency. On one hand, the harmonic ratios should only be calculated 

once transients have been allowed ample time to convect out of the solution domain. This 

prevents the addition of harmonics based on transient flow features that are not part of the 

final solution. On the other hand, the solution should not be allowed to converge too long 

without calculating the harmonic ratios. This prevents the dedication of computational 

time toward resolving minute flow details that subsequently change with the addition of a 

harmonic. A suitable value for F.,D must balance these two factors [17]. 

In application using HB-Multizone, it was found that 1.0 was an acceptable value 

for F.,D. Note that this value is applied to each term within F.,D, i.e., 

F.,D �
���
��¤.,D�¤.,D�±¤.,D�\¤.,D�Í ���

�� � z1.01.01.01.0{                                                                               x5.10y 

In other words, each residual must decrease by an order of magnitude, at which point the 

harmonic ratios are calculated as shown in the pseudo-code in Section 5.4.2. This value 

for F.,D was established based the harmonic ratio threshold studies performed in Section 
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5.4.5, where it was found that F.,D � 1.0 minimized computational time in comparison to 

other values.  

In these studies, the flow is transonic in nature. Maple found that FÌ�� � 2.5 was 

optimal for purely subsonic flows, and that FÌ�� � 0.25 was best for purely supersonic 

flows [17]. The subscript ‘all’  refers to the fact that Maple measured the residual in all 

harmonics of the solution. However, the values should be similar when only the zeroth 

and first harmonics are used in measuring the convergence of the solution.  

5.4.4 Harmonic Ratio Threshold Studies: Quasi-1D Flow 
 

The first step in determining an acceptable harmonic ratio threshold to use in HB-

Multizone is to examine how the zeroth and first harmonics change as a function of the 

number of harmonics in the solution. This examination will provide insight as to when 

the zeroth and first harmonics are acceptably converged in a harmonic sense. In this 

section, a highly dynamically nonlinear, quasi-one-dimensional flow is studied. This flow 

will allow us to understand how the mean flow and the first harmonic of the unsteady 

flow evolve as a function of the number of harmonics in the solution, in the limit of 

nonlinear flow in the majority of the solution domain. 

The flow studied in this section is a quasi-one-dimensional flow through a 

converging-diverging channel. The quasi-one-dimensional version of the harmonic 

balance equations is given in differential vector form by 

Hxl:EyH  w Hxl<EyHp wxE w l>E � 0                                                          x5.11y 

where l is the cross-sectional area at a given spatial location, and :E and >E are given by 

equations (3.2) and (3.4), respectively. The flux vector, <E, is given by 
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<E � þ <D�<�£�D�                                                                                                  x5.12y 

where < is given in equation (2.3). The flux vector in equation (5.12) is simply the one-

dimensional version of equation (3.3). In equation (5.11), the vector xE is introduced. 

This vector is defined as 

xE � þ xD�x�£�D�                                                                                                 x5.13y 

where 

x �
���
�� 0%* HlHp00 ���

��                                                                                               x5.14y 

To solve the quasi-one-dimensional harmonic balance equations, a quasi-one-

dimensional predecessor to HB-Multizone was used. This code is vertex-centered and 

uses Ni’s version of the Lax-Wendroff scheme [19] with second-order artificial 

dissipation. The geometry for this flow is shown in Figure 78 [10]. The domain in Figure 

78 was discretized with 65 equally spaced nodes, and the variation in area was defined as 

lxpy � 1.0 % 0.25 sin� Ã[V� Ä. At the inlet, the total pressure was set to 1.175, the total 

density was set to 1.122 and the tangential velocity was set to 0.0, where all of these 

values are dimensionless. The mean static pressure at the outlet was specified as 1.0, with 

a large unsteady perturbation of 0.20cos xuvy. The frequency, u, was set to 1.257. This 

is very similar to the case analyzed by Hall [10].   
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Figure 78: Converging-Diverging Channel [10] 
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To study the convergence of the zeroth and first harmonic as a function of the 

total number of harmonics, the quasi-one-dimensional code was run using 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 

and 15 harmonics, respectively. The code was run until the L2-Norm of the residuals in 

the conservation variables had decreased by nine orders of magnitude, at which point the 

solution was considered converged (in pseudo-time). The results of this study are given in 

Figures 79-81, which show the mean pressure and the first harmonic of the unsteady 

pressure, respectively. These figures show a smeared shock that forms in the diverging 

portion of the channel, and gradually decays as it moves through the throat and out the 

inlet of the channel. Due to the large range of shock motion, the majority of the domain 

experiences dynamically nonlinear flow. This is confirmed by Figure 82, which shows 

the real and imaginary components of the first five harmonics in the entire solution 

domain. The harmonics all have significant amplitudes in a large portion of the flow 

domain.  

Figures 79-81 demonstrate that as the number of harmonics is increased, the 

solutions for the zeroth and first harmonics of the pressure converge to the same curves. 

The solutions using only one or three harmonics have considerable errors, and the 

solution with five harmonics still contains noticeable errors. However, the solutions with 

seven, nine and fifteen harmonics are nearly indistinguishable. Figures 79-81 suggest that 

in domains with highly dynamically nonlinear flow, the addition of harmonics beyond the 

seventh harmonic does not produce noticeable changes in the solutions of the mean flow 

and the first harmonic of the unsteady flow. 
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Figure 79: Mean Pressure for Quasi-One-Dimensional Study 

 

 

Figure 80: Real Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure for Quasi-One-
Dimensional Study 
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Figure 81: Imaginary Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure for 
Quasi-One-Dimensional Study 

 

 
Figure 82: First 5 Harmonics (Real and Imaginary Components) for Quasi-One-

Dimensional Study 
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To better understand how the zeroth and first harmonics change as a function of 

the number of harmonics contained in the solution, an error analysis was performed using 

the test cases shown in Figures 79-81. Figure 83 displays the dimensionless errors in the 

pressure associated with each test case in this study. The dimensionless error is defined as 

the maximum difference between the solutions for the zeroth and first harmonics using 1, 

3, 5, 7 or 9 harmonics, and the solutions for zeroth and first harmonics using 15 

harmonics. This difference is subsequently normalized by the maximum amplitude of the 

zeroth harmonic in the solution containing 15 harmonics. The solution using 15 

harmonics was considered the converged solution (in a harmonic sense) in this analysis. 

In Figure 83, the dimensionless error in the pressure is plotted on a log scale against the 

number of harmonics used in a given test case. The dotted line in Figure 83 represents an 

accuracy threshold, which defines a converged solution as having a dimensionless error 

of less than 1%. The figure demonstrates that the solutions with one, three and five 

harmonics contain dimensionless errors greater than 1%, but the solutions with seven 

harmonics or greater contain dimensionless errors of less than 1%. This reinforces the 

previous analysis of Figures 79-81. For the quasi-one-dimensional flow in this section, 

the addition of harmonics to the solution produces significant reductions in the 

dimensionless error up until the seventh harmonic is added. 
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Figure 83: Error Analysis for Quasi-One-Dimensional 

 Using the error analysis in Figure 83, we can estimate a suitable harmonic ratio 

threshold for this quasi-one-dimensional test case. Figure 84 shows the L2-Norm of the 

Fourier coefficients of the pressure as a function of the harmonic number on a log-log 

scale. To form this figure, the solution with fifteen harmonics was used, with the first ten 

harmonics of the solution appearing in the figure. In the figure, the data points were 

formed using the solution at p � 0.3, and similar plots could be created using any spatial 

location that experienced unsteady shock motion. The slope of the line in Figure 84 is 

negative one, which indicates that the Fourier coefficients decay in magnitude like the 

inverse of the number of harmonics. This result is not unexpected, as the Fourier 

coefficients for step and saw tooth waves decay like 
D£ [23, 24], and the shock in this 

quasi-one-dimensional flow is similar to the discontinuities found in those waves. Based 

on Figure 83, seven harmonics are needed to obtain converged solutions of the zeroth and 
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first harmonics. Using Figure 84, we can then estimate that the seventh harmonic has 

Dy M 15% of the amplitude of the first harmonic. This leads to the ad hoc conclusion that a 

harmonic ratio threshold of 15% will produce solutions that are accurate to within about 

1%.  

Although an acceptable harmonic ratio threshold was determined for the quasi-

one-dimensional flow in this section, one must keep in mind that the flow in this section 

is more nonlinear than the flows in practical applications. Thus, the harmonic ratio 

threshold calculated in this section should be overly conservative. In the next section, 

flows more typical of those seen in turbomachinery applications are examined, and 

harmonic ratio thresholds are determined for these flows.  

 

Figure 84: Magnitude of Fourier Coefficients of Pressure vs. Number of Harmonics 
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5.4.5 Harmonic Ratio Threshold Studies: 2D Flows 
 
 In addition to the quasi-one-dimensional flow from the previous section, two-

dimensional flows were also studied over geometries resembling an airfoil. The goal of 

these studies was to determine an acceptable harmonic ratio threshold based on the 

transonic flows typical of those seen in turbomachinery applications. Two threshold 

studies were executed using HB-Multizone on the grid shown in Figure 69. The first test 

case was outlined in Section 5.3. The mean total pressure at the inlet was set to 1.00 with 

an unsteady disturbance of 0.10cos xuvy, where the frequency, u, was specified as 1.00. 

Additionally, the total density and tangential velocity were set to 1.00 and 0.00, 

respectively, at the inlet. The static pressure at the outlet was specified as 0.65. Inviscid 

wall boundary conditions were applied at the top and bottom walls of the channel. The 

flow domain was bisected into two zones, with Zone 1 extending from p � 0 to p � 1.5, 

and Zone 2 going from p � 1.5 to p � 3.0. 

For this flow, seven different test cases were executed. In all of these cases, the 

numerical solutions from HB-Multizone were considered converged (in pseudo-time) 

after the L2-Norm of the residuals in the zeroth and first harmonics of the conservation 

variables had decreased three orders of magnitude. The first test case used seven 

harmonics in both zones of the flow domain. This is the base case that should ensure 

convergence of the zeroth and first harmonics in a harmonic sense based on the quasi-

one-dimensional analysis from the previous section. Subsequently, six additional test 

cases were executed. In these test cases, the solution was initialized with two harmonics 

in both zones, and the number of harmonics was allowed to evolve during the duration of 

the runtime of the code. The six cases had harmonic ratio thresholds of 10%, 15%, 20%, 
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30%, 40% and 50%, respectively. These six cases were then compared to the base case in 

terms of solution accuracy (in a harmonic sense) and solution run time, in an attempt to 

find a suitable harmonic ratio threshold for this study 

The results of the first threshold study are shown in Figures 85-88. Figure 85 

gives the final number of harmonics in each zone for each of the six harmonic ratio 

thresholds examined in the study. Figures 86-88 show the mean pressure and the real and 

imaginary components of the first harmonic of the unsteady pressure, respectively, along 

the top wall of the channel for each threshold, as well as the base case. As Figure 85 

illustrates, only two harmonics were needed in Zone 1 for all thresholds studied. This is 

not unexpected, as Figure 74 demonstrates that the flow is dynamically linear in this 

zone. For Zone 2, the number of harmonics decreased with increasing thresholds. Despite 

this decrease in the harmonic content, the solutions in Figures 86-88 remain accurate in a 

harmonic sense for all thresholds except for the 50% threshold. Using a 50% threshold, 

the real component of the first harmonic contains noticeable errors in the vicinity of the 

shock. At this threshold, only two harmonics are retained in Zone 2, which is not 

sufficient to accurately resolve the shock contained in the flow field.  
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Figure 85: Final Number of Harmonics in Each Zone for Threshold Study 1 

 

Figure 86: Mean Pressure for Threshold Study 1 
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Figure 87: Real Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure for Threshold 
Study 1 

 
Figure 88: Imaginary Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure for 

Threshold Study 1 
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To better understand the errors in the numerical solutions in Figures 86-88, an 

error analysis was performed. Figure 89 shows the dimensionless errors in the pressure 

associated with each harmonic ratio threshold used in this study. The dimensionless error 

for this study is defined as the maximum difference between the solutions of the zeroth 

and first harmonics in the base case and solutions of the zeroth and first harmonics using 

each of the thresholds. The difference is normalized using the maximum amplitude of the 

zeroth harmonic in the base case. The dimensionless error in the pressure is plotted on a 

log scale as a function of the harmonic ratio threshold. Figure 89 contains a dotted line 

representing the 1% accuracy threshold described in Section 5.4.4. As Figure 89 

demonstrates, the solutions for each harmonic ratio threshold are considered acceptably 

accurate in a harmonic sense, except for the solution using a 50% threshold.  

Figure 90 shows the computational savings for each of the thresholds tested in 

comparison to the base case. As expected, this figure simply demonstrates that including 

fewer harmonics in the flow domain decreases computational time. The computational 

savings range from 57% for the lowest thresholds, to 66% using the 50% threshold. 

Based on Figures 89 and 90, a 40% threshold is suitable for this study, as it provided the 

most computational savings while still producing an acceptably accurate solution. 
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Figure 89: Error Analysis for Threshold Study 1 

 
Figure 90: Computational Savings for Threshold Study 1 
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The acceptable harmonic ratio threshold for the two-dimensional flow examined 

in this study was found to be significantly higher than the threshold determined from the 

quasi-one-dimensional study in the previous section. These two studies represent 

opposing limiting cases. In the quasi-one-dimensional flow, the vast majority of the flow 

domain experienced dynamically nonlinear flow, whereas in the two-dimensional study, 

the dynamically nonlinear flow was confined to a very small region. In the remainder of 

this section, a second two-dimensional flow in examined. This flow is essentially the 

middle ground between the previous two studies, as the region of dynamically nonlinear 

flow constitutes on the order of one-third of the flow domain.  

The second threshold study used the grid from Figure 69, with the flow domain 

once again bisected into Zone 1 and Zone 2 as previously described. For the flow in this 

threshold study, the unsteadiness originated at the outflow boundary, where the mean 

static pressure was set to 0.65, and the unsteady perturbation in the pressure was specified 

as 0.10cosxuvy. The frequency, u, was again set to 1.00. At the inlet, the total pressure 

was specified as 1.00, the total density was specified as 1.00 and the tangential velocity 

was specified as 0.00.  

The flow solution for the parameters outlined above is illustrated in Figures 91 

and 92. These results come from an execution of HB-Multizone using seven harmonics in 

both zones of the flow domain. Figure 91 shows the mean pressure, as well as the real 

and imaginary components of the first three harmonics of the unsteady pressure along the 

top wall of the channel. As this figure illustrates, the shock in the mean pressure appears 

more smeared out than the shock from the previous two-dimensional threshold study, 

shown in Figure 73. This indicates more unsteady shock oscillation associated with this 
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second test case. Figure 92 shows a blown up view of the unsteady harmonics of the 

pressure. This figure demonstrates that all threes harmonics have significant amplitudes 

downstream of the shock. However, the flow is choked at the onset of the shock. Thus, 

the flow upstream of the shock is relatively uninteresting, as none of the unsteadiness 

propagates upstream past the shock. Based on Figures 91 and 92, it is apparent that the 

flow solution has a large region of steady flow and a large region of dynamically 

nonlinear flow, thus making it a good compromise of the previous two threshold studies.  

 

Figure 91: Real and Imaginary Components of the Zeroth, First, Second and Third 
Harmonics of Pressure for the Second Threshold Study 
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Figure 92: Blown-up View of Unsteady Pressures in the Second Threshold Study 

 In the second harmonic ratio threshold study, the same seven test cases from the 

previous threshold study were executed. In addition to the base case shown in Figures 91 

and 92 with seven harmonics in both zones, six additional cases were run. These cases 

started with two harmonics in each zone, and the number of harmonics was allowed to 

change during the runtime of the code. The six cases had harmonic ratio thresholds of 

10%, 15%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%, respectively. 

The results of the second harmonic ratio threshold study are shown in Figures 93-

96. Figure 93 shows the final number of harmonics contained in each zone for each 

threshold in the study. As expected, Zone 1 contained the minimum number of harmonics 

regardless of the threshold, as only the steady flow mattered in this portion of the flow 

domain. In Zone 2, the number of harmonics decreased with increasing harmonic ratio 

threshold. Figures 94-96 show the mean pressure, and the real and imaginary components 

of the first harmonic of the unsteady pressure, respectively, along the top wall of the 
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channel for the base case, as well as each harmonic ratio threshold examined in this 

study. These figures demonstrate that, while the solutions associated with thresholds of 

30% and lower provide good accuracy in comparison to the base case, the solutions using 

thresholds of 40% and 50% contain visible errors in both the zeroth and first harmonics 

of the pressure in the vicinity of the shock.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 93: Final Number of Harmonics in Each Zone for Threshold Study 2 
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Figure 94: Mean Pressure for Threshold Study 2 

 

Figure 95: Real Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure for Threshold 
Study 2 
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Figure 96: Imaginary Component of First Harmonic of Unsteady Pressure for 
Threshold Study 2 

 To better quantify the errors in the numerical solutions from Figures 94-96, an 

error analysis was performed. Figure 97 displays the dimensionless errors in the pressure 

associated with each of the harmonic ratio thresholds examined in the second study. The 

dimensionless error is plotted on a log scale as a function of the harmonic ratio threshold. 

The figure also contains a dotted line representing the 1% accuracy threshold from 

Section 5.4.4. As the figure demonstrates, only thresholds of 30% and lower met the 1% 

accuracy condition, while the remaining higher thresholds did not. 

 To find a suitable harmonic ratio threshold based on the second threshold study, 

Figure 98 was developed. This figure contains the computational savings over the base 

case for the second threshold study. For this study, the computational savings range from 

45% to 51% in cases that produced sufficiently accurate solutions, with savings as high 

as 58% for the thresholds that did not produce acceptable solutions. Due to a transient in 
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the development of the solution, the solution using a threshold of 15% actually required 

more computational time than the solution using a threshold of 10%. This result is 

unexpected, as the solution with the 15% threshold actually contained one fewer 

harmonic in Zone 2 than the solution with the 10% threshold (as illustrated in Figure 93). 

The exact nature of the transient is unknown and is the subject of future work. Based on 

Figures 97 and 98, a suitable harmonic ratio threshold for the second study is 30%, as this 

threshold led to a sufficiently accurate solution in the least amount of computational time. 

This value falls between the values calculated in the previous two studies, as expected 

based on the relative size of the regions of dynamically nonlinear flow in each study. 

 
Figure 97: Error Analysis of Threshold Study 2 
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Figure 98: Computational Savings for Threshold Study 2 

Based on the two-dimensional threshold studies from this section, as well as the 

quasi-one-dimensional study from Section 5.4.4, the range of acceptable harmonic ratio 

thresholds is a function of the size of the region of dynamically nonlinear flow. A 30% 

threshold should be suitable for most of the flows of interest in practical applications. 

However, if one wants to be slightly conservative, a 15% threshold can be used without a 

large increase in computational time.  

5.5 Conclusions 

In Chapter 5, the multiple zone technique used by HB-Multizone was examined in 

detail. The technique was overviewed in Section 5.1. In this section, the advantages of the 

multiple zone technique over a single zone technique were demonstrated. The zone 

interface boundary condition was described in Section 5.2. This boundary condition 

allows the harmonic content to change in adjacent zones. The boundary condition 
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incorporates ghost cells so that the flux calculations from Section 3.1.3 can be performed 

at zone-to-zone interfaces where the time levels do not mesh.  

After describing the multiple zone technique, a two-dimensional test case was 

analyzed in Section 5.3 to validate the multiple zone technique. In this validation study, a 

transonic flow over Ni’s bump was examined. The flow had a shock that formed at the 

trailing edge of the bump and extended to the top of the channel. It was demonstrated that 

the flow was dynamically nonlinear in the vicinity of the shock, but dynamically linear 

for the majority of the flow domain away from the shock. A multiple zone test case was 

run seven harmonics in the zone containing the shock, and two harmonics in the zone 

away from the shock. This multiple zone test case was compared to a single zone test 

case with seven harmonics throughout the domain. This comparison revealed that the 

mean pressure and the first harmonic of the unsteady pressure were identical in both 

cases, thus validating the multiple zone technique. A 33% reduction in computational 

time was realized in the multiple zone case.  

The multiple zone technique was improved upon in Section 5.4. An acceptable 

solution was defined as one in which computational time was minimized while 

maintaining sufficient accuracy (in a harmonic sense) in the mean flow and the first 

harmonic of the unsteady flow. To meet this end, the idea of a harmonic ratio was 

introduced in Section 5.4.1. A harmonic ratio compares the amplitude of the highest 

harmonic in a given zone to the first harmonic in the entire flow domain. The ratio is then 

compared to a harmonic ratio threshold to determine if the zeroth and first harmonics of 

the flow solution have converged in a harmonic sense. After defining the harmonic ratio 
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threshold, the procedures for how and when to add harmonics to a given zone were 

described in Section 5.4.2 and 5.4.3.  

In Section 5.4.4, a highly dynamically nonlinear quasi-one-dimensional flow was 

studied to better understand the convergence of the zeroth and first harmonics as a 

function of the total number of harmonics in the solution. It was demonstrated that mean 

flow and the first harmonic of the unsteady flow contained greater than a 1% 

dimensionless error if fewer than seven harmonic were used in the solution. 

Subsequently, it was found that the amplitude of the unsteady harmonics decayed like 
D£. 

This led to the ad hoc conclusion that an acceptable harmonic ratio threshold for this flow 

was about 15%.  

To better understand the range of acceptable harmonic ratio thresholds for flows 

of interest, a pair of two-dimensional threshold studies was performed in Section 5.4.5. 

The first study used the flow from Section 5.3, and the results of the study indicated that 

a 40% threshold was suitable. The computational savings associated with this threshold 

were on the order of 60%. Next, a second flow was analyzed. This flow was designed to 

be a compromise of the highly dynamically nonlinear flow from Section 5.4.4, and the 

mostly dynamically linear flow from Section 5.3. The results of this study indicated that a 

30% threshold was acceptable, with computational savings on the order of 50%. From 

these studies, it was concluded that the range of acceptable harmonic ratio thresholds was 

a function of the size of the region of nonlinearity in the flow domain, but that a 30% 

threshold should be suitable for most flows of interest.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions  

 There were two main goals of the research presented in this thesis. The first goal 

was to obtain a better understanding of the temporal and spatial behavior of the waves 

associated with the discretized harmonic balance equations. The research associated with 

this goal was presented in Chapter 2. In this chapter, the governing harmonic balance 

equations were derived, and then linearized, diagonalized, and discretized with a variety 

of schemes in both space and time. The temporal behavior of these discretization schemes 

was examined through the use of von Neumann stability analyses. The stability analysis 

of the first-order upwind scheme in both space and time revealed a numerical instability 

that was previously identified by Hall [1]. The instability was removed by introducing a 

time level preconditioning technique.  

Through the application of von Neumann stability analyses, numerical stability 

limits were derived for several other discretization schemes. In these schemes, the 

temporal derivative was approximated using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm, and 

the spatial derivative was approximated using either a first- or second-order accurate 

upwind scheme. The theoretical stability limits for these schemes were verified 

experimentally.  

After examining the temporal behavior of the waves associated with 

discretizations of the harmonic balance equations, the spatial behavior was studied. 

Spatial wave amplification factors were derived for a variety of discretization schemes, 

and they revealed that approximating the harmonic source term in a cell-centered manner 
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led to large amounts of spatial wave dissipation in one-dimensional schemes. A novel 

upwind approximation of the source term was introduced, and it was found that this 

approximation eliminated spatial wave dissipation altogether in one-dimensional 

discretization schemes. However, in two-dimensional schemes, neither the cell-centered 

nor the upwind approximation of the source term fully eliminated spatial wave 

dissipation.  

 The second goal of the research in this thesis was to produce an efficient 

harmonic balance solver for computing unsteady nonlinear flows. The research 

associated with this goal was presented in Chapters 3-5. Chapter 3 introduced and 

validated the solver, which was named HB-Multizone. In HB-Multizone, the governing 

harmonic balance equations are discretized using a flux difference splitting algorithm in 

combination with fourth-order Runge-Kutta time stepping. The flux difference splitting 

algorithm is based on Roe’s scheme [6, 13, 38]. A validation study was presented, and 

was based on a linear flow in a vibrating box, for which an analytical solution was 

derived. It was demonstrated that the numerical solutions generated by HB-Multizone 

converged to the analytical solution as the grid was refined. Additionally, it was shown 

that the numerical solutions were second-order accurate in space. Finally, it was shown 

that the dimensionless error in the numerical solution was a function of the non-

dimensional grid reduced frequency, which is a measure of the number of grid points per 

wavelength in the solution.  

 HB-Multizone was further validated in Chapter 4. In this chapter, the numerical 

solutions produced by HB-Multizone were compared to known results for flow through a 

cascade of compressor blades. The Tenth Standard Configuration was chosen for this 
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study. Both steady and unsteady flows due to plunging motion were considered in this 

validation study. It was demonstrated that the numerical solutions were in good 

agreement with the known results.  

 HB-Multizone was made more efficient in Chapter 5. In this chapter, the multiple 

zone technique was introduced. This technique allows the harmonic content to vary in 

different zones of the flow domain, in a manner similar to the method described by Maple 

[16-18]. The technique was validated using two-dimensional flow over Ni’s bump. In this 

validation study, it was found that the multiple zone solution technique was 33% more 

efficient than a similar solution technique in which a single number of harmonics was 

applied universally to the entire flow field. After the validation process, the multiple zone 

technique was subsequently refined for unsteady nonlinear transonic flows. The idea of a 

harmonic ratio threshold was introduced as a means of controlling the harmonic content 

in different zones of the flow field. A series of quasi-one-dimensional and two-

dimensional flows were examined to identify a suitable value for the harmonic ratio 

threshold. It was found that a 30% threshold should be acceptable for most flows of 

interest. It was additionally found that computational savings of 50-60% could be 

obtained using the multiple zone technique, with dimensionless errors in the solution of 

less than 1%.   

6.2 Future Work 

 The research presented in this thesis can be expanded upon in several different 

areas. A better approximation of the harmonic source term needs to be developed for 

two-dimensional discretization schemes. While the upwind approximation of the source 

term introduced in Chapter 2 eliminated spatial wave dissipation in one-dimensional 
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schemes, it was unable to fully eliminate spatial wave dissipation in two-dimensional 

schemes. A more thorough investigation of the role of the harmonic source term in two-

and three-dimensional schemes is necessary. This investigation should be supplemented 

with numerical experiments that demonstrate the improved spatial behavior associated 

with any newly developed approximations of the harmonic source term.   

 HB-Multizone also requires more development. In its current state, the code does 

not model viscous effects. By including these effects, the code would be able to capture a 

wider range of flow features, such as flow separation. This would make the code more 

applicable to the types of aeroelastic phenomena commonly seen in turbomachinery 

aeroelasticity, for example, stall flutter. The base scheme discussed in Chapter 3 for the 

Euler equations should easily be extendable to the Navier-Stokes equations. The 

architecture of HB-Multizone also needs to be modified from its current, structured grid 

format, to one that can handle unstructured grids. This will improve the overall accuracy 

of the scheme. Finally, the inflow and outflow boundary conditions used in HB-Multizone 

must also be changed such that they account for spatial variations in two-dimensions. The 

shortcomings of the current inflow and outflow boundary conditions were demonstrated 

in Chapter 4.  

In addition to more development, HB-Multizone also requires additional 

validation studies for cascade flows. The validation studies in Chapter 4 covered steady 

flows and unsteady flows due to plunging motion. However, no unsteady flows due to 

pitching motion were examined. Furthermore, the flows investigated in Chapter 4 were 

linear. A series of nonlinear cascade flows could be used in additional validation studies 

to demonstrate the effectiveness of the HB-Multizone.  
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 The multiple zone technique presented in Chapter 5 also requires additional 

research. The technique does a good job of varying the harmonic content in different 

zones of a flow domain. However, the zones must be defined prior to an execution of HB-

Multizone. It would be ideal if the zones were allowed to change during the runtime of 

the code. This would allow the zones to conform to various flow features such as shocks, 

and would provide additional computational savings.  

 The multiple zone technique also needs more validation. The technique was 

validated in Chapter 5 for flows over Ni’s bump. However, it was not tested for flows in 

cascades. The technique requires additional validation in unsteady nonlinear cascade 

flows to demonstrate its effectiveness in practical cases.   
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